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Half-title: an ornamental ashtray distributed as a publicity tool in
the period between the world wars by the world-renowned diamond traders
J.K. Smit en Zonen Diamantgereedschappen BV of Amsterdam.
By 1914, Smit had two factories and more than twenty subsidiaries
and distributors operating throughout the world.
Page 2: pictured in the early 1980s in its newly-restored heyday, the
Eastons & Anderson Woolf-compound beam engine installed in 1876 in the
Goldstone Water Works ran in its original coal-fired state until what had become
the British Engineerium, Hove, was sold in 2005.
The fate of the engine is still unclear: another potential loss
to our industrial heritage.
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Though printed slightly out of register, giving a blurred appearance,
this 1930s exploded-view diagram could prove useful in the conservation of a
Green’s Economiser, particularly as it names the principal parts.
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PREFACE

AN EXPLANATION
This project began life in the form of a twenty-page hand-out for students
attending the University of Brighton Conservation of Industrial Heritage
(‘CIH’) postgraduate course, which ran briefly in 2000–1.
An attempt had been made to include a basic object-analysis element
in the course, and the hand-out devoted to the identification of markings—
often a way of circumventing the need for protracted research—was seen as
an integral part of the process.
It had been assumed that CIH students would have an understanding
of cataloguing techniques, but it rapidly became obvious that differing
backgrounds weakened this particular assumption. A natural ability in
some people could be counterbalanced by the inability of others to ‘see’ an
object. We argued if an explanation could be found for the range of abilities,
but the course finished before anything tangible could be done. However, I
continued research into an underlying supposition that the ways in which
the cataloguing of industrial-heritage artefacts were being undertaken left
much to be desired.
One of the lectures delivered to the CIH students included a practical
test delivered under the watchful supervision of Jonathan Minns, then chief
executive (and guiding light) of the British Engineerium. This revealed how
problems could arise when mature, well-educated and intelligent students
were confronted with items which they could not immediately identify.
At the end of a particularly challenging day, I was asked if the hand-out
could be enlarged to answer the problems that had been encountered. This
I agreed to do, and the hand-out had become a booklet by the time the first
course concluded. Work on the booklet subsequently continued in the hope
that, some day, another use could be found for the information.
Eventually, in 2004, I submitted to the University of Brighton an outline
for a postgraduate degree, ‘Archiving Industry. An investigation into the
classification of industries and their products, and the creation of a publiclyaccessible database’. The project was accepted, but, regrettably, I could not
proceed with work at that particular time. However, as I had spent many
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Taken from a German filing/sawing machine made by Gebr. Thiel GmbH of Ruhla, this
cast-brass “manufacturer’s plate” was applied by a British importer. E.H. Jones traded
independently until becoming the promotional arm of CVA, later Kearney & Trecker Ltd.
Museum of Making collection.

years investigating, analysing and cataloguing the products of industrial
processes, ranging from razor blades, cutlery and edged weapons to tools,
scientific equipment, firearms, railway engines and steamships, I felt that
breadth of experience was potentially a great advantage.
I had already faced problems at first hand and successfully overcame
some of them. So I hoped that the learning processes I would have followed,
coupled with the resources of a university which hosted the wonderful
Design Council archives, would allow the development of a database which
could ultimately benefit everyone involved in maintaining the world’s
industrial heritage.
I was also keen to enlist the aid of individual enthusiasts, on the basis
that, somewhere, someone was collecting even the most obscure artefact.
I’ve spent twenty years working with engine indicators, and I was sure that
individuals could contribute little-known details of lubricators, pressure
gauges, carburettors, planimeters, slide rules, steam whistles and countless
other industrial artefacts.
PAGE 8
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Unfortunately, this was not to be; instead, the basis of the idea became the
‘Archiving Industry’ website (http://www.archivingindustry.com), which is
much more limited in its aims than the university-backed database would
have been. I was greatly concerned that too many cataloguing systems were
being used, and that cataloguing was hamstrung by a lack of centralised
resources. More worryingly, there seems to be no end to the perceptible
decline in basic cataloguing and industrial-artefact conservational skills.
Marks and Materials, which is what the hand-out has become, suggests
how a variety of interrelated details may be used to assist dating. Of course,
the history of many individual industrial artefacts has been documented, and
research has been undertaken into the work of many engineer-inventors.
Yet there are still areas in which knowledge is scant or non-existent. If the
pages that follow stimulate interest in even one of these topics, they will
have done their duty.
I owe a special debt to Jonathan Minns (1938–2013) and to the staff of
the British Engineerium—Susan Wadbrook, Peter Fagg, Alan Roberts, Philip
Dalton (who, sadly, died in 2010)—for supporting the project in its earliest
days. When the museum closed, all seemed lost until Ian McGregor and the
staff of the Canadian Museum of Making came to the rescue. It is to them
that this new edition owes its existence.
I also owe a debt of gratitude to Dr Bruce Babcock of Amanda, Ohio,
who has generously supplied information and debated the finer points
of markings and design for many years; and to my ex-colleagues in the
University of Brighton Faculty of Science and Engineering, in particular to
Professor Fred Maillardet, Dr Mark Jones, Dr Mathew Philip and Dr John
Downie. Mathew was given the doubtful privilege of acting as my mentor
(a precipitous learning curve!) when my role changed unexpectedly from
passively organising to actively leading the course, and his patience and
support will always be a happy memory. His expertise in the identification
of materials has proved to be particularly valuable.
Our students Claire Barratt, Tom Cinderey, Mike Hill and Philip Marini
must also take some of the blame for encouraging me to continue my work
beyond the point at which I had been keen to stop. Philip Marini’s M.Sc.
thesis on the identification and conservation of plastics remains a source of
inspiration.
However, depite the help I have been given, responsibility for errors and
omissions is entirely mine. Publication should (I hope) allow me the chance
to correct them in a future upgrade…
John Walter, Portslade, England, 2019
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PART ONE

THE QUEST
Picture the scene. You have been appointed by the Saudi Arabian government
to locate exhibits for the Hedjaz Railway Museum, soon to be opened in
Medina, the one-time southern terminus on the pilgrim route to Mecca. One
of your tasks is to retrieve and catalogue relics from the desert, where they
will have lain since Lawrence of Arabia and his allies cut the line in 1917.
You already know that a ‘train’ stands in the Hadiyah Siding; or, more
accurately, that an 0–6–0 tank engine heads a burned-out skeleton of a
train. A visit reveals that many fittings have gone and the boiler plates have
wasted through, but also that the entire unit would make a good exhibit if
supporting information can be provided.
Ethical considerations—should restoration be attempted? should the
display be ‘as found’?—are temporarily put aside. Close examination reveals
that a small plate had once been fixed on the surviving cab-sheet, beneath a
number; four holes clearly held bolts, and one survives. No sooner have you
decided that the plate was probably taken as a souvenir than the shadow
thrown by the setting sun reveals that it had been hit, perhaps by a bullet
or a fragment of a shell. This is confirmed by a fractured remnant trapped
behind the surviving bolt.
You look around. The train stands in a siding. This suggests that it had
been attacked while stationary, and also that fragments of the maker’s plate
may be buried in the sand. So you decide to dig for clues; sand shifts too
easily, but, with the assistance of a coffer-dam made of wood, you begin a
slow process of sieving. Of course, you have established a datum point and
are diligently recording, tagging and bagging finds as they occur.
Slightly behind the left side of the locomotive, a few feet from the line of
the cab sheets, you have a piece of luck: a tiny piece of the maker’s plate is
found. What story can the tiny plate-fragment tell?
That the railway was constructed in 1900–8 is well known; the Hedjaz
was under Ottoman control at that time, but the rolling stock was supplied
from Germany and the 0–6–0T shows Teutonic origins clearly. But which
contractor built it? Most of the plates used by locomotive manufacturers
PAGE 10
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Twentieth-century ephemera

Top left: a folded multi-page leaflet, printed by letterpress in blue. Dated ‘6/22’ (June 1922)
and also marked ‘4000’, presumably the print-run. Top right: the cover of a multi-page
agricultural-machinery catalogue, 1915. Four colour letterpress: pale green, red-brown,
blue-black and red. Bottom left: an instruction booklet for diesel engines, dated ‘7/36’
(July 1936). The cover has been partially silk-screened; the remainder and the internal typematter
11
is letterpress. Bottom right: an inset letter from 1957 gives a clue to the date of thisPAG
dataE book.
The cover is multi-colour offset lithography.
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around the world were rectangular or oval, retained by four and two bolts
respectively; exceptions to this generalisation, even in Britain, were rare.
Some designs were circular, however, and the flattened-diamond plates
fitted by Henry Dübs of the Glasgow Locomotive Works were perpetuated
by the North British Locomotive Co. Ltd (NBL) on most of the products of
the Dubs factory made from amalgamation in 1903 to eventual closure.[1]
William Beardmore of Dalmuir used a diamond with sides curved to suggest
a superimposed oval; and the engraved works-plates fitted by Robert
Stephenson & Hawthorns Ltd of Darlington and Newcastle upon Tyne often
took the form of attenuated hexagons.
Consequently, the size and proportions of the plates, and the location
of the bolt-holes, can identify a manufacturer even if no other details
remain. We are fortunate with our Hedjaz locomotive. Though only a small
fragment has been retrieved, it has the remnants of a boss around the bolthole, a distinctively curved lower edge, and small decorative indents where
the plate edges meet the boss. Enough survives to deduce that though the
bottom of the plate was curved, the vertical edges were straight.
The four bolt-holes suggest symmetry, and it is obvious from the edging
and two fragmentary letter-tips that the details were cast in relief within a
decorative border. Luckily, there are faint marks on the cab-sheet to show
where the plate had been pushed inward before breaking. The trace left by
the upper edge of the plate seems to lie closer to a line drawn between the
centres of the upper two bolt-holes than the mark left by the lower edge of
the plate in relation to the lower holes.
The plate clearly had two curved and two straight sides, but the curve
was greater on the lower edge than the upper one. The shaping of the midpoints of the curved edges is unclear, but most other characteristics of the
plate-shape can be defined. This particular example is unusual, and, as the
locomotive is known not only to be German but also to date from 1900–14, it
is simply a matter of research to trace a plate of similar type.
Many German manufacturers preferred rectangles, but Orenstein &
Koppel often used a circular plate prior to 1914, with a central scroll and
the mounting bolts offset on opposite sides of the horizontal centreline;
Berliner Maschinenbau AG vorm. Schwartzkopff used a plate with straight
vertical edges and plain, but symmetrically curved upper and lower edges;
and Hannover’sche Maschinenbau AG, vormals Georg Egestorff, used plates
of the type once fitted to the Hedjaz engine prior to 1914.
As the fragmentary letters could easily be reconstructed as the terminal
‘-EN’ of Hannover-Linden, the identity of the locomotive has been finally
PAGE 12
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been established beyond reasonable doubt. Details provided by records in
Germany, compiled by railway enthusiasts, refine the search first to a small
class of similar locomotives and then link it with a single machine…
This hypothetical example employs just one of many ways of identifying
industrial artefacts. But it is clearly necessary to search for information
purposely supplied by the manufacturer to identify the item or promote its
existence. Clues may be gained from the trading name at that particular
moment in time; from the factory address; from the existence of branch
offices; and from date.
This may all seem very straightforward. Yet many marks will have been
defaced—sometimes deliberately—and others will be damaged so badly
that large parts of the inscriptions will be lost. Manufacturers’ plates may
have had dates erased, to disguise the age of a particular piece of machinery
or, if another date has been substituted, to record a major modification.
Marks have also sometimes been altered to reflect change in ownership
or corporate structure. A few have even been effaced to disguise their origins.
Motor vehicles are regular targets for this particular treatment, especially
if they have been stolen or used in a crime. Removal of serial/registration
numbers from the chassis and the engine blocks is another example of
deliberate erasure, though these marks can often be reconstructed by
specialist forensic examination.
Specialist knowledge may also be necessary to fill identification gaps;
for example, manufacturers’ names can often be deduced from nothing but
a trademark, a brand name or even a telegraphic address. Dates may be
resolved if the plate includes a ‘works number’, as long as the numbering
sequence is known. Sometimes even an educated guess will be permissible…
as long as the justification for this is explained.
Another problem may be posed by the involvement of the licensees,
wholesalers, retailers and entrepreneurs that have always been an integral
part of the distribution of manufactured goods. Most trades depended
on sales for their existence, and, to secure orders, most manufacturers
happily applied (indeed, still apply) marks desired by the purchaser. This is
particularly true of cutlery, hand tools, scientific instruments and domestic
equipment, and can be very difficult to detect.
One of the most important of the German cutlery makers, Weyersberg,
Kirschbaum & Co. (WK&C) of Solingen, was claiming in 1910 to have eight
thousand outlets for its wares, and distribution networks of this magnitude
are by no means unusual. Though these particular swords, bayonets,
cutlery, knives and bladed tools usually bore Weyersberg, Kirschbaum &
PAG E 1 3
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This twin horizontal-cylinder mill engine by Robey & Co. Ltd of Lincoln was fitted with
patent drop valves and marked accordingly. These engines bear the order-book numbers
28711 and 28712 on the end of the valve chests above the cylinders; other examples of this
general type, however, will bear names—commonly taken either from classical mythology
or provided by the wives and daughters of mill owners and local politicians.

Company’s registered trademarks,[2] many displayed nothing but a Brazilian
distributor’s name or the marks of an importer trading in British India who
wished to hide the German origins of his wares. The French were not keen
to import goods made in Germany, particularly in the years immediately
after the end of the Franco–Prussian War in 1871 and the First World War in
1918, and so the items sold there often went unmarked.
Ships, bridges, aircraft, railway locomotives, vehicles, power tools, radio
sets, computers and virtually all other multi-part fabrications embody parts
supplied by specialist subcontractors. These may not always be marked,
and are regularly attributed to the ‘manufacturer’ (often little more than the
assembler) of the item on which a particular name appears.
Nationality of a motor vehicle may determine the supplier of individual
components, as essentially similar designs can be made in factories
separated by hundreds or even thousands of miles; General Motors of
Detroit, the parent of both Vauxhall and Opel, has made comparable cars
(e.g., the Vauxhall Cavalier and the Opel Ascona) in Britain and Germany.
But though the body shells may look similar, near-identical parts may have
been bought from separate suppliers—electrical equipment from Lucas in
PAGE 14
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Britain and Bosch in Germany, or piston-rings from the British Piston Ring
Co. Ltd of Coventry or Kolbenschmidt in Germany.
Aircraft manufacturers do not make their own radar, nor have they made
the weapons with which their products are armed (excepting a few cases,
such as British Aerospace, where conglomerates have swallowed a group of
specialist sub-contractors). And very few British railway locomotives ever
carried brake-pumps or injectors made by the railway’s own workshops,
preferring instead to buy them from the Westinghouse Brake Co. Ltd and
Gresham & Craven Ltd. Mechanical lubricators may have been made by
companies such as Wakefield; spark plugs by KLG; carburettors by Solex or
Weber; pressure gauges by Schaeffer & Budenberg.
Unfortunately, sub-contractors often marked their products with an
assembler’s name, and origins may easily be mistaken unless some quirk
of construction is visible. Taking measurements may reveal a screw-thread
to be metric instead of imperial; pressures (often found in a test-mark) may
be kg/cm² instead of lb/in²; graduations may be in millimetres instead of
thousandths of an inch—clues to origin, though the possibility that they
have been altered or made for export should be considered.
Another problem can be posed by an owner’s name appearing to be a
maker’s mark—common on hand tools, marked by the owner to prevent
loss or theft in a working environment where the tools were common.
Scratched marks on a blade and names carved crudely into wooden hafts
are easily identified with individual users, but marks which have been
applied with letter punches are often much more difficult to resolve.
Punching letters individually may sometimes be betrayed by noticeably
uneven depth or irregular spacing, but one-strike applications from a single
die can be impossible to distinguish from the manufacturers’ marks that
were applied in the same way. The absence of qualifiers such as ‘& Son’ or
a town name may sometimes be significant, but not all individual cases can
be assessed as simply: many variations are to be found.
CHAPTER NOTES
1.

2.

The North British Locomotive Co. Ltd was formed in 1903 by amalgamating three of
Glasgow’s most famous businesses: Dübs, Neilson Reid & Company, and Sharp, Stewart
& Company. Dübs’ Glasgow Locomotive Works diamond and Sharp Stewart’s Atlas
Works oval plates were retained (though the NBL name replaced those of the original
companies), and the plate signifying the Hyde Park Works of Neilson, Reid & Company
changed from oval to circular.
An 1883-vintage amalgamation of two important Solingen sword-cutlers, WK&C applied a
king’s head and a knight’s helm, and a range of brand names in many languages.
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PART TWO

RECORDING THE PAST
The word ‘catalogue’—at least according to the Oxford English Dictionary—
derived from the Greek κατάλογος by way of a Latin equivalent catalogus
and old French. Entering the English language prior to 1460, it once meant
an all-encompassing list, often for the purposes of military enrolment, but
has weakened with time until the dictionary definition is now: “…a list or
enumeration systematically arranged in alphabetical or other order, often
with the addition of brief particulars 1667.’ [1]
The basis of listing may indeed be alphabetical; but, as circumstances
dictate, so can it be numerical, thematic, typological or abstract. Few
of the ideas are new, as the desire to make lists has been evident from
prehistoric times—cave paintings may be seen merely as representational
art, or, alternatively, as a record of events. Civilisations could not have
prospered without the development not only of writing but also, perhaps
more importantly, of numbers and divisions of time. Numbers enabled a
tally to be kept of workers or the use of materials; time enabled work to be
progressed on an organised basis.
Even the Bible contains lists,[2] but one of the best-known catalogues
must surely be Domesday Book, compiled in 1085–7 on the orders of William
I of England (William the Conqueror) to provide an all-enveloping survey of
his new lands. The book is an impressive document, showing not only the
size of the population but also its wealth.
Another summary, practically unknown but equally valuable, was made
in 1688 by Gregory King.[3] King attempted to assess the wealth of England
and Wales by social grouping, which included sixty thousand Artisans
and Handicrafts[men], forty thousand Shopkeepers and Tradesmen, eight
thousand Merchants by Land and two thousand Merchants by Sea. The
total number of people in each group was then calculated on the basis of
statistical weighting equivalent to the average number of people in a family.
King deduced the population to be 5,500,520, and the total income as
£44·4 million; expenditure he judged to be £42·2 million, leaving a small
surplus. In 1695, he tried again, assessing on the basis of Hearth Tax returns
PAGE 16
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1902-vintage 0–6–0T
locomotive no. 823, Countess,
of the Welshpool & Llanfair light
railway (but in
post-1923 GWR colours),
awaits a train at Welshpool
station.
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that there were 1,319,215 dwellings in England and Wales on Lady Day (25th
March) 1690. Records of the taxes levied on births, marriages and deaths
allowed King to gauge the population at 5·5 million. This agreed almost
precisely with his 1688 attempt.
Statisticians now believe that King’s estimate was five per cent too high,
but his labours were an impressive testimony to analytical skill: at a time
when nothing but unsubstantiated estimates were available, to be so close
to the real population totals verged on miraculous. Yet Domesday Book and
King’s assessments remained little other than compilations of then-current
data. Like the census of 1801[4] and its decennial successors, they presented
little more than snapshots of their own time.
Much the same could be said when the first museums were created in
the seventeenth century. Comparatively little knowledge was stored in the
libraries of the day, and, though traditions had often been perpetuated orally,
the idea of the scholarship of antiquity was virtually unknown outside the
established church. That it had an ecumenical focus is hardly surprising.[5]
Perhaps the invention of printing by movable type was the catalyst of
change; knowledge could be disseminated quicker, wider and much more
effectively. The focus of early literature was undoubtedly liturgical, largely
because money and power were concentrated in the hands of the Church,
but the spread of education soon created the apparently unquenchable
thirst for knowledge of subjects ranging from philosophy and medicine to
engineering and science.
Interest in antiquity, inspired by the Renaissance and a return to classical
motifs, created a parallel interest in assembling items to form collections
which could be viewed as an entity. The word ‘museum’ entered English in
its commonly-accepted sense only in the seventeenth century but, within
two hundred years, a broad range of sites had been created to serve a fastgrowing public need for information.
Of course, the efficient administration of museum collections depended
on the skill with which individual items were catalogued. It can be argued
that, however much recording media may have changed, this is as true today
as it was when the Ashmolean Museum was founded in Oxford in 1675.[6]
Pivotal points in the development of cataloguing include Samuel Johnson’s
Dictionary of the English Language (first published in 1756); the advent in
1768 of the Encyclopaedia Britannica; and the availability of the first masscirculation newspapers.[7]
The spread of learning paved the way for the historically-orientated
catalogue that is Diderot’s extraordinary Encyclopédie.[8] Other catalogues
PAGE 18
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can be found in the form of textbooks describing the techniques of individual
crafts or industries.
Today’s goals are largely unchanged. Cataloguers are still required to
interpret the origins, purpose and history of objects in such a way that the
status of the object is enhanced—either because it may be seen as part of
a greater story, or because its value (which may be as much intellectual as
financial) has been increased.
However, this process is rarely consistent. Two cataloguers may see the
same object entirely differently, giving emphasis to the particular features
that reflect their own interests or bias; commercial limitations may be
Invented in Switzerland in the 1850s, by Jacob Amsler, the planimeter allowed irregular
areas to be measured with precision. Planimeters ultimately came in many types: this is an
‘improved’ Willis-patent version, made in the U.S.A. early in the twentieth century. Note
the patent dates and the maker’s name and address, which simplify identification.

PAG E 1 9
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The use of a flyball governor is widely credited to James
Watt, but there is some evidence to suggest that it had
been introduced to control the rotation of mill-stones.
The governor shown here was not installed until the late
1820s, but essentially similar fittings may have been used
as early as the 1750s. Much research has yet to be done
before the full story can be told.
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obvious, particularly if cataloguing is being undertaken for an auctioneer or
a retailer; and the pool of knowledge may be much deeper for some items
than others.
Knowledge will be found in many places. For example, the acrimonious
patent-infringement suits brought by Matthew Boulton and James Watt
against the Hornblowers and many other rivals were valuable repositories
of historically-important information. Attempts were being made to trace
the development of the steam engine even before Watt died in 1819. It is
difficult to see A Treatise on the Steam Engine by John Farey (1791–1851)—
first published in 1827, two years before Rocket emerged victorious from
the Rainhill Trials—as anything other than a pioneering work of industrial
archaeology.[9] Scholars have questioned and sometimes modified Farey’s
conclusions, but ‘Part One, Chapter One’ of the book is still an important
source of historically significant data.
The Great Exhibition of All Nations, staged in London in 1851, can also
be seen as an important catalyst: it exposed staggeringly large numbers of
ordinary people not only to the intricacies of art and design, but also to the
products of engineering. The railway boom had already had an important
effect on public consciousness, and the ability of the steamship to shrink
intercontinental travel to voyages of days rather than months was another
overt sign of technological progress.[10]
Soon after the exhibition had closed, a Museum of Ornamental Art was
founded by combining a small museum owned by a precursor of the Royal
College of Art with a library of educational books and models, a collection
of animal products and food, and exhibits which has been acquired from the
Great Exhibition with the aid of a Parliamentary grant.
The premises predictably proved to be too cramped, and the collections
were moved in 1856 to South Kensington in south-west London. The
collection, initially confined very largely to the decorative arts, acquired
the Admiralty collection of ship models in 1864 and a selection of scientific
instruments a decade later.
A Science Library was subsequently created from educational facilities
in South Kensington and the library of the nearby Museum of Practical
Geology, followed in 1884 by the addition of the collections of the Patent
Office. These had been amassed under the guidance of Bennet Woodcroft,[11]
Clerk to the Commissioners of Patents, and not unnaturally included some
priceless industrial relics—Arkwright’s pioneering spinning machine, the
railway locomotives Puffing Billy and Rocket, and the original Wheatstone
electric telegraph.
PAG E 2 1
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The museum soon became unwieldy, and a decision was taken in 1898
to separate the arts and science components, which became the Victoria
and Albert and Science Museums respectively. The latter was almost
immediately enlarged by the acquisition of Maudslay’s machine tools and
Woodcroft’s own collection of engine models. The necessity to catalogue
the many exhibits forced curators to delve carefully into the history of
each item, and in this surely lies one of the foundation-stones of industrial
archaeology. It is hard not to see in the same light the ‘gentlemen amateurs’
of the Railway Correspondence and Travel Society (RCTS) or the founders of
learned groups such as the Newcomen Society for the Study of Engineering
and Technology (1923) and the Stephenson Locomotive Society (1929).
However, even in the nineteenth century, contributors to periodicals
such as Engineering and The Engineer were already actively researching the
history of industry in a way which would be familiar not only to Tom Rolt
and fellow industrial-archaeology pioneers but also to today’s enthusiasts.
Typical of these are a facinating study by Henry Fletcher of the two-cylinder
atmospheric engines of Scotsman Adam Heslop, little-known even today,
which initially appeared in the Transactions of the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers in 1878 and was duly summarised in Engineering on 31st January
1879.[12] Samuel Johnson provided a supremely detailed account of the
affairs of the Midland Railway, and ‘The Manufacture of Small Arms’ by John
Rigby not only gave a detailed summary of the manufacture of rifles and
edged weapons, but also information about the buildings and the people
who worked in them.[13]

CHAPTER NOTES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, Volume I (‘A–Markworthy’),
third edition, p. 295.
See, for example, the genealogy of Jesus given in Matthew I:22. Joseph and Mary travelled
to Bethlehem to register under the terms of a census implemented by the Roman
administration.
King was born in 1648, served the College of Heralds as Rouge Dragon Pursuivant
(1677) and then Registrar (1684–94), and died in 1712. His 1695 summary of wealth and
population was circulated in 1696 as the Natural and Political Observations and Conclusions
upon the State and Condition of England, but was not published until 1802.
The 1801 census is also usually considered by today’s statisticians to have been inaccurate,
as under-counting gave totals which were about five per cent too low. Modern estimates
suggest the population of England and Wales to have been about 9·3 million at this time.
Among the best-known chroniclers were the Venerable Bede (c. 672–735), who finished
Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum (‘Ecclesiastical history of the English people’)
in 731; and Mathew Paris (<1200–59), who compiled Chronica maiora in 1240–53 and
its abridgement, Historia Anglorum (’History of the English’), c. 1250–3. These and the
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Above: the starboard three cylinder triple-expansion engine fitted in
the British second-class cruisers Pique, Rainbow and Retribution, built by Palmer’s
Shipbuilding & Iron Co. Ltd of Jarrow-on-Tyne in 1891. During the eight-hour trials off
Plymouth on 13th May 1892, Rainbow indicated an average of 3914hp with minimal airpressure in the stokehold. Below: the second-class cruiser Magicienne of 1889, from a
lithograph by W. Fred Mitchell published in 1905.
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Taken from a 1929-vintage catalogue, this
fascinating illustration shows some of the prize medals obtained
by Petters Ltd of Yeovil, makers of internal-combustion engines.
Awards of this type can often give valuable
clues to age and date.
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Anglo-Saxon Chronicles (in many ninth-century and later forms) provided a framework
for recording historical events. Though the concept of testing evidence was scarcely
understood, the work of Bede, in particular, had a value which long outlived him; Sir
Frank Stenton, in Anglo-Saxon England (vol. II of ‘The Oxford History of England’, p. 187)
commented that ‘In an age when little was attempted beyond the registration of fact, he
[Bede] had reached the conception of history’.
6. The museum, created to house the collection of antiquary Elias Ashmole (1617–92), which
included that of botanist John Tradescant (1608–62), did not open to the public until 1683.
7. The first dictionary in English is generally considered to be Robert Cawdrey, A Table
Alphabetical, published in 1604 but drawing on unsuccessful earlier attempts. It contained
definitions of three thousand words. Conceived by printers Bell and Macfarquhar, the
first part of the Encyclopaedia Britannica appeared in 1768; when the last of three volumes
appeared in 1771, 2689 pages of text and 160 copper-plate engravings had been prepared.
8. L’Encyclopédie, ou Dictionnaire Raisonné des Sciences, des Arts et des Métiers was published
in seventeen volumes of text and eleven volumes of plates in 1762–72. Four more volumes
of text, one of plates, and two of index had completed the ‘first edition’ by 1780.
9. The son of a renowned geologist and consulting surveyor of the same name, John Farey, a
Gold Medallist of the Society of Arts in 1813, is remembered principally for the erection of
a large ironworks in Russia in 1819 and for publicising the existence of the steam-engine
indicator, invented by James Watt and John Southern in the 1780s but jealously guarded
for many years. Farey was admitted as a Member of the Institute of Civil Engineers in 1826
and published the Treatise a year later. A second volume was published posthumously in
1971. [Concise Dictionary of National Biography, vol. I, ‘A–F’, p. 968.]
10. Public events such as the Rainhill Trials of 1829 elevated the status of engineers from
obscurity to the forefront of society, seen in the success of biographies written by Samuel
Smiles (1812–1904), from Robert Stephenson (1857) to Lives of the Engineers (1861–7).
11. Woodcroft (1803–79) began life in Manchester as a manufacturer of silk and muslin,
patenting inventions that included ‘tappets for looms’ (1838). He moved to London,
advertising his services as a consulting engineer and patent agent in 1846, then became
Professor of Machinery at University College, London (1847–51). Appointed Superintendent
of Patent Specifications in 1852 and charged with the implementation of the Patent Law
Amendment Act of the same year, he was appointed FRS in 1859. His title became ‘Clerk
to the Commissioners of Patents’ in 1864, held until his retirement in 1876. [Concise
Dictionary of National Biography, vol. III, ‘N–Z’, p. 3282.]
12. H.A. Fletcher, ‘The Heslop Engine, A Chapter in the History of the Steam Engine’;
Engineering, vol. XXVII (January–June 1879), pp. 101–2. Adam Heslop, born in Scotland,
spent most of his adult life in Cumbria. In July 1790, residing in Ketley, near Wellington in
Shropshire, he received a patent for his two-cylinder atmospheric engine. At least fifteen
of these were erected in Cumbria from c. 1793 until 1810 or later. The first three are said
to have been built in Workington by the Seaton Iron Works, whilst most later examples
were the work of Heslops, Johnson, Millward & Company of the Lowca Iron Works in
Whitehaven. When the article was published, one Heslop engine survived. Erected c. 1795
to serve Kell’s Pit in the Earl of Lonsdale’s Whitehaven Collieries, it had been moved to
Wreah Pit in 1837.
13. Johnson was serving as Locomotive Superintendent of the railway. Rigby was
Superintendent of the Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield. His lecture, given before the
Institution of Civil Engineers and published in the Transactions, was paraphrased in
Engineering, vol. LV (January–June 1893), pp. 757–8, 788–9, 822–4 and 883–6.
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The Conservatoire national
des arts et métiers in Paris,
increasingly short of display
space, elected to take over the
deconsecrated Chapelle SaintMartin-des-Champs. The lofty
nave provided an ideal venue
for the display of antique cars
and aeroplanes which could
be suspended from the roof
trusses. Though not ideal
from the viewpoint of the
dedicated enthusiast (unable
to view some of the objects
at close quarters), it has been
greatly praised.
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PART THREE

WHAT DO WE SEE?
All experienced cataloguers know that the surface of some topics has
hardly been scratched; others have been pursued with great vigour, no
little skill, and hugely impressive dedication. A few have been subjected
to intense academic scrutiny, but too many are all but ignored. This may
depend on fashionable notions of scholarship (and, perhaps, prospects of
peer acclamation), but the amount of work undertaken is usually directly
proportionate to public interest. This potentially excludes many classes of
artefact from the scrutiny they deserve.
It is necessary to temporarily put aside the notion that, to be effective,
any classification system must be supported by attempts to fill the most
obvious gaps in reference material. It is more important to define the shape
of the hypothetical ideal system, consider how the basic matrix is to operate,
and how core information can be collected quickly enough to ensure that—
even in its most basic form—the archive has something tangible to offer.
The recognition and interpretation of the characteristics of individual
artefacts depend greatly on the performance of the individual. Important
questions, therefore, concern human perception and any implications it
may have on the organisation of the cataloguing task. How are the objects
seen? Does this view depend on the individual? What are the parameters,
and does commonality lie within them?
The Oxford English Dictionary[1] defines perception, derived directly from
the Latin word percipere (‘to be or become cognizant of’), as: “II... 1. The
taking cognizance of objects in general; occas. practically = consciousness...
2. The taking cognizance of a sensible or quasi-sensible object 1704. 3.
The intuitive recognition of a moral or aesthetic quality, e.g. the truth of
a remark, the beautiful in objects 1827. 4. Philos. The action of the mind
by which it refers its sensations to an external object as their cause. (Dist.
from sensation, conception or imagination, and judgement or inference)
1762…’ And perception, notes the Encyclopaedia Britannica helpfully,[2] is
‘the process whereby sensory stimulation is translated into organized or
meaningful experience’.
PAG E 2 7
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Perception plays a key role in identification and cataloguing. Shaking may
not be permitted for fear of damaging the object, touching may reveal little
other than a hint of texture, and smelling may reveal nothing but rancid
grease; for a cataloguer, therefore, observation could be everything.
The physiology of this process is well established: light in the form of
energy, as long as it falls within a particular wavelength-band, is focused
through the lens of the eye to fall on a series of rod-like receptors (cones)
distributed around the rear inner surface of the eyeball.[3] These transmit
neuro-pulses to the brain, where the information is rapidly processed into
recognisable, but virtual images. However, explanations for this process
are varied, and views have changed over the years as scientific and medical
research has progressed.
Whether perception arises from innate abilities or is simply a by-product
of learning-by-association has always been debated, and many individual
positions have been taken: structuralists believe that the percepts are
synthesised from sensations, whereas Gestalt (‘whole’) theory suggests
that percepts are basic to experience—and thus that human experience is
composed entirely of organised wholes, instead of collections of individual
elements. According to Gestalt proponents, the mind can then bridge gaps
in data to provide an entire picture.
The process, therefore, is effectively a snapshot, a rapid scan of an image,
followed by instantaneous analysis against information held in the memory.
This may be analogous to reading: the recognition of patterns within an
image (in the form of letters), followed by an ultra-rapid conversion to an
idea whose parameters are effectively a pre-learned solution to a question
posed by a particular letter group.
It is interesting, in the context of this idea of pre-programming, that
groups of letters make no sense in a ‘foreign’ language unless the reader has
learned another set of pre-conditions. Yet the brain can also deduce nativelanguage words accurately from only half the letters…even if the missing
half is a slice taken horizontally to remove their tops.
The Prägnanz hypothesis suggests that prevailing conditions can
limit the accuracy of the pattern or object being perceived, and that ‘ideal
circumstances’ can be expressed in terms such as simplicity, stability,
regularity, symmetry, continuity and unity. Advocates of Gestalt theory also
claim that essential data is supplied by the ‘ground’ (background). According
to this proposition, the apparent brightness of an object—not necessarily in
a physical sense—is conditioned not only by its own luminescence but also
by that of its surroundings.
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A major strength lies in the ability of perception to strip away limiting
factors rather than merely accepting without challenge what the eyes relate.
Thus the colour of a car-body seen beneath a sodium street lamp may be
observed as yellow, but perception—eye and brain in concert—tells that
this is only an apparent colour, and that the car may actually be pale green
or beige or any pastel hue.[4]
It is widely accepted that the perceptual processes are weakened
by continuous exposure to a solitary object or stimulus, which may tend
to disappear from the field of vision with time, and that the brain can be
fooled by optical illusions. Imperfectly focussing eyes (usually correctable
with lenses), colour-deficient vision (more common in men than women)
and poor stereoscopic imaging can all present problems, yet individuals are
often capable of amazing feats of recognition.
Some people can retain exceptionally detailed information for lengthy
periods of time, whereas others forget even simple data within minutes.
This can sometimes reflect disinterest, but is more often due to differences
in memory and retrieval capabilities.
Demonstrations are often made of individual enthusiasts’ recognitive
abilities—such as identification with near-perfect accuracy of virtually any
nineteenth-century wallpaper by print-pattern, or any long-playing record
from the superficial groove-map. Opinion is divided on the ways in which
stimuli are recorded in the brain, but these particular examples must both
operate on the basis of codifying information.
Identifying the wallpaper presumably works on the basis of a gigantic
pattern-book held in memory, though there is no doubt that the operation
is more subtle than a simple recollective projection and that it may work
on several mutually-supportive levels near-simultaneously. For example,
search fields can be narrowed by automatically excluding manufacturers
who never incorporated stripes in their products or did not trade in the
appropriate period. Where the records are concerned, as the music cannot
be heard, the positioning and width of grooves in relation to each other—a
visual identifier—must be the arbiter.
Many people can accept that some processing-capability elements of
perception may be innate, and unique to each person, but perceptual acuity
must surely be learned largely by experience, by assessing stimuli, and by
comparing results (often subconsciously) with information retained in the
memory. ‘Perceptual learning is a process of discovering how to transform
previously overlooked potentials of sensory stimulation [and untapped
sources of guidance] into effective information’.[5]
PAG E 2 9
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One of the earliest forms of motive power was the Newcomen or atmospheric
engine, which generated power from the vacuum created by condensing low-pressure
steam in the cylinder. This drawing of the ‘Chace Water Fire Engine’, constructed
by John Smeaton, was published in John Farey’s A Treatise on the Steam Engine.
Historical, Practical, and Descriptive (1827).
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Many trials have shown that performance in alphanumeric- or patternsorting improves greatly with experience, particularly if ground rules can
be developed. However, the improvements in performance vary greatly;
some individuals may improve by no more than a few per cent, while others
will improve tenfold. This seems due to the yet-unknown links that make
each brain a most remarkable, if singular creation.
There is a general consensus that there are field-dependent and fieldindependent perceptors, the former influenced more by surroundings and
the latter more by specific features. Field-independency also suggests an
ability to retain specific information; conversely, field-dependency suggests
a poorer precision memory (though often accompanied by a better capacity
to retain an overall picture). Tests have shown on many separate occasions
that field-independent perceptors are less likely to be fooled by optical
illusions than field-dependents, but also that a mixture of the two groups
characterises most people.
There is no need to understand the mechanism of perception in detail
here. However, it is essential to acknowledge not only its effects but also
that the performance of individuals can vary considerably.

Sorting information

Differences between field-dependent and field-independent perceptors
may explain why some people are instinctively brilliant cataloguers whereas
others perform very poorly even after time has been spent on ‘programming’
them. But, if true, it is also a limitation on the development of a standard
cataloguing system; it is obviously better to cater for the weaker of these
groups than the stronger, as the results will then be universally beneficial.
Objects can be sorted in many ways—by style, by shape, by origins,
by size, by colour: the list is endless. Some of these categories are clearly
easier to apply than others. Colour is straightforward for all but the sizeable
minority with deficient colour vision; but it is far more difficult to decide
nationality without prior experience, and possibly even a degree of luck.
Style is a subjective arbiter. Shape is notoriously difficult to describe. So
practically each category has strengths and weaknesses, which provides
little help in selecting a primary analyser.
The keys to cataloguing include literacy and, to a lesser extent, numeracy.
Literacy customarily comes from the educational process—perhaps better
expressed as ‘life-learning’—that creates rules that can be followed. As far
PAG E 3 1
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as visual perception is concerned, these rules can include ideas as basic as
naming colours and defining shapes. The more of these details that can be
imprinted in memory, the better identification will be.
For example, most observers would recognise a picture of a Spitfire
as an aeroplane…though maybe not a South American Indian from a tribe
remote from civilisation. This Indian, with no embedded memory of an
aeroplane to guide him, could not be expected to provide a satisfactory
answer. If percipient enough, however, he may deduce links on the basis
of free association within a visual language learned from experience. He
may also create a term—‘metal bird’, for example—that would convey his
understanding to others.
Some people learn better and quicker than others. Only a few among
those who identified the aeroplane will make the progression to Spitfire.
Why? Perhaps the relevant information is unavailable. This does not suggest
inability to learn, merely that the requisite details have not been imprinted
in memory. It may only be necessary to identify a single key feature: a quick
and efficient method, as it minimises data storage in the brain and reduces
the time required to retrieve and process information.
Confusing Spitfires and Hurricanes often arises simply because though
British markings are acknowledged, differences in construction are not
seen. Confusion between the Spitfire and the American Mustang, of broadly
comparable type, arises from similarity of dimensions and outline. Viewed
in plan, however, the Mustang has squared wings instead of the elliptical
shapes that characterise most Spitfires; seen from the side, the Mustang
has a squared tail-fin (not curved), and a large air scoop lies beneath the
fuselage.
When these details have been assimilated, performance often improves
dramatically. This basic truth was demonstrated beyond doubt during
the Second World War, when repetitive use of multi-view illustrations
improved the abilities of soldiers, sailors and airmen to differentiate friend
and foe. However, the hierarchical interpretation (which in this particular
example is ‘aeroplaneshapedetail’) will clearly differ among individuals,
depending on exposure to knowledge and to individual methodology.[6]
Problems of this type occur in every facet of cataloguing, and, indeed,
virtually everyone with specialist interest will find fault in articles, books,
television and films. Some errors can be forgiven. In the film ‘Battle of the
River Plate’, made in 1956, the role of the German raider Admiral Graf Spee
was taken by the U.S. Navy cruiser Salem and that of HMS Exeter was played
by hms Jamaica. But both Graf Spee and Exeter had been lost during the
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Second World War, and the film-makers had little alternative, perhaps, other
than to commission large-scale models. The advent of effectual computergenerated illustration systems (CGI) should answer problems of this type.
Yet in the film ‘Pearl Harbor’ (2001), many of the U.S. Navy destroyers were
unaccountably modelled on modern guided-missile frigates!
Even the makers of documentary films are not immune to the mistakes
arising from a lack of appreciation of recognition features. For example,
the television programme ‘The Mystery of the Scharnhorst’, broadcast in the
BBC Timewatch series in 2001, mixed images of the sister-ships Scharnhorst
and Gneisenau indiscriminately.[7] Virtually every field of object-study will
reveal similar problems. There were several unsubtle changes and counterchanges of railway locomotive in ‘Murder on the Orient Express’; Great
Western Railway rolling stock may appear in a film supposedly set in Kent,
and locomotives painted in post-1948 British Railways livery trundle happily
through Victorian settings.
This is a cautionary tale of ‘seek and you will find’…remembering that it
is usually in the detail that clues lie. But it must be noted that interpretative
This pre-1918 picture-postcard honours the German cruiser Emden. Or does it? As the
ship had been destroyed in 1914, many images of this type feature her sister-ship Dresden.
Constructional differences were minor, but, as only Emden’s shields-of-arms were carried
on the each side of the hull at the bow-stem, this view is authentic. Author’s collection.
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assistance can be difficult to find. Even the best cataloguer will make little
progress with unfamiliar near-identical objects unless some guidance is
available. This is true of practically every situation, though knowledge of
associated features ([back]‘ground’) may provide unexpected help. For
example, if aware that an Egyptian Revival occurred in the 1840s, from
exposure to architectural history, a researcher may recognise that an
unfamiliar steam engine framed with familiar lotus-headed columns is most
likely to belong to the same period.
Perceptive acuity is not precise, and individuals will make differing
guesses at length or weight on the basis of personal experience. The most
efficient form of cataloguing, therefore, is clearly the one that places least
strain upon perception. It must also avoid abstract or subjective criteria
wherever possible. Attempts to use primary descriptors such as estimated
date, assessed nationality, stylistic assumptions or perceived colours
have already been discounted. Approaches based on finite indicators—
particularly markings of virtually any type[8]—are infinitely better in my
view, as they subordinate the individualisation of the human brain to simple
lexicography.
Performance also depends greatly on the scale of detail presented. For
example, the eye/brain combination cannot make sense of a colour-printed
illustration (broken down into multi-coloured dots) if individual dots, and
the spatial relationship of one dot to another, are enlarged too greatly.
However, if the viewer then retreats sufficiently far, the perceived size of
the dots decreases until the brain can once again recognise the image in
its totality. It is far easier to count objects if colours alternate, if gaps are
left, or if the objects are arranged in lines or rows. The apparent merging
of two colours to form a third reinforces the notion that colour depends as
much on surroundings as intrinsic characteristics, but colour-on-colour can
confuse an observer with deficient vision.[9]
One of the cornerstones of Gestalt theory is an assumption that
the brain seeks patterns to aid identification. It seems to work for most
people: the row-of-dots tests—first by separation, secondly by contrasting
colours—show that increasingly ordered data facilitates understanding
unless the viewer is sufficiently colour blind to compromise efficiency.
However, creation of patterns is not entirely visual, as verbal and written
communication depends on a pattern of language facilitated by symbols
which convey meaning. Consequently, great importance lies in vocabulary
and in the ability to define the methods by which recognition stimuli are to
be described.
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The American psychologist William James (1842–1910) coined the phrase
acquired distinctiveness to explain why otherwise-vague stimuli were easier
to discriminate if distinctively named; acquired equivalence, when several
stimuli had the same verbal label, he judged to make discrimination more
difficult. This has important implications for any cataloguing system,
which must seek to minimise the problems that arise from the involvement
of cataloguers who will not see the same thing in the same way. If the
analytical process is being undertaken independently, it is vital to ensure
not only that guidelines are precise, but also that appropriate material is
available to allow cataloguing to be undertaken as consistently as possible.
CHAPTER NOTES
1.
2.
3.

4.
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6.

7.

8.
9.

The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles (Oxford University Press,
1980 printing), vol. II (‘Marl–Z and Addenda’), p. 1551. There are other possibilities
unrelated to objective analysis: e.g., a term for the collection or receiving of rents—now
restricted to Legal use—or the partaking of the Eucharist.
Fifteenth edition, 1989 printing: vol. 9, p. 279.
Excepting (in healthy eyes at least) for the so-called blind spot, where the optic nerve
intrudes.
This phenomenon has been identified as perceptual constancy—‘the tendency…to see
familiar objects as having standard shape, size, colour, or location regardless of changes
in the angle or perspective, distance, or lighting’ (Encyclopaedia Britannica, fifteenth
edition, 1989 printing, vol. 9, p 279). But this is decreased by unfamiliarity with the object
or by removing the environmental (‘ground’) clues that provide the brain with additional
information.
Eleanor J. Gibson, U.S. psychologist, Principles of Perceptual Development and Learning
(1969). Quoted in ‘Perception’, Encyclopaedia Britannica, fifteenth edition, 1980 printing,
vol. 25 (Macropaedia), p. 495.
The process did not always run to plan. My father, an engineer whose service in the RAF
(1935–45) included the Battle of Britain, remarked that British and German twin-engined
bombers could usually be distinguished: British engines ran in-phase, but German engines
ran out-of-phase to give a notable pulsating note. However, this ready-reckoner had failed
when a Junkers Ju. 88, with engines running in-phase well enough to be judged ‘one of
ours’, dropped a stick of bombs down the middle of RAF Manston’s runway!
The vessels were not identical, particularly after their 1938–9 rebuilds. By 1943,
Scharnhorst had acquired a large tripod mainmast set well aft of her funnel; Gneisenau
had a much smaller mainmast—little more than a pole—attached directly abaft the funnel
casing. The ornamental bow shields were so different that they could be distinguished at
surprisingly long range, and there were many detail differences in the superstructure and
deck fittings.
These may be manufacturers’ marks, pattern-dates, registration numbers, property marks,
etc; one of the major problems is the lack of adequate information. See Bibliography for a
brief list of sources of useful information.
Red/green colour blindness (the most common form) is about seven times more prevalent
in men than women.
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A Sulzer horizontal
quadruple-expansion
engine of 1901, restored
in the 1980s by Jonathan
Minns and a team from
the British Engineerium,
now in the Musée
EDF Electropolis,
Mulhouse.
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PART FOUR

LANGUAGE
Cataloguing problems are inevitably posed by language and vocabulary,
not least because the legacy of industry transcends nationality. Therefore,
the impact of language on the flow and transfer of information has to be
considered.
Even though some terms are easily identified across a range of tongues,
often because they stem from a common root (customarily in Latin, less
commonly in Greek), there are many for which no acceptable translation
exists. This is not necessarily due to the incorporation of dialect or idiomatic
terms in a description, even though regionalisation has often played just
such a part; it is due more to the inability of some languages—especially
primitive ones—to assimilate terms and concepts imported from others.
Nor is the process helped by the occasional efforts made by some selfappointed guardians to purge their language of ‘foreign’ terms. The French,
the Germans and the Welsh have each tried this course, but the mongrel
nature of the spoken word, which is inevitably influenced by constantlychanging (if sometimes transient) idiom, ensures that the battles are lost as
soon as they commence.
English is a particularly effective assimilator, even though attempts are
occasionally made to resist what initially seem to be unreasonable uses of
specific terms (e.g., linking prestigious to ‘prestige’ instead of its original
juggling connotations, or the still-fashionable affectation of ‘source’ as a
verb). It is easy to list many borrowed words or phrases.
Words such as bairn have been provided by Scottish dialect; galore and
whisky by Scottish Gaelic; leprechaun by Irish Gaelic (‘Erse’); and a few (e.g.,
Eisteddford) have even come from Welsh, a language most English-speakers
find extremely challenging. Maelstrom has its roots in Dutch; Ombudsman
was once exclusively Swedish; Quisling was originally a Norwegian surname;
voodoo is Haitian.
American English, a recognisable sub-variant in its own right, has
readily accommodated borrowings (e.g., teepee, totem and wigwam) from
the many Native American languages.
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TABLE TWO

Typical assimilated words
From John Buchanan-Brown et al, Le Mot Juste — A Dictionary of Classical & Foreign
Words & Phrases [in English]. Kogan Page, London; revised reprinted edition, 1982.
Arabic: emir, fakir, kasbah, mufti, sheikh…
Eskimo: kayak…
French: agent provocateur, aide-de-camp, aide-mémoire, ambience, apéritif, art
nouveau, blasé, bon appetit, bouffant, bourgeois, carte blanche, cartel, clique…
German: angst, blitzkrieg, ersatz, führer, junker, kitsch, panzer, wanderlust…
Hindi: coolie, guru, nabob, pariah, pundit, rajah, swastika…
Italian: cappuccino, cognoscenti, crescendo, dilettante, fresco, incognito, maestro,
spaghetti…
Japanese: banzai, geisha, hara kiri, kamikaze, kimono, mikado, samurai…
Spanish: aficionado, amigo, conquistador, El Dorado, guerrilla, junta…
Turkish: kaftan, kismet, yashmak…
Yiddish/Hebrew: bagel, chutzpah, dreck, kibbutz, kosher, nosh…

More words are added to English as each year passes. Indeed, many of
the examples given in Table Two are already so well assimilated that they
are accorded the honour of inclusion in the Oxford English Dictionary,
sometimes by way of a sojourn in the Oxford Dictionary of Current Idiomatic
English. And so the process continues.
Yet other words achieve nothing other than short-term notoriety and
disappear from common currency as abruptly as they arrived. Many are
left behind as language evolves, therefore, and others undergo substantial
changes of meaning before they can be accepted. Industries flourish and
die, and once-common products pass into history hand-in-hand with the
specialist vocabularies that may have run to hundreds of terms.
These vocabularies may also have changed subtly with the passage of
time, but no real problem exists as long as the lost industries, the forgotten
manufacturing techniques and unrecognised artefacts remain undiscovered.
But no end of trouble ensues the instant that they are rediscovered, and
efforts are made to conserve material or recreate the ways in which things
were made. What descriptive terms should be used? Should we revert to the
original usage? Can the application of modern terms—all too often coined
by writers who are ignorant of the truth—be justified once knowledge is
regained?
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In addition, the decline that is now evident in traditional engineering
disciplines has reduced the ability of students to consider problems in three
dimensions, and thus the ability to ‘see’ a design from a patent drawing (for
example) is very largely lost. This has created a culture in which expertise
can exist more by virtue of theoretical knowledge than practical experience.
It is comparatively easy to research history; but it is far more challenging
to decide how things worked or how they were once made. This in turn
can easily create a climate in which new-but-inappropriate terms can be
created, and old terms may be misused without critical thought.
Problems of terminology are often difficult to resolve. For example,
few modern writers refer to the pipe or valve through which steam was
allowed out of an engine cylinder by the term eduction: most use exhaust,
a term regularly used in connection not just with the modern internalcombustion engine, but also with restored steam engines that date from the
period in which ‘eduction’ would have described the components in patent
applications and text-books.
The Oxford English Dictionary says[1] of eduction, dating introduction
in English to 1649, ‘…1. A leading or putting forth or out…’; the term was
still in general use in the mid-nineteenth century. Conversely, exhaust (in
use as a verb since 1533 or earlier) was not applied to the ‘…exit of steam
from the cylinder after propelling the piston; the passage through which it
escapes…’ until 1848. Interestingly, both words have Latin roots: eduction
from educere, ‘to lead out’, and exhaust from exhaurire, ‘to draw out’.
This may seem of no great importance, a minor affair, but discrepancies
of this type can be the difference between understanding how something
once worked and damaging it beyond repair. The arbiter of such philological
questions should be whether all (or, indeed, any) of the alternative terms on
offer satisfy the actual process of events, in this case occurring within the
engine cylinder. The use of those that fail this test should not be encouraged,
but the process of assessment may perplex a layman.
Major problems arise when basic ignorance of operating principles
or constructional techniques is manifest in literal translations of terms,
once particular, that have become idiomatic by assimilation into another
language. The original user and the acquisitor were obviously both happy;
though the item would be described differently in their native languages,
each of them knew what it was and what it did. But even the most fluent
linguist may need specialist knowledge to return a literal translation to the
original language. This effectively means the supersession of one term by
something that may have no obvious link.
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A sixteenth-century English swordsman armed with a rapier[2] often carried
a large dagger or small sword in his other hand to ward off an opponent’s
thrusts. The dagger was originally known as a poignard à main gauche,
‘dagger in the left hand’, but the name was rapidly contracted to ‘Main
Gauche’ and passed into English in this simple form. Assuming for a moment
that four hundred years have passed and a fragment of an inventory is found
marked ‘Main Gauche, two’ (literally ‘two left hands’), would a connexion be
readily made with a pair of small swords…?
Take, too, the word ‘tank’ applied to an armoured vehicle. The term was
originally intended to confuse German intelligence during the First World
War, coined simply because Little Willie, the prototype, reminded many
onlookers of a water-tank on tracks. But a German can misunderstand the
English term ‘tank’ taken out of context, translating it as Behälter (container)
or Wasserbecken (water tank).
Most German speakers now refer to tanks as Panzerwagen, armoured
vehicles, but this is an inefficient all-embracing term. ‘Tank’ to an Englishspeaker specifically signifies the use of tracks; ‘armoured vehicle’ may
include cars and personnel carriers, with wheels instead of tracks.
Nor is the process entirely one-way. The German term Druckschraube
signifies a pusher airscrew when applied to aircraft, but a Briton could be
forgiven for believing that it refers to a component of a tool or machine—
press[ure]-screw being the literal translation.
The problems are worst in Japanese, owing to the inability of a language
expessed in ideographs to handle concepts which would be easily resolved
elsewhere. For example, what in English would simply be known as an
amphibious tank is sui-riku ryo-yō sen-sha (six ideographs) or ‘sea and land
double-use battle wagon’; ji-dō ji-ten sha (five ideographs) is ‘self-moving
self-cycling vehicle’…or motor cycle.
Problems of language and vocabulary affect all forms of cataloguing.
Given the speed with which language changes and the insignificance of
our individual exposure, entirely avoiding error is far too much to expect
of any cataloguer. Few modern enthusiasts would understand a word of
a fourteenth-century artillery inventory even though it may be nominally
written in English.
This problem of ever-changing language is paralleled in the way
information can be presented: many readers would stumble if current
idiomatic English is presented in black-letter type—especially extreme
Deutsche schrift forms—and few people can decipher sixteenth-century
handwriting. The samples shown on the next page make this obvious.
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Today’s researchers are not asked to relate their work on fourteenthcentury artillery or sixteenth-century navigation instruments in mediaeval
English or Secretary’s Hand; nor, by the same token, should we expect the
use of obsolescent terminology to displace today’s terms. But we should
expect cataloguers not only to be aware of the problems, but also to have
access to appropriate vocabularies.

These lettering samples show clearly how the transfer of information can be hindered
by presentation, and how legibility need not necessarily be dependent on age. First:
Old English or black-letter type, from a self-advertisement printed by William Caxton,
c. 1475. Secondly: secretary’s hand, from a book of accounts of the Coopers’ Company,
London, 1576. Thirdly: roman or white-letter type, from the title-page of a book of days or
Calendarium published in Venice in 1476 by Joannes Regiomontanus.

A single term can often have many meanings; alternatively, several terms—
seemingly very different—can mean the same. Descriptors changed as
industries moved from craft skills to mechanisation, often very slowly, and
as the ease of movement broke down the centuries-old barriers that had
protected regional or dialect variations.
Yet, as late as 1900, components of ships could be named differently in
the yards of Clydeside or the Thames; and millwrights customarily used
terms of reference which could change greatly from county to county. What
was a quant in mills in many parts of England was a crotch spindle in Suffolk,
and a brake was a gripe (cf., ‘grip’) in Norfolk.
The coble, a small fishing boat, was used extensively along the northeast coast of England well into the twentieth century. However, construction
traditionally varied from district to district, and the terminology was equally
diverse. The tip of the oar, for example, was a ‘wash’ in Yorkshire but a blade
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William Cubbitt’s spring
sails, patented in 1807,
fitted to the 1665-vintage
Outwood Mill, Surrey.
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in Durham. Peter Kemp defines a coble as: “A small flat-bottomed, clinkerbuilt fishing boat used in coastal waters, particularly on the north-east coast
of England, with a mast and lug-sail, and occasionally a jib on a temporary
bowsprit, and fitted for rowing with three pairs of oars. A feature of the
coble is the rudder which extends four feet or more beneath the keel…” [3, 4]
This seems straightforward enough, but even the humble coble was the
subject of specific descriptive terms. Commander McKee[5] listed a variety
of these, including a small stove known as the bogie or bogey, customarily
three-legged, which stood on a sandbox in the decked-over shelter (cuddy)
in the fore-peak.
Unfortunately, the continued invention and popularisation of new terms
has always threatened the survival of original descriptors which would
otherwise have still been valid. The process has always been assisted by
ignorance and poor scholarship, but its survival also often reflects a lack of
reference material.
Modern technical dictionaries, wonderful though they are in most
other respects, habitually subordinate historical reflection on changes in
language to the inclusion of cutting-edge terms. It is essential that this trend
is stemmed, if not reversed, by the preparation of the reflective vocabulary
that is essential to the cataloguing of industrial history.
Even a cursory examination of nineteenth-century dictionaries and
directories reveals a plethora of odd-looking terms to perplex today’s
cataloguers. What was a ginglymus? Or a Ginny Carriage? What could glair
be? A goaf, a gobb or a goffering machine…? What is a hare if not an animal?
Why cannot harewood be found in textbooks devoted to trees or carpentry?
And what was the purpose of a helicograph?
Commonly encountered more in anatomy than engineering, a ginglymus
is an elbow that operates only in a single plane, lacking the rotatory motion
that would characterise a universal joint. The term—‘hinge’—was taken
from Greek into Latin, and thence to English by 1657, creating nineteenthcentury derivatives such as ginglyform (1847, hinge-shape) and ginglymoid
(hinge-like).
Also known as a Ginny Cart, the Ginny Carriage was a railway wagon,
apparently a colloquialisation of ‘engine carriage’. The term had been
introduced in English by 1824 though the corruption of engine was much
older; ‘gin’ had been used in Middle English to describe a ‘…mechanical
contrivance; a machine; a tool; a spring…’, and was the root of the terms
horse-gin and gin-house.[6] Spinning Jenny, or ‘spinning engine’, was just
another of many regional variants.
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Glair or glaire is a bookbinding accessory: white of egg, used as size in
gilding. Its origins lie in the Latin adjective clarus, ‘clear’, referring to its
translucency. Goaf and gobb were mining terms, the former describing the
space left after coal had been excavated and the latter referring to the same
space filled with rubbish which may itself include attle or deads. Both goaf
and gob[b] seem to be English and to date from the nineteenth century, the
first known attempt to define them being made c. 1839.[7] The noun goaf
(or goave) created ‘goafing’: an adverb describing the act of creating a goaf,
or a name applied to the ‘refuse left behind in working coal’. By 1863, gobb
or gob had been appropriated by the metal-founding trades to describe
the choking of their hearths and furnaces, and the original meanings were
largely lost.
A goffering machine made pleats or ruffles, goffer or gauffer (first noted
in English in 1706) meaning ‘to make wavy by means of heated...irons; to
flute or crimp (lace, etc.)’.[8] The English term derived from the French verb
gaufrer, ‘to impress with a pattern tool’, and an associated noun gaufre—a
honeycomb, a decorative pastry made in a mould, or an impressed pattern.
Hare is the fibrous portion of flax and hemp, separated from the scales
of bark (shives) during the breaking or ‘braking’ process. Harewood has
been used in veneering to describe any wood that has been deliberately
greyed or aged by chemical means, usually with an aqueous solution of
ferrous sulphate. And a helicograph, introduced commercially in 1851, was
used to draw a volute or helix. A pencil moved towards the centre-point as
the wheel to which it was attached rolled around and along a bar formed as
a slow-pitch screw.
Thousands of these terms exist, each often sub-divided by minutely
differing meanings or variations in spelling. For example, the word now
most commonly encountered as ‘chute’ may appear as shute or shoot, and
mine-spoil containing practically no ore—attle—may be rendered as attal
or atall.
The origins of words are often difficult to determine, and problems
can also arise in ascribing satisfactory dates. Many variations are clearly
regional, often dating from the pre-industrial age when the horse was the
most efficient long-distance transport and few country people ventured
more than a day’s walk from their homes. A lack of communication between
towns, villages and outlying communities promoted the use of disparate
terms for a particular object or action (terms that could be entirely
unrelated to each other), or created variations of a single term simply by the
intercession of dialect. Obsolescent terms have persisted longest in rural
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districts, just as geographical remoteness allowed the survival of primitive
languages such as Cornish into the eighteenth century, and the Scottish
form of Gaelic in the Highlands and Islands into the present century.
Specialist vocabulary distinguishes virtually every trade, especially if
secrecy was to be maintained. Of course, many of these words evolved (or
were adapted) to describe actions or items for which no satisfactory term
existed. Terms arose from dialect or local ignorance, and others—often
military or naval—resulted from planned nomenclature. The fantastic
complexity of ships’ rigging, suggested by the sketch of the barque Loch
Torridon (below), is another fertile source of unfamiliar terms.
This highly specialised subject has an equally specialist vocabulary
which runs into hundreds of words and, therefore, it is unfair to expect the
curator of a small rural museum to catalogue ship-models precisely. Yet
the subtleties are essential not only to the cataloguing process, but also to
the development of knowledge. If the collection is displayed inaccurately
as a result of cataloguing mistakes, disinformation spreads rapidly among
its visitors and the errors may be repeated so often that they eventually
become accepted as ‘fact’.
Knowledge of rigging, even in its most basic form, helps to distinguish a
three-masted ship from a three-masted barque, or a brig from a two-masted
barque. The ship and the brig are square rigged on all masts (e.g., with

This sketch by Pelham Jones of the four-masted British barque Loch Torridon, built in 1881
by Barclay, Curle & Company of Glasgow, suggests the complexity of rig encountered on
large sailing ships. From Frank C. Bowen, Sailing Ships of the London River, c. 1935.
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yards crossing the mast), even though the aftermost mast may also have
a fore-and-aft spanker; aftermost masts of barques are rigged fore-and-aft
only. A barquetine—which must have at least three masts—is square rigged
only on the foremast, whereas a topsail schooner crosses a single yard on a
foremast that is otherwise rigged fore-and-aft.
It is impossible to describe ships’ rigging concisely without using terms
such as futtock shrouds, parrel and vang. These are respectively short
shrouds of chain or hemp (or latterly metal rods) giving support to the ‘Top’
on a lower mast; a movable iron collar holding the lower yards of a sailing
ship to a mast; and a rope leading from the outer end of the gaff of a foreand-aft sail down to the ship’s rail.
Descriptive term may also vary as a result of the interconnection of
parts: futtock shrouds could be attached directly to a futtock band running
around the mast or, alternatively, to a stave in the lower shrouds directly
beneath the Top. Short bands known as catharpings or cat-harpings,
connecting stave-ends, were used to draw the lower shrouds as close to the
mast as possible.
Many specialist manuals have been published, including Steel’s Art of
Rigging (1818) and, more recently, the magnificent Sailing Ship Rigs and
Rigging (1937) and Masting and Rigging the Clipper Ship and Ocean Carrier
(1946) by Harold Underhill. But even in lifelong studies such as these, the
origins of terms have all too often been completely lost. A typical example
is presented by ‘ratline’, which has also been rendered as ratlyn, rathlin,
ratlygne and many other variations.
The association of this term with ship’s rigging is comparatively well
known: it is most commonly identified as a short transverse rope joining
the shrouds to provide a rudimentary ladder, gaining access to the yards
and the Tops. However, the Oxford English Dictionary (reinforced by the
Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology) suggests that though the term
was introduced some time prior to 1411, it did not assume its now-common
meaning until the 1640s. If this is true, therefore, applying ‘ratline’ to
describe the ladder-shrouds of any ship built prior to the seventeenth
century is mistaken.
Unfortunately, ratline now serves its purpose so well that whatever
description may have been used previously has been lost. In addition, the
origins of even the term ‘ratline’ have been obscured. It has been suggested
that the attribution was based on men ‘swarming up the shrouds like rats’,
but it seems more likely that it arose from the size of the original ratline,
which was simply a small-diameter rope. In harbour, cats, dogs and even
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TABLE THREE

TYPICAL SPECIALISED TERMS
Fortifications

Caponier: a casemate projecting into the ditch of a fortress to allow flanking fire.
Enceinte: the main encircling wall of a fortress (excluding outworks).
Machicoulis: a defensive gallery projected over a ditch or gate.
Postern: an auxiliary entrance to a fortress, usually placed to the side.
Ravelin: a ‘V’-shape outwork, sometimes placed in a moat.
Talus: the sloping part of a defensive work.

Guns and ordnance

Carcass: an incendiary shell fired from a howitzer or mortar.
Cascable (or cascabel): the part of a gun behind the vent, often formed into a ring to
take a rope.
Galloper or galloping carriage: a light gun-carriage with shafts enabling it to be drawn
without an intermediate limber.
Obturator: a device that seals a breech-loading gun to prevent unwanted gas-leaks.
Racer: a curved track set into the floor of a fortress or the deck of a warship to facilitate
the traverse of guns.
Woolded: wound with cord.

Mills and milling

Batter: the slope or curve of a tower-mill wall.
Coom: dust obtained from oat grains during shelling.
Hollander: a revolving drum equipped with blades to macerate rags required to make
paper.
Plim: to swell cogs or wedges in water.
Spudgel: a small long-handled bailing bucket.
Widdershins: anti-clockwise motion.

Wheelwrighting

Bavin: bundles of strays, the lightest timber.
Coomed-up: stiff (perhaps a corruption of ‘gummed up’, but see Mills and milling,
above).
Doaty: affected with dry-rot.
Flitch: the half of a tress that has been parted along its length.
Larrow: a main timber of a harrow or drag.
Nunter: a small block tenoned into pieces of timber to keep them apart.
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men could reach a ship by way of its mooring hawsers, but ease of access
declined as rope-diameter decreased, until only a rat, perhaps, could gain
access by a ratline.
Illustrations of standing and running rigging have been re-drawn so
often that mistakes are being made that a nineteenth-century sailor would
have corrected as a matter of course, simply because day-to-day familiarity
has been lost. Misspellings, too, pass unheeded; in an extreme case, such
errors may be repeated so often that they metamorphose into fact.
A great strength of specialised terms, which can provide their users with
handy obscurants for trade secrets or craft skills, lies in their conciseness:
a single word, at best a short phrase, customarily suffices where once a
sentence or two had been necessary. Table Three (page 45) suggests the
complexity that is required to describe each one-word descriptor. The
terms—24 of them—are only a tiny handful of a total that will run into
thousands, but merely organising them, and others given previously, would
start the work on an indispensable catch-all industrial-heritage vocabulary.
Indeed, the few sources that provided these terms, if amalgamated and
indexed in their entirety (observing copyright law!), would by themselves
result in a useful aide mémoire even though representing only a few trades.
Problems posed by vocabulary are by no means unique to English,
as countless glossaries in other languages will confirm—such as the
fascinating compilation of agricultural terms by Jean Tosti of the Musée
de St Michel de Llotes. This is a valuable, if brief attempt to list some of
the terms used in French agriculture. These include baril, a small drum
(derived from the same Latin barric[u]lus that gave the English ‘barrel’), and
Canadienne, applied to a type of scarifier with flexible teeth. Doubtless the
latter was originally imported from North America—cf., la houe américaine,
‘the American hoe’—in such numbers that its country of origin soon became
the generic name in France for similar machines.
One thing that almost all of these glossaries lack is an etymological
dimension; it is surely vital not simply to know what each term means, but
also where and when it evolved, what it may have replaced, and when, in
turn, it passed out of common currency. This task, much harder than it
seems, is constantly tested by variations in spelling or pronunciation.
Some inter-language links are obvious. The English word for a round
of small-arms ammunition, cartridge, is clearly related to the French
cartouche, the modern Italian cartuccia and the Spanish cartucho; these
all derive from the Latin carta (paper), the material that was once used to
make them. However, the equivalent German term, Patrone, is clearly very
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different. Yet it also allies with a group: most of the Scandinavian languages
use a variation patron, Finnish has patruuna, and Russian uses ‘patron’ in
its Cyrillic form ПАТРОН. The original meaning of Patrone—and, indeed, the
English term pattern—was a bastardisation by the French of Latin patronus
(benefactor, protector), adapted in the sixteenth century to apply to a box
protecting the cartouches used with arquebuses.
To be universally useful, vocabulary must transcend nationality. However,
not only does the quantity of terms increase with the ever-widening cast of
the philological net, but problems encountered in determining origin also
apply universally. And they multiply rapidly as other languages are taken
into consideration.
Maturity of French, German, Italian and Spanish (and other languages
which have enjoyed international distribution) has been accompanied
by a common process of introducing, testing, accepting and discarding
words. Consequently, the lack of continuity that is evident in many English
etymologies—and the same loss of obsolescent technical terms—is usually
evident elsewhere. Shortcomings of this type have been encountered during
attempts to save the only Éolienne Bollée remaining in Britain. Preparatory
work was hindered by the lack of an acceptable vocabulary for the project,
which included elements of architecture, history, mechanical engineering,
and civil engineering.[9]
One of the greatest frustrations in this particular case (illustrating a
need for standardisation) has been an inability to locate an original partslist published by any of the four participating manufacturers; secondary
sources proved to be contradictory. What might be labelled the fantail in
English millwrighting vocabulary lies in front of the turbine unit, instead
of more conventionally behind the sail-disc, but French vernacular simply
describes the components as the Papillon a mise au vent (‘butterfly that
turns [the turbine] to the wind’). It is said that this derives from a Dutch
colloquialism—even though the component that is called a butterfly valve
in English has always been known in French as a Papillon.
One of the four manufacturers involved with the Éolienne Bollée simply
referred to the Papillon as the ‘small special wheel’ (la petite roue spéciale),
whereas the leading French wind-power authority of the period between
the world wars called it the orientator (orienteur). If even the native
French-language sources cannot agree, there seems to be little hope of
resolving the problems in English. Yet the answer is straightforward: find
the primary source, and proceed accordingly. There is no reason to suppose
that information does not exist, only that it has yet to be found.
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The Éolienne Bollée of the
Manoir de la Touche still
asks more questions than
it can answer. The short
pylon is so untypical of
post-1900 installations that
it was once believed to have
carried another wind-engine.
However, documents have
been found dating the entire
assembly to 1901.
Photograph taken by Régis
Girard in 2009
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Clearly, therefore, the manufacturers’ advertising material, handbooks and
parts-lists that often label each and every component of a machine are
amongst the most useful sources of lexicographical detail. Even though
material of this type survives all too rarely, it can still be indispensable—
especially when accompanied by exploded-view drawings to link the
relationship of the parts with their names. This is particularly helpful if
components are hidden internally and rarely seen.
Attention has already been drawn to the ways in which individual
manufacturers named parts differently. Mistakes were often made in the
translation of advertising material or operating instructions, and the authors
of textbooks labelled diagrams differently from the manufacturers—even
when the items were commonly available. Confusingly, the illustration
blocks could often be the same.
Employment created by new industries was often satisfied from the
ranks of allied trades, and the representatives of each of these trades
brought their highly specialised knowledge to the new callings. Gradually,
therefore, vocabularies were created by combining new inventions with
adaptations of traditional words.
Edward Knight, writing in 1875 in The Practical Dictionary of Mechanics,
asked more questions than today’s enthusiasts can usually answer: ‘Heck.
1. (Weaving.) A device through which the yarns pass from the warping-mill
to the reel on which they are wound in order for transference to the warpbeam of the loom. The heck-box slides vertically on a bar as the reel rotates,
and thus disposes the warp spirally on the reel... The heck consists of a
series of steel pins with eyes, through each of which one thread passes. The
heck is in two parts, one a little raised from the other. The eyes of the parts
being alternate, by raising one of them a little, the bands of the warp are
separated; when the other part of the heck is raised, the position is reversed,
the former upper band becoming the lower. This produced the lease, which
is tied up to form a guide for setting in the loom...’ How many of today’s
students could draw a heck from this description?
And what would an uninitiated cataloguer make of a Gorgon engine?
Could this be taken as an automaton in the form of snakes, or is there
an association with writhing cranks? The true derivation is hidden only
indirectly in Greek mythology; the source is actually the classically-named
Royal Navy steam paddle-sloop, HMS Gorgon (commissioned in 1837), the
first to incorporate an engine with a vertical cylinder placed directly below
the transverse paddle shaft. Engines of this pattern, generally acknowledged
as the work of Seward, allowed the connecting rod to drive directly onto the
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crank and abandoned the complexity of the sidelever-type beam engines
that had become commonplace.
Descriptive terms may be perpetuated through academic study, but
regional variations can pass unrecognised and undefined. Collectors may
lack the same levels of education as the academics (though often knowing
more about their specialist interests) and so retain terms with which they
are most familiar, even though these may be inventions. Lack of consistency
hinders communication, and lack of communication inhibits consistency!
The foregoing examples suggest that the work involved in preparing a
reliable but all-enveloping vocabulary may be awesome. However, many
attempts were made to collect and collate information prior to the Second
World War, and praiseworthy work has been undertaken in more recent
times. A possible answer to the problems, therefore, lies in the collection,
collation and interpretation of specialist industry- and artefact-specific
terms—which is essentially a task for an experienced etymologist.
Risks are involved in forcing unfamiliar terms on the cataloguing
fraternity. However much intellectual justification is used, terms will not
gain common currency unless or until they gain common approval, and then
usually only if they are simpler than those already in existence.
Curiously, established heraldic terms are still near-universally accepted,
even though they are an etymologically doubtful mixture of archaic English,
medieval French and some individual adaptations. They have succeeded
largely because of a need to classify a particular trade, but the same cannot
be so easily said of the descriptors that the British Standards Institution
has been applying to typeface classification since the 1970s. Unfortunately,
these are not only unfamiliar to English speakers, betraying French origins,
but are also far more complicated than their well-established AngloAmerican predecessors. Though the standard[10] is now more nearly fifty
years old, few within the English-speaking printing industry ever use the
approved terminology in preference to serif and sans-serif. The lessons to
be learned from this are simply that risks are involved in trying to impose
order on cataloguing, and that changes work only if they are acceptable to
the cataloguers who are asked to use them.
The survey results suggest that an all-embracing glossary would be
broadly welcomed, though the success of this part of the project depends
on several interlinking factors. It must be readily accessible, not just in the
physical sense (perhaps satisfied by publication in booklet form as well
as the internet), but also in the emotional response. It must be scholarly
and defensible on one hand; but interesting and easy to use on the other.
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The Iron Bridge erected across the river Severn in 1779 (main picture) is
widely regarded as the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, though
growth was to be slow and patchy. The introduction of machine tools,
such as the power-driven lathe, would eventually facilitate the massproduction of items such as the Leyland Titan bus (above).
Photograph of the lathe by courtesy of the
Canadian Museum of Making; others taken by
the author in 2005 and 2013.
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Sources must be fully acknowledged, evidential trails most be followed, and
suppositions or inconsistencies must be highlighted. Among the tasks may
be the elimination of misunderstandings caused by too-literal translation,
and the preservation of terms that may be on the verge of total loss. It will
also be necessary to illustrate terminology as broadly as possible: after all, it
is said that a picture is worth a thousand words, and graphic depictions can
override boundaries imposed by language—something that many pre-1939
multi-lingual textbooks clearly recognised.

Ephemera and advertising material

This is an obvious, but under-used resource. Helpfully, ephemera may be
dated or display coded identifiers cloaking a date (e.g., catalogues may be
numbered from an arbitrary point which can be linked with specific years
on the basis of content). Unfortunately, far too few catalogues survive for
this process to be infallible, but information which could be drawn together
with the help of specialist museums would provide surprisingly useful.
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Left: this large-scale drawing, prepared by the Locomotive Publishing Co. Ltd of London, c.
1928, is accompanied by lists naming each and every individual component—a huge bonus
for the cataloguer. Above: a brochure produced in the early 1950s by W. Gilman (B.S.T.)
Ltd of Smethwick, Birmingham, makers of flexible-drive machine tools. The SKATOSKALO
trademark was registered in Britain on 16th October 1913 (no. 355517).
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The breadth of some of these catalogues is amazing. For example, Steam
Traction Engines, published by Clayton & Shuttleworth Ltd of ‘Lincoln,
England’, helpfully lists forty overseas distributors inside the front cover.
The booklet is numbered 3762, but is not obviously dated. However, the
lower left-hand corner of the last page is clearly marked 3762 2000 : VI : 14—
the catalogue number, the printing quantity (2000) and the date (June 1914).
In addition to descriptions of Clayton & Shuttleworth products, traction
engines, road locomotives and thrashing sets, the lists have provided
additional commercial names and addresses.
Unfortunately, the name of the Dutch distributor is erased on the copy
reviewed, but this comparatively minor problem can easily be rectified by
reference to other catalogues of the same period.
Though a list of clients is omitted, the photographs of the Steam Motor
Wagons identify four purchasers; and the captions accompanying some
items indicate production quantities (e.g., ‘more than 2000’ 7nhp singlecylinder and compound Steam Traction Engines had been supplied by 1914).
The sales catalogue produced almost as the First World War began by British agriculturalmachinery manufacturers Clayton & Shuttleworth. Author’s collection.
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TABLE FOUR

WARNER CATALOGUE-PAGE
HEADLINES

Animal and manual power pumping
machinery
Bucket apparatus
Cast-iron double action rotary miners’ pumps
Cast-iron well frames
Chain pumps
Cochran’s patent steam boilers ‘for land use’
Combined duplex steam pumps and
condensers
Cornish and Lancashire boilers
Coupled-compound steam engines
Deep well pumps
Direct-acting donkey pump
Duplex steam pump
Electrically-driven centrifugal pumps
Fixed horizontal multi-tubular steam boilers
Frames for working deep well pumps
Horizontal double-acting pump
Horizontal steam engines
Horizontal treble ram or colliery
force pump

Horse gear and pumps
Hydrants and surface boxes
Hydraulic rams
Improved hydraulic pumps
Large size gear
Light horse gear
Miners’ hand pumps
Pillar Frames
Pumps
Pumps for water works
Ship’s pump or fire engine
Sluice valves
Standpipe pumps
Steam engines and boilers (sold under the
‘Eclipse’ brand)
Steam pumps
Steam ram pump (‘The Reliance’ brand)
Treble ram pumps
Treble vertical ram pumps
‘Universal’ lift and force pump, new
pattern
Vertical engines and boilers
Vertical plunger pumps
Vertical pumps
Vertical ram pumps
Vertical steam pumps
Water wheels

These may be tested against other claims, or against sequential numbers
found on surviving items. It is amazing how much can be gleaned from
material of this type.
The Illustrated Priced Catalogue of Pumps, Pumping Machinery &c was
published by Robert Warner & Company of the Engineering Works, Waltonon-Naze, Essex—‘London Offices: 97, Queen Victoria Street, E.C. (late 27,
Jewin Crescent, Cripplegate)’. It is an impressive product, approximately
25cm × 14.5cm, with 108 well-illustrated pages; is clearly dated to June
1898; and confirms two telegraphic addresses (‘Hydrological, London’ and
‘Foundry, Walton-on-Naze’) to give additional identification tools.
The title page gives a brief description of the contents, providing a useful
guide to the company’s output: ‘Pumping machinery for Water Works, etc.,
of every description, Wind Mills, Water Wheels, Turbines, Steam Engines,
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Steam Pumps, Boilers, Boiler Feed Pumps, Fire Engines, Ships’ Pumps,
Hydraulic Rams, Deep Well Pumps, Chain Pumps, Centrifugal Pumps,
Colliery Pumps, Horse Gear Frames, Hand Power Frames, Boring Tools,
Sluice Valves, Hydrants, &c., &c.’
Or could this be apparent output? There are many instances, even in the
pre-1914 boom, when distributors claimed authorship of the goods bearing
their names. In addition, the makers of complex multi-part machines almost
always bought-in parts ranging from bolts and springs to lubricators and
mechanical counters. However, Warner’s catalogue includes an engraving
of ‘The Factory’, which provides evidence—if it can be trusted in the days
before photography—that manufacturing capacity was maintained.
The ‘List of Collieries, etc., now using Robert Warner & Co.’s Pumps and
Other Machinery’ is a snapshot that fixes the activities of a manufacturer in
time, and fits another piece into the industrial-heritage jigsaw, but the most
useful parts of the catalogue are the pages of detailed product descriptions,
which allow a picture of the company’s activities to be formed while
simultaneously providing data for individual items. However, material of
this type is now regularly condensed. Large tracts become a few paragraphs,
with the inevitable loss of detail and often, thanks to lack of knowledge,
misrepresentation of facts.
Selectivity has often been unavoidable, but it is still usually far better to
reproduce the original catalogue (with a commentary if necessary) than to
offer a pastiche simply so that someone’s work can be claimed as original or
new: in neither case can this be the truth.
Perpetuating original information, which may otherwise be denied to
researchers pursuing individual topics, is surely among the most desirable
goals. Space is at such a premium in today’s books that the inclusion of
an entire catalogue (or a dozen of them!) is impossible; yet this limitation
should not apply to electronic data storage, and the internet provides an
ideal research vehicle.
The overall strategy, therefore, could become: (1) simple one-line listings
by company name; (2) short histories and concise product lists; and (3)
comprehensive coverage of history and products. Section 2 would contain
links to Section 3, and Section 3 should contain references to sources of
additional information outside the scope of the project. This could obviously
include links to studies of individual products.
In Warner’s case, the product list could simply be taken directly from the
title page. A better solution is provided by the headlines of each illustrated
page, amended to emphasise product-class: see Table Four (page 57).
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The 1911-vintage invoice from Alexanderwerk of Remscheid (above), an important German
iron- and steelware maker, contains useful detail including identification of four branch
offices. The layout of the prize medals in the heading of French gunmakers Verney-Carron
(below) changed regularly; this version dates c. 1907. Author’s collection.

Accepting that a classification system based on class-of-object is preferable
to one based on nationality, the question must still be asked if this is the
easiest to operate. Does it still depend too greatly on the ability of the
cataloguer to assess the items under review? What if the cataloguer lacks
PAG E 5 9
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experience of these particular things? What if the sources of help and
information are inadequate?

Markings and the cataloguer

Several categories of item were selected for examination, ranging from
manhole covers and rifle cartridges to stationary steam engines and electric
motors, the goal being to show if the recommendation of manufacturers’
marks as a primary reference could be tenable.
Larger items usually proved to be marked much more consistently
than smaller ones, sometimes excepting those that had been made under
governmental supervision or once possessed unusual status. Consequently,
every one of more than a hundred motor vehicles taken at random displayed
appropriate marks; but so too did a hundred military rifle cartridges, which
are minuscule by comparison.
An experiment undertaken on the streets of Brighton & Hove revealed
that virtually every man-hole cover—together with a substantial proportion
of pre-1945 fire-hydrant covers—had been cast with its maker’s name,
though the marks visible on most small access panels, such as gas-cocks and
water valves, were usually no more than an abbreviation of function (e.g., FH
for ‘fire hydrant’, GAS or WATER).[11]
Examination of a group of pre-1914 electric motors and dynamos,
however, revealed that while only three of 27 large examples lacked suitable
identifying marks, 24 of 35 small ones bore nothing other than (at most)
performance data.[12]
The greatest problems concerned small-scale items such as nuts and
bolts. Lubricators usully proved to have been bought-in from specialist
subcontractors. Markings are customarily omitted from simple drip-feed
units; but on force-feed and sophisticated gravity-fed systems, conversely,
marks proved to be the rule instead of the exception.[13]
These brief experiments showed, if there was ever much doubt, that
markings can identify nationality, manufacturer or the date of construction.
Nationality, however, can be a problematic primary arbiter. Many people
can identify a hand-tool such as a rebating plane; but how many could, in
the absence of markings, determine its country of origin? And even if it is
marked, attribution may not be so easy: a piece marked J. SMITH & CO. could
originate in any English-speaking country from Canada to New Zealand,
and WERKZEUGFABRIK SCHMIDT & CO. could be Austrian, German or Swiss.
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Consequently, nationality is a poor choice as the basis for a cataloguing
system—particularly as some apparently identical items (e.g., military
rifles) may be made in several countries simultaneously.
Creating a database of manufacturers and their products avoids the
problems posed by nationality, and does not rely in the first instance on
accurate identification of the item itself. It allows the introduction of
subsidiary identifiers in the form of trademarks, brand-names, addresses,
telegraphic codes, and changes in company name without undermining the
basis structure; and it allows the gradual introduction of detailed product
specifications. There are, of course, drawbacks to overcome: not all products
bear the names of manufacturers or distributors, and sub-contracting or
the buying-in of specialist components can blur origins.
The steam plant and machinery of warships provides an illustration of
the dangers. Most large ships contained a surprising number of auxiliary
engines which had been supplied by specialist sub-contractors. These would
usually have borne their makers’ names, though this almost always passes
unnoticed; most modern sources simply list the primary manufacturer who,
by implication, is assumed to have supplied all the machinery.
Rapid progress of technology accentuated this problem, implicit in
“Fifty Years’ Changes in British Warship Machinery”, a paper read on 5th July
1911 to the Institute of Naval Architects by Engineer Vice-Admiral Sir Henry
Oram. When the iron-clad Warrior had been completed in 1861, she had
The dreadnought HMS St Vincent, launched in September 1908 and commissioned into the
Royal Navy on 3rd May 1910, was sold for scrapping in 1921. Author’s collection.
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been fitted with eight auxiliary engines indicating 350hp; all of these had
been the work of John Penn & Sons of London, who had also supplied the
propulsive machinery. But when the dreadnought HMS St Vincent entered
service in 1910, driven by Parsons-patent turbines made under licence by
Scott’s Shipbuilding & Iron-Working Co. Ltd, there were no fewer than
94 smaller engines indicating 6225hp—more power than Warrior’s main
engines had developed!
Auxiliaries included 24 boiler-room fans, eight lubricating-oil service
pumps, six auxiliary feed pumps, and six oil-fuel pumps for the boilers
supplied by manufacturers as diverse as G. & J. Weir or James Howden & Co.
Ltd, instead of Scott’s. Yet this is now rarely, if ever acknowledged.
CHAPTER NOTES

The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, third edition, vol. I (‘A–
Markworthy’), p. 630.
2. A derivative of the fifteenth-century French espée rapière, which had entered English by
1547 by way of Dutch and Low German: The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical
Principles, third edition corrected to 1980, vol. II (‘Marl-Z and Addenda’), p. 1747.
3. Rex Wailes, The English Windmill, Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd, London, 1977, p. 214–15.
4. Peter Kemp (ed.), The Oxford Companion to Ships and the Sea (Oxford University Press;
paperback, 1998), p. 176.
5. McKee, Cdr J.E.G. (ed.), The English Coble (‘A Monograph based on the Journals of the late
Commander H. Oliver Hill, Royal Navy’. Maritime Monographs and Reports No. 30, National
Maritime Museum; London, 1978), Glossary of Terms, pp. 43–6
7, 8. The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, third edition (noted as
‘corrected to 1980’), vol. I (‘A–Markworthy’), p. 865 and p. 867 respectively.
9. The Éolienne Bollée was patented in France in 1868 by Ernest-Sylvain Bollée (in primitive
form). More than 370 were erected prior to 1933, by several contractors. See John Walter
and Régis Girard, The Éolienne Bollée, http://www.archivingindustry.com/Eolienne.
10. British Standard 2961:1967, based on proposals made by the French typographer
Maximilien Vox (pseudonym of Samuel William Théodore Monod, 1894–1974), particularly
Pour une nouvelle classification des caractères published in Paris in 1955. However, many of
Vox’s terms were not perpetuated; e.g., Réale and Mécane, for Modern and Egyptian (slabserif) respectively.
11. Limited investigation of those that could be tipped without attracting undue attention
suggested that, though maker’s marks may sometimes be revealed, most of the marks on
the inner surface of the castings were pattern numbers or stock-control codes.
12. Many of the “maker’s names” were actually applied by retailers and distributors. Though
this does not necessarily invalidate the analytical process, the assistance of other criteria
was often beneficial. For example, the style and construction of some of the smaller
motors fell into sub-groups, and it was obvious from constructional features that each
group had been made by one particular contractor.
13. This is suspected to have been due to the patentable nature of many of the more
sophisticated patterns, and hence to the need to proclaim the existence of protection on
the items themselves. Inevitably, this leads to greater use of names and dates.
1.
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PART FIVE

MATERIALS
It may seem strange to begin the part of this book devoted to identification
of markings with a chapter on constructional materials, but it is difficult to
have one without the other. Like markings, materials come in great variety
and it is often useful to have gained ideas of the ‘order of materials’—their
chronology, effectively—and their salient characteristics.
Great strides have been made in recent years with the dating of objects,
thanks to the introduction of highly sophisticated diagnostic tools such as
electron microscopes and new types of spectrometer. However, these are
expensive, almost always confined to the laboratory, and require special
training to use effectively. Consequently, they cannot help the novice unless
specialist support is available. It is also true that the usefulness of some
techniques in a recent historical sense is limited: carbon dating, for example,
may be of real value to the archaeologist or palaeontologist, but inherent
inaccuracy (insignificant if the timescale is measured in millions of years)
hinders the analysis of items from the more recent past.
Of course, spectrographic analysis can be helpful, giving an accurate
guide to the constituents of items; it is possible to correlate particular types
of mineral inclusion with specific geographic locations, but, unfortunately,
the great diversity of manufacturing industry—a habitual importer of raw
material—reduces the significance of the data. Pre-mediaeval metalwork is
still often identified more by reference to samples of known provenance or
attribution than to spectrometric yardsticks.
None of this helps inexperienced researchers, collectors or enthusiasts
to establish the age or material of an item. All that is left are the principal
senses: sight, smell and touch. The goal of this chapter is simply to explain
how a start can be made on basic non-destructive and non-interventional
identification, using only readily available tools.
Unfortunately, our senses of smell and touch rarely assist us in the
identification of artefacts, excepting where some of the perfumed woods
have been used. Smell can be a useful arbiter in the identification of synthetic
material, but burning usually has to occur before characteristic odours can
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Previous page: taken from Machine Drawing for the Use of Engineering Students in
Science and Technical Schools and Colleges, by Thomas Jones and T. Gilbert Jones (‘new
edition, revised’, 1918). The standardisation of colours and hatching to represent specific
construction materials—which was used near-universally in British drawing offices at the
time the book was published—can be a useful guide to identification if only drawings are
available. Author’s collection.

be released: at odds with the ideals of non-interventional analysis. This
leaves only visual inspection as a useful tool. Yet many metals look very
similar—’steel grey’, ‘silverish’—and electro-plating, usually with nickel
or chromium, can often disguise the base material.[1] Wood can be stained,
varnished or lacquered, hiding its true colour; and synthetic material can be
made in virtually any colour a client specifies.
What is left? One answer can be found in specific gravity (SG), a measure
of density compared with a standard base: water, which weighs one gram per
cubic centimetre. Specific gravities can range from only 0·15 for Balsawood,
fifteen per cent of the weight of a comparable volume of water, to more than
20 for the heaviest metals.
But there can be many serious complications. The density of wood taken
from the same tree can vary, depending on whether it is heart- or sap-wood,
or on the environmental factors that shaped its growth. Figures obtained
from pure metals are not the same as those from alloys, and the density of
castings may not duplicate samples which have been forged or rolled. And
results are easily distorted by the presence of impurities.
The specific gravity of cast iron can range from 7·6 to 7·9, and variations
found in alloys depend on the degree to which their composition has been
altered in pursuit of hardness or resistance to corrosion. For example,
Mushet Steel, the first to allow tools to be made to cut hard metal, typically
contained 9 per cent of tungsten, 2·5 per cent of manganese and 1·9 per
cent of carbon. An acid-resisting alloy sold under the brand names Duriron
and Tantiron contained more than fourteen per cent of silicon; Invar alloy
contained 35–36 per cent of nickel, reducing heat-related expansion to a
minimum; and chrome-nickel steel, once used for armour plate, contained
1·5–3·5 per cent of nickel and 0·6–1·5 per cent of chromium.
The ease with which the chemistry of synthetic materials can be adapted
also promotes fluctuations in specific gravity, but this is not to suggest
that determining specific gravity is a waste of time—only that it can be an
imprecise arbiter. However, specific gravity can provide a comparatively
easy way of eliminating possibilities. This is partly because differing classes
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of material occupy different sg bands: woods range from 0·15 for Balsawood
to 1·03 for Ebony; plastics (excluding lightweight foamed compounds) range
from about 0·8 to 2·2; and metals range from 0·585 for lithium to 22·48 for
osmium. Consequently, an item with a specific gravity above 2·5 will be
metal or metal alloy, and anything in the 1–1·5 range is likely to be synthetic…
however much it looks like wood or bone.
By far the most common way of assessing specific gravity is waterdisplacement, particularly useful if the shape of an object is irregular.
Weight is easily obtained by weighing, but volume is much more difficult to
calculate. If the object is immersed, however, the volume of water displaced
is directly equivalent to the volume of the object. If this is divided into the
weight, a specific-gravity figure can be obtained.
There are, of course, several provisos: the object must be solid, or
hollowed in such a way that water can fill all internal spaces; it must not
be absorbent; and it must be denser than the water in which it is to be
immersed.[2]

Construction materials

The differences between ceramics, wood, metal and polymers are usually
obvious, but identification within each category can present problems. This
is particularly true of the countless types of steel alloys, or the seemingly
endless parade of polymers.
And it is difficult for even an experienced observer to identify wood,
particularly as there are so many ways of cutting, processing or finishing
it. In the antiques trades, for example, the term ‘fruitwood’ can encompass
superficially similar but botanically unrelated material—for example, apple,
cherry and pear.
It is also difficult to classify constructional materials. In his classic
study Chemistry of Engineering Materials, published in the U.S.A. in several
editions prior to the Second World War, Robert Leighou divided them
into fuels; refractory materials for furnace linings; non-ferrous metals;
non-ferrous alloys; iron and steel; foundry sands; building stones; lime
and gypsum products; Portland and other cements (and concrete); clay
and clay products; and then a variety of lesser paints, varnishes, stains,
fillers, lubricants, glue, and rubber. However, several of these have no
great relavance to the identification of industrial artefacts and only wood,
ceramics, glass, metals and plastics are considered below.
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The natural world
This group includes all the material, supplied by plants and trees, that is
capable of being processed without changing the basic characteristics.
Though the raw material can be cut, shaped, specially dried or given a
protective finish, it nonetheless retains some structural integrity—unlike
haematite (kidney ore), for example, which must undergo considerable
chemical transformation to produce iron.
Wood is undoubtedly the most important of the natural materials, and
has been worked for tens of thousands of years. This is partly due to the ease
with which it can be cut and shaped, to durability, and to almost universal
availability. Many of the earliest freestanding dwellings had a wood frame,
and none of the mediaeval voyages of discovery would have been possible
without wooden ships.
In addition, decorative qualities of colour, figure and grain have always
encouraged the use of wood in the production of artefacts. Desirable
qualities, ironically, can also be found in diseased or damaged tissue, such as
bird’s-eye maple, brown oak or burr walnut, when scars or discolouration
can provide additional visual interest. The wood of trees that have been
pollarded, when the top growth is removed regularly to persuade the
canopy to grow outward, can also be attractively figured.
An obvious guide to identification is provided by use: structural timber
is usually comparatively common—beech, birch, elm, oak or pine, often
depending on local availability. Conversely, most of the hardwoods valued
for decorative qualities are uncommon and, therefore, expensive. They can
also lack strength and may even be applied as thin veneers to a substrate
of stronger wood. Among these so-called ‘precious woods’ are bird’s-eye
maple, brown oak, bubinga, ebony, pearwood, purpleheart, rosewood,
satinwood, many forms of walnut, and zebrawood.
Physical characteristics can suit specific woods to particular uses.
The very tight grain of boxwood, though usually lacking decorative figure,
ensures that it can be worked easily and polishes well; consequently,
boxwood has been extensively employed in the manufacture of boxes and
furniture. Walnut has always been preferred for gun-stocks, particularly
blanks in which grain or figure may be evident, as it allies a special lustre
with an ability to absorb recoil forces without distorting.
Tree-wood consists of a series of growth rings, comprising light
springwood and darker summerwood, each cycle creating a single ring.
The walls of individual cells are made of cellulose, hemi-cellulose and
fibrous tar-like lignin. The growing section of the tree is confined to the
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Next page. Typical wood samples showing diversity of colour and grain. Clockwise from
top left: burr ash, elm, burr walnut and European oak. The ‘burrs’ are usually caused by
damage or an inclusion. Though they reduce the strength of the wood, their decorative
qualities are greatly prized in cabinet-making. Courtesy of Art Veneers Co. Ltd, Mildenhall.

cambium, immediately behind the bark and bast, where vertical tracheids
and horizontal parenchyma (located in the rays) respectively convey sap
upward and store food. The walls of each cell thicken at the end of growth
(sapwood), and ultimately bond together in a lignin-rich mass of heartwood.
Softwoods, generally trees with narrow or needle-like leaves, have a large
number of tracheids; hardwoods, usually broad-leaved, have far fewer, their
role being taken by vessel- and fibre-cells.
Herbert Edlin, author of What wood is that? (1969), advocated a system
of identification based on one proposed by Alfred Schwankel in Welche holz
is das? (Franckh’sche Verlagshandlung, Stuttgart, c. 1959). Based almost
entirely on observation, this was sub-divided as 1, primary colour (usually
that of the sapwood); 2, secondary colour (usually of the heartwood); 3,
rings; 4. pores; 5, grain on longitudinal surfaces; 6, rays; 7, relative hardness;
8, weight (specific gravity); 9, smell; 10, bark; 11, leaf shape; 12, country of
origin; 13, sapwood definition; and 14, class of use.
Though these arbiters look vague, they work surprisingly well when
considered together. Groups 1 and 3–8 are sufficient to serve the purposes
of Marks of Industry, largely as the bark and leaves will have been removed
long before artefacts under review were made.
Edlin subdivided colour, group 1, into six deliberately vague categories:
whitish; yellowish; purplish or crimson; reddish or pinkish; brownish;
and black or greyish. Rings (group 3) were limited to distinct or obscure;
pores (group 4) to absent (all coniferous softwoods), in rings, or diffuse
(scattered). Grain (group 5) could be distinct, faint, or ‘obscure or invisible’.
Rays (group 6) were distinct or obscure. Hardness was simply soft or hard;
and density was generally given as very light (SG below 0·49), light (SG
0·50–0·64), heavy (SG 0·65–0·79) or very heavy (SG above 0·80).
Unfortunately, a major handicap to the identification of individual types
of wood can be provided by the regularity with which the timber trade
(particularly prior to 1945) has either concocted spurious and misleading
names, or grouped together trees with little or no botanical relationship
under a general name.[3] The term ‘cottonwood’, for example, can embrace
several North American trees, including populus trichocarpa (black
cottonwood) and populus heterophylla (swamp cottonwood). But it can also
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TABLE FIVE: CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED WOODS

Based on Herbert Edlin, What wood is that? (1969). The particular species are ash, fraxinus
excelsior; beech, fagus sylvatica; birch, betula alleghanensis; bird’s-eye maple, acer saccharum;
bubinga, guibortia demeusei; Western Red cedar, thuja plicata; cherry, prunus avium; Douglas
fir, pseudotsuga menziesii; ebony, diospyros celebica; elm, ulmus procera; lime, tilia europaea;
Honduras mahogany, swietenia macrophylla; European oak, quercus robor; pearwood, pyrus
communis; Brazilian rosewood, dalbergia nigra; sapele, entandrophragma cylindicum; sycamore
[-maple], acer pseudoplatanus; teak, tectona grandis; Circassian walnut, juglans regia; and
American or black walnut, juglans nigra. Values given for specific gravity (SG) are for properly
seasoned air-dried timber; owing to variations in heartwood, however, SG can vary by up to ten
per cent of averages.
Name
Ash
Beech
Birch
Bird’s-eye maple
Bubinga
Cedar
Cherry
Douglas fir
Ebony
Elm
Lime
Mahogany
Oak
Pearwood
Rosewood
Sapele
Sycamore
Teak
Walnut (Circassian)
Walnut (American)

Heartwood colour

Rings

Pores

Grain

Rays

Hardness

SG

whitish
reddish/pinkish
yellowish
whitish1
purplish/crimson2
reddish/pinkish3
brownish
reddish/pinkish4
black/greyish5
brownish
yellowish
reddish/pinkish
yellowish
reddish/pinkish
brownish6
reddish/pinkish
whitish
brownish
brownish7
brownish8

distinct
obscure
obscure
distinct
distinct
distinct
distinct
distinct
obscure
distinct
obscure
obscure
distinct
obscure
distinct
distinct
obscure
distinct
distinct
distinct

in rings, coarse
diffuse, fine
diffuse, fine
diffuse, fine
diffuse, fine
absent
diffuse, fine
absent
diffuse, fine
diffuse, coarse/fine
diffuse, fine
diffuse, coarse
in rings, coarse
diffuse, fine
diffuse, coarse
diffuse, coarse
diffuse, fine
in rings, coarse
diffuse, coarse
diffuse, coarse

distinct
faint
faint
distinct
faint
faint
distinct
distinct
obscure/invisible
distinct
obscure/invisible
faint
distinct
obscure/invisible
distinct
faint
obscure/invisible
faint
faint
faint

obscure
distinct
distinct
distinct
distinct
obscure
distinct
obscure
obscure
distinct
obscure
distinct
distinct
obscure
obscure
obscure
obscure
obscure
distinct
obscure

hard
hard
hard
very hard
hard
soft
hard
soft
very hard
soft
soft
soft
hard
hard
hard
hard
soft
hard
hard
hard

0·69
0·67
0·67
0·69
0·91
0·38
0·63
0·50
1·08
0·51
0·56
0.50
0·69
0.69
0·88
0·67
0·56
0·65
0·63
0·66

1: also has distinctive circles around small dark knots, gving a two-tone appearance. 2: has dark
bands or mottling. 3: usually combines reddish or reddish-brown summerwood with yellowbrown springwood, giving a subdued bi-colour appearance. 4: bi-coloured, combining reddishbrown summerwood with notably contrasting yellowish-pink springwood. 5: may be jet-black,
or black streaked with brown or greenish-grey. 6: may have patches of red-, gold- or violet-brown,
with ‘marbled’ figuring. 7: has a lustrous appearance, brown or greyish-brown with streaks of
dark-brown or dark grey. 8: may be chocolate-brown or even purplish, with infrequent light or
dark-brown streaks.
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include the botanically unrelated Indian cottonwood bombax malabaricum
and Nigerian cottonwood ceiba pentandra. As the Indian and Nigerian trees
are also known as simul and araba respectively, and as the term ‘cottonwood’
has been applied indiscriminately to the tulip poplar liriodendron tulipifera
(canary wood) and the cucumber tree or mountain magnolia (magnolia
acuminata), identification problems become clear.
At least sixty woods have been sold under the trade-name ‘mahogany’,
though only three genera are currently recognised as having reasonable
claim to the name. Decorative pearwood has been cut from a variety of
trees, including the European pear pyrus communis and the Chinese pear
pyrus sinensis. But the group also includes the unrelated South African hard
pear, olinia cymosa; the Tasmanian dogwood pear pomaderris apetala; and
the West Australian native pear, xylomelum occidentale, rarely seen outside
its native country, with wood of a lustrous deep-red colour and distinct rays.
The wood of the close-grained white pear of Kenya and southern Africa,
apodytes dimidiata, usually grey-brown with purplish streaking, despite a
common association with furniture, has even been used locally to make the
frames and bodies of wagons.
Ceramics
This group contains a variety of material derived largely from clay, including
pottery, bricks and tiles. Artefacts are now generally classed as earthenware
if fired at low temperature, or stoneware if fired at high temperature.
Raising temperature reduces moisture content, providing a harder frostproof material. Porcelain or ‘porcelain stoneware’ was made by mixing finequality clay with quartz, feldspar and special fluxes to provide exceptional
resistance to wear, particularly when glazed.
The first bricks were made from mud in areas where permanence could
be guaranteed by baking them in the sun. The earliest examples are thought
to have been made in the Tigris region and in Anatolia prior to 7500 BCE,
but it would soon have become clear that mud bricks were vulnerable to
moisture; this confined them largely to arid areas.
By 4500 Bce, however, the merits of firing pottery in an oven had been
discovered—perhaps in the Indus valley, though the precise location is still
disputed. Firing reduced moisture content, strengthening the clay internally
and providing a tough external skin. It also encouraged the creation of
bowls, jugs and containers. By Roman times, bricks were being made in
large numbers. Individual legions maintained portable kilns to facilitate the
erection of permanent fortifications, and individual bricks often bore the
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Next page. Decorative tiles made in the nineteenth century by Craven Dunnill of Jackfield.
Designs were limited largely by the skill of the artists, as production techniques ranging
from simple two colour clay-and-slip to multi-colour transfer printing and relief modelling
could be used. By courtesy of the Jackfield Tile Museum.

marks of units responsible for their creation. The same was generally true
of bricks made in China, which often displayed ideographs recording the
name and date of birth of the firer.[4]
Bricks and tiles, made of much the same basic material, gained popularity
in Europe in the fourteenth century. This was especially true of low-lying
areas (e.g., the Baltic states or what is now the Netherlands) in which alluvial
clays abounded but stone suitable for building was uncommon. Part of the
attraction was fire-resistance, and a healthy industry was created.
Bricks were moulded by hand from a mixture of sand (silica) and clay
(alumina), sometimes with the addition of iron oxide and lime. Makers’
initials or trademarks could be impressed either by incorporating them in
the mould or by the use of dies before the bricks were fired. The precise
chemical content, firing temperature and the atmosphere within the kiln
controlled brick-colour: increasing the iron content produced a pink body,
whereas more lime created yellow. Raising temperature converted pink to
red, then dark red, purple and finally dark brown or grey.
The use of decorative tiles had a lengthy pedigree, and tin glaze had
originated in what is now Iraq by the ninth century. Blue and white Delftware
flourished in Holland from the sixteenth century, for about two hundred
years, and the advent of a Brick Tax in Britain in 1784 gave popularity to
so-called Mathematical Tiles, generally glazed, which were pinned to laths
to simulate coursed brickwork. Increased several times, usually to pay for
foreign wars, the tax was abandoned in 1850 when it began to hamstring
industrial development.
Much more important industrially, however, was the unprecedented rise
in demand for consumer goods in the mid-eighteenth century. Attempts
had been made to re-create the fine-quality white porcelain imported
from China, and, in 1710, a hard-paste version was perfected in the Meissen
factory in Dresden. Experiments with a soft-paste form, begun in Rouen in
the 1680s, ended with the creation of the commercially-successful Sèvres
factory in 1756.
An English Patent granted in 1749 to protect bone china was exploited by
Josiah Spode, and the large-scale manufacture of creamware was begun in
the same period by Josiah Wedgwood. Wedgwood is also usually credited
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with the perfection of transfer printing, patented in England in 1756 by
Sadler & Green of Liverpool.
The Gothic Revival of the early nineteenth century was the catalyst of
true industrialisation: the introduction of machinery to undertake many of
the tasks that had previously been undertaken manually. Though the socalled encaustic tiles—a Victorian term for heat-sealed inlaid decoration—
sold in huge quantities by Maw & Co. or Craven Dunnill were usually made
by hand, processing the raw material was helped by machinery.
Decoration was improved by the introduction of metal blocks (usually
zinc) to transfer multi-coloured images to tiles, a method introduced in
1848 by Collins & Reynolds, and the advent in 1863 of an efficient screwpress, patented by Boulton & Worthington of Stoke on Trent, facilitated the
mass-production of so-called dust-pressed tiles. The introduction of steampowered stamping machines allowed 25000 tiles to be made daily, and the
output of the Broseley District (the principal English manufacturing centre)
has been estimated as 750,000 tiles weekly by the 1890s.
Markings are easily applied to ceramics. They can be impressed into the
material before firing; painted, before or after firing or glazing; applied with
transfers; or added in the form of a label. Most are readily visible—except
those applied to the backs of tiles, which were obviously obscured when
cemented in place.
The interpretation of some marks is obvious when used in the form of
a name or a recognisable trademark; initials, monograms and cyphers may
require additional research. Some manufacturers (e.g., Worcester) even
hid the dates of manufacture in symbols or code, but these can usually be
deciphered with the help of the specialist works listed in the Bibliography.
The history of glass stretches back into the third millennium bce. Most
glass is now classified as ‘soda-lime’, as it contains 70–75 per cent of silicon
dioxide, a substantial amout of sodium carbonate (soda), and calcium
oxide (lime), magnesium oxide and aluminium oxide to reduce the glasstransition temperature—the point at which its becomes translucent—and
enhance durability. Other forms of glass have been developed for special
purposes, including the highly refractive lead-oxide glass, favoured for highquality tableware, and heat-resistant borosilicate glass.
Though glass has been produced on an industrial scale since Roman
times, greatly assisted by the development of plate-glass manufacture during
the nineteenth century, very little of it has been marked; even the finest
glasswork in mediaeval cathedrals rarely displays identifiers. However,
exceptions must be made of Art Glass of the type produced since the late
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nineteenth century by Lalique, Gallé or Tiffany, and modern stained glass
(often achieved by over-painting) which may bear the name of the artist.

Metals
Metalworking has had a lengthy pedigree, first with the most readily
available materials (such as copper) and, later, once science and technology
had advanced sufficiently, by exploiting new techniques of extraction. Yet
identifying metals is fraught with unexpected hazards.
‘Not earlier than’ dates can sometimes be ascribed to individual artefacts
on the basis of material, but the value of this is greatly compromised by the
exploitation in prehistoric times of copper, lead, iron and tin—the ‘historic
metals’—and by the process of alloying copper and tin to produce bronze,
which dated back before 2000 BCE.[5] Use of metals exploited only since 1700
can sometimes give a clue to the age of an item: aluminium, for example,
was not isolated by the German chemist Friedrich Wohler (1800–82) until
1828 and was exploited commercially only from 1887.
Few metals have characteristic odours, excepting isolated instances
evident only when material has been heated. In addition, owing to the
temperatures required to melt metals such as gold (1060o C) or iron (1525o
C), analysis is neither simple nor entirely without danger. Identification
by colour is usually only possible in the case of distinctive metals such as
copper, as too many of the others are grey, greyish, silver grey or whitish
grey. Identification by weight is complicated by the way in which several
of the principal metals and their alloys group together. Hardness is also
difficult to assess, although the ductile materials such as copper, lead and
tin are easily distinguished from zinc or iron.
Specific gravity of metals ranges from 0·585 for lithium, which will float
on petrol, to 22·48 for osmium. Analysis of this type can be useful if the metals
are unusually light (aluminium or magnesium, for example) or particularly
heavy (tungsten or gold). However, problems are posed by materials such
as brass, a generic name given to alloys of copper and zinc. The proportions
can vary from the two parts copper and one part zinc that together make
common brass (calculated sg 8·31): brazing brass, for example, contained
about 87 per cent copper, 12 per cent zinc and 1 per cent lead (sg 8·62) and
red brass or Steam Metal contained 87 per cent copper, 7 per cent tin, 3 per
cent zinc and 3 per cent lead (sg 8·82). Both of these specialist alloys had a
distinctively reddish hue, owing to the high percentage of copper.
Bronze, similar to brass (but usually harder), is basically an alloy of
copper, zinc and tin, but the constituents can vary according to intended
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These near-relic gun parts (previous page), including flintlocks, were part of a consignment
found in Kathmandu. Their provenance is still unclear, but it is hoped that detailed
metallurgical analysis will eventualy show if the locks were made in Nepal or shipped from
Britain. Courtesy of International Military Antiques, Inc., New Jersey, U.S.A. Placed in the
British edition of Cassier’s Magazine in August 1903, this advertisement (below) extols the
virtues of ‘Magnolia Metal’, a low-friction white-metal alloy developed specifically for use
in bearings. Widely favoured for railway and marine-engine use, it contained 78 per cent
of lead, 16 per cent of antimony and 6 per cent of tin.

use. For example, gunmetal or soft bronze, widely used in cannon-founding
and instrument making, was usually 90 per cent copper and 10 per cent tin
(sg 8·75); ‘diamond bronze’, hard but brittle, contained 88 per cent copper,
10 per cent aluminium and 2 per cent silicon (sg 8·15).
But there are surprises such as Emerald brass, used for ornamental
castings, which contained 50 per cent copper, 49 per cent zinc, and 1 per cent
aluminium (sg 7·97); Cornish bronze, used as an anti-friction metal, which
was usually about 78 per cent copper, 10 per cent tin and 12 per cent lead,
with a trace of iron (sg 9·04); and Chinese bronze or shakudō, often with
a patina of stunning beauty, which was usually about 95 per cent copper
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TABLE SIX: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRINCIPAL METALS
Name

Aluminium
Chromium
Copper
Gold
Iron
Lead
Magnesium
Manganese
Molydbenum
Nickel
Platinum
Silver
Tin
Tungsten
Zinc

Chemical Symbol
Al
Cr
Cu
Au
Fe
Pb
Mg
Mn
Mo
Ni
Pt
Ag
Sn
W
Zn

Date of discovery or exploitation

18281
17972
prior to 8700BC
in antiquity
prior to 2850BC
prior to 6400BC
18083
17744
17815
17th century6
c. 1750
prior to 3500BC
prior to 2850BC
17837
17468

Specific Gravity
2·58
7·14
8·92
19·3
7·86
11·35
1·74
7·39
10·2
8·9
21·45
10·5
7·39
19·1
7·129

Melting point
660o C
1900o C
1083o C
1062o C
1525o C
327o C
651o C
1220o C
2625o C
1450o C
1774o C
960o C
232o C
3370o C
418o C

1: not exploited commercially until 1887. 2: first isolation of metal by Vauquelin. 3: date of
preparation of the first impure sample by Davy. 4: date of preparation of first sample by Gahn.
5: date of first preparation by Hjelm. 6: the name was not applied until a sample of reasonably
pure metal was prepared by Cronstedt in 1751. 7: date of first isolation of what is also known as
‘Wolfram’, by Elhuyar. 8: date of first preparation as pure metal by Marggraf, but known in India
prior to the thirteenth century. 9: owing to purification difficulties, SG values of 5·8–7·3 and
6·8–7·2 have often been given for tin and zinc respectively.

alloyed with about 4 per cent of gold, a small amount of silver and often also
an almost undetectable trace of lead (sg 9·34).
The so-called anti-friction metals are another problem group. The first
of them originated in the nineteenth century, when ever-increasing work
demanded of steam engines—and rapid increases in running speeds—
led to overheated bearings, which were originally simple brass shells
interposed between iron surfaces. The search for improvements led to the
misleadingly named white metals (so-called because of colour): soft alloys
which could withstand the dual threats of friction and pressure. Practise
eventually showed that white-metal alloys could be used to line bearingshells of brass or bronze, and that renewal could be undertaken simply by
melting-out the residue of the worn liner and substituting a new one.
Unfortunately for today’s analyst, inventors were often eager to offer
something better; and a search of patent or trademark registers reveals
many proprietary anti-friction alloys. Some of these were named for their
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originators, others to highlight perceived advantages, and a few to appeal to
patriotism. They included Ajax Metal (composition: 80·3 per cent copper, 12
per cent tin, 7·3 per cent lead, and 0·4 per cent arsenic or phosphorus to act
as a hardener), Babbitt’s Metal (66·7 per cent tin, 22·2 per cent antimony, and
11·1 per cent copper), Bahnmetall (98·7 per cent lead, 0·7 per cent calcium,
0·6 per cent sodium and a trace of lithium), Dewrance’s Metal (44·4 per cent
antimony, 33·3 per cent tin, 22·3 per cent copper), and Stephenson’s Alloy (31
per cent iron, 31 per cent tin, 19 per cent copper, 19 per cent zinc).[6]
The composition of these differs so greatly that the calculated specific
gravities vary from 7·32 for Babbit’s Metal to 11·20 for Bahnmetall. Yet the
most complicated anti-friction alloys can be almost indistinguishable from
their principal constituent, and attempts to identify them by deducing
specific gravity can be difficult. Satco Metal, used in the twentieth century
by the U.S. railroad industry, was a complex mixture of 98·05 per cent lead,
1 per cent tin, 0·5 per cent calcium, 0·25 per cent mercury, and about 0·05
per cent each of aluminium, lithium, magnesium and potassium. But the
calculated specific gravity of Satco Metal (11·25) is too close to that of lead
(11·35) to facilitate identification without careful measurement.
The development of the science of metallurgy in the eighteenth century
also encouraged the production of ornamental metalwork. Alloying could
facilitate fine-quality casting, or persuade onlookers that the items were
made of silver or gold. Lustrous white German Silver or nickel silver[7] was
typically 58 per cent copper, 20 per cent nickel and 20 per cent zinc, with
small amounts of cobalt, lead or iron.
Hamilton’s metal, a brass made by Hamilton & Parker from equal
amounts of copper and zinc, could be polished to resemble gold; silverwhite Homburg’s Alloy (equal parts of bismuth, lead and tin) was used to
cast medals; whilst Minargent (56 per cent copper, 40 per cent nickel, 3 per
cent tungsten, 1 per cent aluminium) and Ruolz’s Silver, Argent de Ruolz,
patented in France in 1853 (typically 50 per cent copper, 35 per cent nickel,
20 per cent silver), were passable imitations of true silver.
And there was also Fahun Brilliant, an alloy of three parts lead to two
of tin, which was used to make theatrical jewellery; the harshness of the
limelight or arc-lighting used in the nineteenth century reflected from
faceted castings to give diamond-like lustre.
Pewter is another common alloy, with origins in pre-history but first
standardised in France in the twelfth century. In England, The Worshipful
Company of Pewterers of the City of London, a trade first regulated in 1348,
recognised three grades: fine metal (99 per cent tin, 1 per cent copper),
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trifling metal (95 per cent tin, 4 per cent lead, 1 per cent copper) and the
later ley metal (85 per cent tin, 15 per cent lead). These grades are difficult to
distinguish, though the specific gravity of ley metal is substantially greater
and the material generally tarnishes to a darker grey than the others.
Concerns about health ensure that modern pewter no longer contains lead.
The resilience of metal goods suits them to permanent methods of
marking. These range from marks incorporated into castings, impressed
or in relief, to those applied by punching, scribing, rolling or engraving.
Alternatively, separate plates—themselves often made of metal—can be
attached by screws, bolts, solder or adhesives.
However, identification of metals can be compromised by over-plating.
The idea of reducing costs by placing a thin skin of a noble metal over basemetal was old, deriving from long-established use of inlays and encrustation,
but was not exploited industrially until the development in England in the
early 1740s of Old Sheffield Plate by cutler Thomas Boulsover (1705–88). The
novelty lay in the way in which a silver veneer was bonded to a plate of
copper, brass or comparable base-metal (Britannia metal, an inexpensive
alloy typically comprising 93 per cent tin, 5 per cent antimony and 2 per
cent copper, eventually became a popular substrate). The edges of the silver
veneer, once sealed to the base-plate with solder, were subsequently laced
with iron wire sealed with borax paste. The plates were sweated together
in a furnace, then hammered or rolled to the requisite thickness after they
had cooled satisfactorily.
Boulsover’s Sheffield Plate was originally single-sided, but a doublesided sandwich had been introduced commercially by 1780. The material
was exceptionally successful, as it allied many of the decorative qualities of
silver with far less expense.
Engraving ornamental designs into Old Sheffield Plate posed problems,
however, as copper was exposed if the cut went too deep. German Silver
proved to be a popular base-plate from the 1830s onward, as a silver tone
still showed if the plating wore down or was cut through during engraving.
Edges and joints between two single-side copper base-plates were originally
burnished and tinned, but were generally covered with strips of soldered
silver wire after 1785. Close Plate, which attached silver indirectly to iron,[8]
allowed cutlery to be made to ‘take an edge’; this was not possible with
Boulsover-type plate, as the base metal was far too soft.
Old Sheffield Plate enjoyed popularity until the advent of electro-plating,
which was devised in England in the late 1830s by a surgeon, John Wright,
and then patented in 1840 by George & Henry Elkington of Birmingham.[9]
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The process allowed surprisingly pure metal to be deposited on a suitably
conductive surface, allowing decorative base-metal castings to be plated
with gold, silver, nickel or chromium. The ease with which this could be
achieved sent the Sheffield Plate industry into terminal decline, even though
Plate, which acquired a work-hardened surface during manufacture, was
much more durable than comparatively soft electro-plated equivalents.
Electro-deposition compromised the traditional method of plating iron
sheets with tin, hot dipping, which dated back at least to sixteenth-century
Bohemia and had been improved by the introduction in England of rollediron sheets in the late seventeenth century. In addition, it also brought fire
gilding to an end. This had relied on a paste-like amalgam of mercury and
powdered gold, applied to the surface of an artefact. Applying heat then
drove off the mercury to leave the gold behind. Quality was outstanding,
but the mercury vapour was so poisonous that the life expectancy of the
gilders was very short.
British-made electro-plate work can be distinguished by marks such as
EP (Electro Plate), EPNS (Electro-Plated Nickel Silver) or EPBM (Electro-Plated
Britannia Metal), though the metalsmiths often did their best to make them
as similar as possible to the traditional precious-metal hallmarks described
in greater detail on page 137–43.
Plastics
The pedigree of this group dates back to the work of the English metallurgist
Alexander Parkes (1813–90) and a British Patent granted to him in 1856.
Parkesine was made by treating cellulose with nitric acid, creating cellulose
nitrate to be mixed with camphor, dissolved in alcohol and hardened into
an elastic material. This was then melted, coloured with suitable pigments,
and poured into a mould to harden as it cooled.
Successfully exhibited in London’s Great International Exhibition of 1862,
receiving a bronze medal, Parkesine soon proved to be a financial disaster.
Two ill-fated attempts were made to exploit the material commercially:
one by the Parkesine Company in Hackney Wick, and another by Daniel
Spills’ Ivoride Works in Homerton, north London. Not only was Parkesine
expensive to make, but quality was much too poor to convince the many
sceptics of its merits.
The first commercially successful synthetic material is now generally
accepted to have been celluloid (a brand name adopted in 1872). This was
introduced near-simultaneously in 1869 in Britain and the U.S.A., where John
Wesley Hyatt (1837–1920) is regarded as the inventor. Hyatt had acquired
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rights to the Parkes patent with the intention of making billiard balls of
something other than ivory, which was difficult to obtain.
On 6th April 1869, John Hyatt duly obtained U.S. Patent 50359 to protect
a method of coating balls with a mixture of cloth, ivory dust, shellac and
collodion. He promptly formed the Albany Dental Plate Company in Albany,
New York, to make billiard balls, piano keys and false teeth. In 1870, John
and Isaiah Hyatt patented a ‘horn-like’ material made from cellulose nitrate
and camphor.
Parkes and his collaborator Daniel Spills had already made use of
camphor in the production of Xylonite (1869), but the Hyatts were the first
to realise the value of camphor as a plasticiser.[10] The billiard-ball project
was exceptionally successful, even though celluloid was flammable and the
balls were prone to explode. Ease of moulding allowed complicated shapes
to be made, such as decorative handles for cutlery and razors. Hyatt even
patented the essence of an injection-moulding process in 1872, but almost a
half-century was to elapse before effectual machines could be made.[11]
The earliest plastics derived from natural materials: casein, a protein
found in milk, and cellulose from wood or cotton. Initially, there was no
scientific understanding of the processes involved in their creation, merely
a series of trial-and-error steps. That celluloid was such a great success was
largely due to the ease with which it could be moulded.
By 1900, the first steps were being taken towards the creation of an
entirely synthetic plastic. Leo Baekeland (1863–1944), a Belgian chemist,
had begun development of the phenolic resin that was to become Bakelite; a
casein-based artificial horn had been introduced commercially in Germany
in 1904, and Friedrich Kipping had discovered silicone. The Viscoloid
Company of Leominster, Massachusetts, soon began to make plastic haircombs, and Eastman Kodak abandoned the flat-table method of cinematicfilm production in favour of a wheel which could make continuous rolls.
Most of the solid ‘plastic’ artefacts dating prior to the Second World War
were made of Bakelite, a phenol-formaldehyde perfected in 1907, patented
in 1908 and first moulded by the Boonton Rubber Company of Yonkers in
1909. By the time the First World War began, cellophane had also appeared.
Production improved with the advent of a compression press (1916) and an
efficient injection-moulding machine (1921).
The renowned German chemist Hermann Staudinger (1881–1965) finally
made sense of the chemistry of synthetic plastics by proposing the existence
of a basic building block or macromolecule, an elongated repetitive chain
(polymer) of individual molecules (monomers). His theory was mocked at
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the time it appeared, but slowly gained acceptance. The award of a Nobel
prize to Staudinger in 1953 was the ultimate validation of his ideas.
Many techniques have been used to make synthetic materials, including
extrusion, injection moulding, casting and thermo-forming. Markings have
often been applied during moulding, when they are simply part of a die and
may be incised or raised at will; other artefacts have separate mark-plates
held by screws or simply glued in place.
But it is often the type of material that assists identification, if only
by providing the earliest date on which the item could have been made.
The earliest celluloid items date from 1870 (disregarding those made of
Parkesine); the first Bakelite artefacts date from 1909; polystyrene appeared
commercially in Germany in 1930, followed by polyvinylchloride (PVC) in
Germany in 1938, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) in the U.S.A. in 1941, Cycolac
(an ABS plastic) in the U.S.A. in 1957, and polypropylene (PP) in Italy in 1963.
The brand-name Nylon was adopted by DuPont in October 1938 for
a synthetic fibre previously known as Polymer 66; and on 15th May 1940,
‘Nylon Day’, the first nylon stockings were sold commercially. This was a
major landmark in the popularisation of synthetic material.
The application of heat to plastics will usually facilitate identification,
as thermoplastic material will melt whereas thermosetting compounds
cannot. Clues will also be evident in the way in which a small sample can
be cut. If the sample disintegrates into coarse powder, it is likely to be a
thermoset; a one-piece sliver will usually reveal a thermoplastic.
Owing to the considerable difficulties involved in visual identification,
particularly if artificial colours have been used, carefully burning a small
sample can be the easiest means of identifying plastics. For example, moulded
phenol-formaldehyde (PF, Bakelite) and PTFE do not burn; neoprene burns
with a sooty yellowish-orange flame, extinguished when removed from
the igniter-flame, and leaves a black residue; polythene burns slowly with
a yellow-tipped blue flame, continues to burn after the igniter-flame has
been extinguished, then drips like sealing wax. In addition, the odours are
characteristic: phenol-formaldhyde smells of carbolic soap, neoprene has
an astringent burnt-rubber smell, and polythene reeks of paraffin.
CHAPTER NOTES
1.

Electro-deposition had been suggested as early as 1805 by an Italian experimenter, Luigi
Brugnatelli, but little came of his studies. The first practical use was made in 1839 by
Moritz-Hermann Jacobi, a German working in Russia, who successfully produced printing
plates by electrotyping. In England in 1840, John Wright and the Elkington brothers,
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This ‘McInnes-Dobbie’ engine indicator, no. D-480, dates from the very early 1900s.
The insulating sleeves on the body-barrel and the union (or ‘connecting nut’) are sometimes
catalogued as bakelite…but the indicator was made several years before bakelite was marketed
commercially. Patent specifications confirm that the material is actually ‘vulcanite’ (ebonite), a
horn-like substance made by heating rubber with approximately half its weight in sulphur.
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George and Henry, patented a method of electro-deposition using potassium cyanide as an
electrolyte. Their intial successes developed into a commercial enterprise in Birmingham.
2. Lightweight items, including virtually all woods and some synthetics, will float. To obtain
a specific gravity in these cases, an auxiliary weight of known dimensions can be attached.
3. Botanical names come in three parts: first the genus, or family to which the tree belongs;
then the individual species, and lastly the name of the botanist responsible for the
particular classification. Circassian Walnut, therefore, is ‘Juglans regia, Linnaeus’ (or
‘[L.]’), as it was first classified by the Swede Carl Linnæus (1707–78).
4. This derived ultimately from an edict issued during the Q’ing dynasty (221–206 BCE)
ordering weapons to be marked so that suppliers of inferior products could be identified
and punished.
5. Native copper (i.e., copper found in naturally pure state) was first worked in what is now
western Iran sometime prior to 8700 BCE; copper smelting was being practised by 3500
BCE; and iron smelting by 1350 BCE.
6. Babbitt’s Metal, dating from 1839 and named after engineer Isaac Babbitt (1799–1862)
of Taunton, Massachusetts, was the oldest of the white metals. The precise constitution
of the original bearings are not known, but is widely considered to have been about 93
per cent tin with 3·5 per cent each of antimony and copper. The analysis given here is
taken from A Dictionary of Metals and their Alloys (1940). Bahnmetall was introduced for
the German railways (Eisenbahnen) during the First World War, principally to conserve
supplies of copper and tin. Used to line axleboxes, it proved to be surprisingly successful.
Dewrance’s Metal was named after the English railway engineer John Dewrance (1803–61),
and was also used to line axleboxes.
7. Nickel silver was known to the Chinese prior to the Q’ing dynasty, travelling first to the
East Indies and then to Euope as paktong. A broadly comparable alloy was produced
in Suhl in the 1770s, and a competition was organised in Germany in 1823 to perfect an
alloy which could duplicate the appearance of silver. This was achieved simultaneously
in the mid 1820s by Gebr. Henningen in Berlin and Ernst-August Geitner in Schneeberg.
The material was known generically as alpaca or alpaka in German, largely owing to the
registry of a trademark by what ultimately became Berndorffer Metallwarenfabrik. The
commercial introduction of electroplating in the 1840s greatly increased the demand for
nickel silver, owing to its lustre and durability.
8. The process had been known for hundreds of years, but was not exploited commercially
until the end of the eighteenth century. The lack of an affinity of silver for iron or steel
was overcome by bonding molten tin to the face of the base-plate and then pressing silver
foil into the surface of the tin before it had solidified. Close Plate was an effective way of
proving a durable edge, but wear could expose a three-colour band.
9. Electro-deposition had been demonstrated as early as 1805 by the Italian chemist Luigi
Brugnatelli, but commercial exploitation only became evident when Wright discovered
that gold and silver could be deposited with the assistance of an electrolyte of potassium
cyanide.
10. Daniel Spills resorted to litigation to have the Hyatt patents revoked, on the grounds that
he had a preceding claim to novelty. The first ruling found in Spills’ favour, but Hyatt
appealed to higher authority and the case, which had begun in 1877, was not concluded in
1884—when the judge found that Parkes had been the first to describe the use of camphor
in the manufacturing progress. Consequently, neither Spills nor Hyatt could be victors;
and both were allowed to continue their manufacturing activities.
11. See U.S. Patent 133229 of 10th November 1872, granted to ‘I. Smith Hyatt and John W. Hyatt,
of Albany, New York, Assignors to the Celluloid Manufacturing Company, of Same Place’, to
protect ‘Improvements in Processes and Apparatus for Manufacturing Pyroxyline’.
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PART SIX

MARKINGS
The advent of identifiable marks is difficult to date with certainty, as few of
the earliest machines bore details other than (perhaps) names carved into
woodwork or cast into frames in acknowledgement of their origins. Only
with the advent of series production did the need arise to distinguish large
numbers of similar products individually.
Many of the first English railways—e.g., Stockton & Darlington, Liverpool
& Manchester, London & Birmingham—gave names or running numbers to
their locomotives and rolling stock, necessary to keep a record of progress.
The 0–4–0 locomotive Liverpool, built for the London & Birmingham
Railway by Edward Bury in 1830, bore an oval brass plate engraved with a
large cursive No. 1, placed centrally, with the name of the railway company
in smaller Roman lettering around the periphery.
A major catalyst in the development of makers’ plates was clearly the
ordering of large classes of similar locomotives from several manufacturers
simultaneously, but it is equally obvious that the parts of these machines
were rarely exchangeable even among engines of the same make.
Railway administrators keen to facilitate maintenance, especially in an
era when interchangeability of parts could not be guaranteed, needed to
know the origins of a particular machine just as much as they needed to
know its running number.
In an era in which purchases of locomotives in ones and twos were
commonplace, the acquisition in 1840–2 by Great Western Railway of more
than sixty representatives of the 2–2–2 Fire Fly class was a great leap of faith.
Six of these engines were the work of Jones, Turner & Evans of Newtonle-Willows; ten came from Sharp, Roberts & Company of Manchester;
twenty from Fenton, Murray & Jackson of Leeds; two from G. & J. Rennie of
Blackfriars, London; six from R.B. Longridge of the Bedlington Ironworks;
two from Stothert & Slaughter of Bristol; and sixteen from Nasmyth, Gaskell
& Company of Manchester.
None were built to precisely the same design; details varied appreciably,
and nothing would interchange. Problems multiplied as soon as wagons and
carriages had been introduced to service in hundreds rather than handfuls.
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This plate was attached to a compound beam engine installed in an English pumping
station by James Watt & Company, successors to Boulton & Watt. By this time, the onceeminent company was finding competition hard to resist.

Owing to the absence of early photographs and the low survival of pre1850 rolling stock, irrefutable documentary evidence for the pioneering
introduction of railway-type manufacturers’ plates is hard to find. Reliance
has instead to be placed on secondary sources, such as the line drawings
and three-dimensional views that filled the pages not only of the early
textbooks, such as Daniel Kinnear Clark’s Railway Machinery (1855), but also
of the engineering Press.
Many of these engravings were brilliantly executed, particularly those
that dated from the Golden Era, c. 1870–1910, but care may be needed to sift
fact from fiction. Details that had never appeared on the items themselves
could easily be added to a printing block, even manufacturers’ marks,[1] and
the blocks could be used and re-used for many years. Yet it is obvious that a
few enterprising manufacturers were identifying their wares prior to 1840.
The Dundee & Newtyle Railway 0–4–2 Earl of Airlie, if engravings
published in The Engineer are to be trusted, bore a plate marked J. & C.
CARMICHAEL , 1833 and DUNDEE on the right side of the frame behind the bellcrank drive lever. North Star, built for export to the New Orleans Railway
by Robert Stephenson & Company of Newcastle upon Tyne, but delivered
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This fire engine was
supplied by Shand Mason to
Barnstaple Borough Council
(Devon, England) in the
1890s. However, though
the pressure gauge is clearly
marked SHAND, MASON & Co,
it had been purchased from
the Budenberg Gauge Co. Ltd
of Manchester, a subsidiary of
Schaeffer & Budenberg.
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Formerly in the collection of
the British Engineerium, Hove,
England.
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to the Great Western Railway in November 1837, still bore a small oval
maker’s plate on the right side of the frame above the driving-axle box when
withdrawn in 1871.[2] The Engineer printed a drawing of a 2–2–2 made in the
late 1830s, with a small rectangular plate on the left side of the frame, above
the driving-axle box, reading NO. 245, R. & W., and HAWTHORN in three lines.
And a 2–4–0 made in 1848 for the Leeds & Thirsk Railway had a elongated
plate marked MANF D. above KITSON, THOMPSON & HEWITSON and LEEDS.
A 4–2–0 built for the Maryport & Carlisle Railway in 1848 bore small brass
plates on the driving-wheel splashers in the form of curvilinear rectangles
with semi-circular indents at the corners. Marks read CRAMPTON’S PATENT,
acknowledging Thomas Russell Crampton (1816–88), above MANUFACTURED
BY , the name of the makers TULK & LEY , the factory name LOWCA WORKS , and
the location of the factory in the Cumbrian town of WHITEHAVEN.
By then converted from 2–2–2 to 2–2–2T, Vulcan was photographed in
the mid 1850s with a prominent rectangular plate on the right side of the
frame ahead of the driving-axle box; this bore the name of Charles Tayleur
& Company of the Vulcan Foundry, Newton-le-Willows, suppliers of the
locomotive to the Great Western Railway in 1837. Many others of the Fire
Fly class survived to be photographed.
Centaur, an 1841-vintage product of Nasmyth, Gaskell & Company, had
a small oval plate on the right side of the frame underneath each end of
the driving-wheel splasher. And the wreck of Leopard (1840), pictured
soon after the boiler had exploded in Bristol in 1857, clearly displays two
small oval plates on the right side of the frame—one ahead of the driving
axle indicating GWR ownership and the other, behind the axle, recording
the maker to have been Sharp, Roberts & Company of Manchester. Argus,
delivered to the GWR from Fenton, Murray & Jackson of Leeds in August
1842, was photographed in the same period with an oval G W R plate on the
right side of the frame above the leading axle-box and a slender rectangular
maker’s plate held to the frame immediately above the trailing axle-box by
four bolts.

National characteristics

British plates had resolved into traditional oval or rectangular shapes by
the 1850s, though idiosyncratic survivors were still to be found at the end of
the nineteenth century. The London & North Western Railway usually cast
information into the brass beading of the splashers, a typical example on an
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Allan 2–4–0 giving the location of the works—CREWE—between L. & N.W. RLY.
CO. and AUG T. 71 for the date of completion, August 1871.[3]
The locomotives built in the U.S.A. were often marked differently from
their British equivalents. Prior to the Civil War (1861–5), decoration was
applied in a climate of riotous anarchy. Individual machines were given
gaudy paintwork, complicated lining, great areas of polished brass, and
could even bear polychrome illustrations of the founder of the railroad or
the land traversed by the track!
Typical was 4–4–0 Phantom outshopped in the summer of 1857 ‘for the
account’ (i.e., as a commercial speculation) of William Mason & Company
of Taunton. Mason was renowned for making some of the most elegant
locomotives to run in the U.S.A. prior to 1860, often eschewing the wagontop boilers favoured by other American manufacturers in favour of a simple
flush-top design. However, even Phantom displayed a variety of ornamental
castings between the driving wheels, including WM. MASON & CO. above an
oval plate bearing details of manufacture—TAUNTON, 1857 and MASS. for the
State of Massachusetts.[4]
A similar 4–4–0 made by the Rogers Locomotive & Machine Works of
Paterson, New Jersey, bore its maker’s marks on an elaborately decorated
circular plate between the driving wheels, the two central lines of the
inscription curving around a large ampersand. The cylinder blocks of
the Rogers machine also displayed R.L. & M.W., typical of many U.S.-made
locomotives.
The Civil War not only inflicted great damage on the people of the U.S.A.
but also greatly upset the national economy, especially in the ravaged lands
south of the Mason–Dixon line. Post-war railroad locomotives reflected this
trend, as all the sinuous curves and glitter of pre-1865 days gave way to the
austerity of straight lines and ultra-plain finish. However, makers’ names
still appeared on the cylinder blocks, often in abbreviated form, and a move
began towards small circular plates on the smoke-box sides.
A ‘camelback’ 2–8–0 made for the Philadelphia & Reading Rail Road had
a plate marked BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS and PHILADELPHIA around its
periphery; BURNHAM above PARRY above WILLIAMS & C O. in the centre, above
the maker’s NO. 4935; and the date 1880. A newer 4–4–0, built for the Illinois
Central Railroad by Brooks, had a circular smokebox-side plate bearing
BROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS and DUNKIRK. N.Y. around BUILDERS above NO. 2716
and 1896. The word BROOKS was cast integrally with the cylinder block.
European manufacturers used many types of plate, often, but not
invariably placed on the cab sheets. Rectangular designs were usually
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The elegant 4–2–2 ‘Spinners’ of the Midland Railway were designed by Samuel Johnson.
This particular example was built in Derby Works in 1893 and is appropriately marked on
the wing plate beneath the smokebox saddle. The Midland Railway Arms on the cab sheet
and the number 663 show that the picture was taken after 1907, as the locomotive was
originally no. 182. From a pre-1914 photograph in the author’s collection.

the most popular—oval examples are, surprisingly, very rare—though the
sinuous curves of the Art Nouveau movement had an effect on design at the
end of the nineteenth century, particularly in Germany.
Typical of the older generation of marks was applied to 2–4–0 Wetzlar of
the Württemberg State Railway, which bore an unusually large rectangular
plate riveted to the casing of the steam dome. The plate was marked NO.
1488 above MASCHINENFABRIK ESSLINGEN/EMIL KESSLER (split into two lines by
a short horizontal divider) and the date 1875.

Plate construction

Many of the earliest manufacturers’ plates bore information which was
either cast in relief or engraved into the surface by hand or pantograph.
This asked much of the skill of pattern maker or engraver, but lettering often
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existed as pre-cut or pre-cast blocks and alternative methods of supplying
information may be found.
Etching became commonplace in the twentieth century, as it was not
only cheaper than engraving (being much less labour-intensive) but also
capable of handling complex designs with ease. The process usually began
with the application of a coat of wax, then the design was scribed into the
wax and the plate was immersed in an acid bath; the acid ate away the
unprotected metal, the wax was cleaned to reveal the design, and the acidcut lines (which were rough bottomed) were filled with pitch-like paint.
Exposure through photographic negatives onto a coated plate eventually
replaced hand scribing, but the results were similar. Light-gauge aluminium
sheet can be chemically blacked and then eaten through by acid to leave a
negative image.
Other marks may be cast integrally with components such as machinebeds or casings. However, though they may often include a date, serial
numbers are normally absent; number-groups, assuming they are not
dates, are more likely to refer to the pattern number—identifying either
the category of the machine or an individual casting pattern to guide
replacement.
Integrally-cast marks may be accompanied by a wealth of other detail.
For example, an electric motor made at the end of the nineteenth century
bears the marks of its manufacturer, EASTON ANDERSON & GOOLDEN L D, cast
into both edges of the casing, together with 4½ (horsepower) and LONDON
& ERITH above 1898 on both ends. However, this particular machine also
displays a cast plate noting that it had been rebuilt in September 1901 by
Rosling, Appleby & Fynn, ‘Electrical Engineers’ of Bradford, in accordance
with Fynn’s Patents 13532 and 25307.
A third plate gives side-headings NO., VOLTS, AMPS and REVS, the individual
positions being filled with 9493, 230–115, 20 and 1600–800 respectively. These
show that the machine had been designed to run on two differing voltages
(230 and 115 volts) and at two different speeds (1600 rpm and 800 rpm).
Taken together, the marks give a surprising amount of information about
this particular motor, though the patents are not accompanied—as they
could have been—with their year-date.
Simple marks could be stamped, either letter-by-letter, painstakingly,
or in a single strike; alternatively, they could be rolled into the surface
in one pass or embodied in castings. Unfortunately for the researcher,
manufacturers’ markings of these types can be very difficult to distinguish
from those applied by retailers, distributors and even individuals. Etched
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This sturdy Triplex (triple throw) marine feed-water pump was
made by Tangye Ltd of Birmingham, England. Note how the manufacturer’s
name has been cast into the frame and the valve-chest covers. A small
etched-brass plate gives dimensions and other salient details.
Museum of Making collection.
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This historically significant plate was recovered with the wreck of Holland No. 1, the first
submarine to serve the Royal Navy. Though the power-plant has often been identified as
a Wolseley petrol engine, the plate confirms that an American-made Otto gas engine was
being used at the time of loss (1913). By courtesy of Ian M. Clark.

maker’s marks have been particularly favoured for cutlery, bladed tools
and razor blades, and the aluminium-sheet plates that have been applied to
electrical equipment or aero-engine components: any application, indeed,
where the strength of a thin metal plate or blade can be compromised by
stamping. And the etching process, as explained previously, not only allows
surprisingly complex marks to be used, but also facilitates series production
of plate-blanks.
Plates may be made of plastic; others have been printed on tin or
tin-foil; and a few have even been manufactured from paper or card, as
durability can be more of a handicap than an asset. Many manufacturers
have chosen to use less permanent identifiers than metal plates, and though
doubtless often most true of parsimonious and cost-conscious agencies, this
sometimes reflects nothing more sinister than a keen interest in marketing.
The ease with which elaborate colour schemes could be used had an
obvious appeal. Typical of this approach could be seen in the gas- and oilengines that rapidly attained popularity at the end of the nineteenth century.
These were initially promoted conventionally, and were invariably marked
accordingly. A water-cooled Crossley oil engine, dating from the early 1900s,
for example, has CROSSLEY • BROS, LIMITED and MANCHESTER cast into its base;
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a large oval plate on the rear of the casing, with CROSSLEY BROS. LIM TD and
MANCHESTER curving around the periphery above the central CROSSLEYS and
PATENTS in two lines. A small oval plate marked J.B. lies on the front side
of the cylinder, which is fitted with a Longuemare carburettor—supplied
from France—and a German-made low-tension oscillating magneto marked
UNTERBERG-HELME and DRGM 200987.
The serial number ‘55792’ appears on top of the cylinder casing and on
the connecting rod above the crankshaft bearing. The marking DRGM refers
to a design number or Deutsches Reichs Gebrauchs Muster (q.v.), showing that
the magneto had been registered in Germany in 1903.[5] The accompanying
four-pole dynamo displays a plate identifying its manufacturer as the
ELECTROMOTOR & DYNAMO COMPANY, LONDON, W.C., together with details in
two lines of part-cast, part hand-punched lettering: TYPE 2, NO. [blank], and
AMP. 25, VOLT. 100, REV. 1200, and H.P. [blank].
Trade soon became extremely competitive and some engines, though
often given small metallic information plates, also displayed their makers’
names in large painted letters; others relied on transfers, and a few had
designs printed onto the thin metal-plate of fuel or coolant tanks.[6] None
of these finishes were especially durable, and could easily be covered by
repainting. However, though printing, painting, silk screening and transfers
were essentially flat, they still had a measurable thickness unless carefully
removed before refinishing. Painted lettering and the outline of individual
transfers, therefore, may be detectable beneath new finishes.
Colourful transfers, once popular on stationary gas- and oil-engines,
bicycles and motorcycles, can still be obtained largely as a result of the
enthusiasm of individual restorers. They can acknowledge little more than
a brand name and the manufacturer, such as a cursive ‘The Lister Junior’
above MANUFACTURED BY R.A. LISTER & CO. LTD. DURSLEY, ENGLAND in three lines,
but some of the marks applied by Bamfords included BAMFORDS LIMITED,
with the looped lower bowl of ‘B’ forming the tail of ‘S’, above the Royal
Arms and the legends (each in two lines) AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS and TO
HIS MAJESTY KING GEORGE V. Transfers applied to the Blackstone Oil Engine
usually included patent details that were absent from many other designs.
A printed aluminium plate, attached to a hydraulic pump, bears the
name of the maker—Plessey Dynamics and a circular logo—together with
SWINDON ENGLAND, HYDRAULIC PUMP; two boxes labelled TYPE and SER. NO.;
and two lines of patent information in lettering too small to have been
applied by stamping. The details are all white on a black field, which is
characteristic of etched or printed marks. The patent numbers range
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from 572967 to 815504, granted in 1945 and 1959 respectively, and pattern
numbers, e.g., 567-3-00024, are cast into the body components.
Lettering styles may give a clue to date, but founders were notoriously
conservative and could use punches, matrixes and moulds of most popular
styles for decade after decade. Marks of the Printer gives additional details.

Evidence of language

The language in which a mark has been phrased is often a most important
clue to identification, but the task may be complicated by the unfamiliar style
of the lettering. Conventional (Latin) type is most commonly encountered
in the English-speaking world, of course, but many non-Latin forms will be
found. These include Arabic, Chinese, Cyrillic, Bengali and Siamese. Only
rarely can these be read by the investigator, though, often with surprising
ease, their origins can be identified from the characteristic letter forms.
Some systems, such as Arabic or Chinese, are readily betrayed by unique
numbering systems.
Classifying alphabets is so contentious that several differing taxonomies
have been offered, though it is now generally agreed that there are only two
major categories—Semitic and Chinese, respectively phonographic, based
on sound, and logographic, derived from pictures.[7]
The Semitic group is customarily divided into four classes: Canaanite,
Aramaic, South Semitic and Greek. Aramaic has provided the basis for
modern Hebrew, Arabic and virtually all of the current Indian alphabets;
South Semitic survives in the form of Amharic; and Greek, by way of Etruscan
and Roman Latin, has provided the basis for almost all European alphabets
(including Cyrillic and perhaps also Runic, though the origins of the latter
are still argued).
This classification may seem to be very simple, but identification is
complicated by detail. Arabic, essentially a cursive alphabet, may take many
forms; the multitude of Indian scripts may seem indistinguishable to the
untrained eye; individual variants of Cyrillic reveal the products of Russia,
Bulgaria and Serbia (Yugoslavia) if the differences are known; and Greek
may be confused with Cyrillic if only the similar characters have been used.
Chinese and Japanese Kanji were once very similar, until the Japanese
introduced hiragana (‘easy kana’) and Katakana (‘side kana’). The Japanese
Kanji alphabet would be difficult to distinguish from Chinese were it not for
regular substitution of hiragana and the presence of Katakana ideographs
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to highlight individual topics (in much the same way as Western typography
habitually uses italic) or to represent non-Japanese words phonetically.[8]
Lettering may be obviously roman, yet the content of even the smallest
inscription may still hold clues of its own; ON/OFF, LEFT/RIGHT and OIL HERE
can all take identification a stage farther if translated into something other
than English.
Most languages are easily assessed, though goods are often exported
with manufacturers’ plates in either the language of origin or that of the
purchaser. This is potentially most problematical with Spanish, the official
language not only of Spain but also of all the many one-time Hispanic
colonies that dominate South and Central America.
Once ruled by Portugal, Brazil is the exception to the otherwise allpervading Hispanic influence in Central and South America. However,
though the two languages are similar in many respects, the inclusion of ‘ã’ or
‘õ’ distinguishes marks in Portuguese as easily as ‘ñ’ characterises Spanish.
A plate from a Siemens rotary converter, dating from about 1900. Note the blank panels
into which the details of the individual apparatus have been struck. Electricity Museum
collection, Christchurch, Dorset.
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These non-latin fonts hint at the complexity and unfamiliarity that can hinder inter
pretation. Top to bottom—Amharic; Arabic; Bengali; Burmese; Cyrillic; Devanagari; Greek;
Hebrew; Sinhalese; Thai. From Specimen Book of ‘Monotype’ Non-Latin Faces, c. 1972

Accented characters habitually betray their origins. The four basic accents
commonly encountered in French—acute (é), grave (à), circumflex (ô) and
cedilla (ç)—are the best known, though the German umlaut (ä), known
in English as diaresis and the eszett (ß) are also readily identified. The
Scandinavian alphabets include accented letters as well as diphthongs, once
common but now only rarely encountered in English; and central European
languages, such as Czech and Polish, have many fascinating distinctions of
their own.

Distinctive wording

The nationality of an individual manufacturer may be highlighted by the
content and style of a name, or by the inclusion of a place-name. However,
the interpretation of some marks can be less obvious; in these cases, the
accompanying abbreviations may provide clues.
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The most popular addition, & CO., customarily signifies an English-language
user, though as likely to be in North America and the British Empire (or
Commonwealth) as in the United Kingdom—or possibly even in Germany,
where ‘Co.’ can be substituted for Companie. The inclusion of INC.
(‘incorporated’) or PTY (‘proprietary’) refines interpretation to the U.S.A.,
or Australia, New Zealand and South Africa respectively. Manufacturers
using Compagnie (ET CIE, & CIE) will be French or Belgian; Compañía will
be Spanish—if the tilde [˜] is present—or Italian; Companha will be
Portuguese; Companie (generally pre-1920) or Kompanie will be German,
Austro-Hungarian, or possibly from one of the German-speaking cantons of
Switzerland. Kompanij is Dutch; Kompagni is Danish.
The introduction of limited liability, where the risks taken by promoters
were restricted in law, brought with it a new series of abbreviations. Limited
partnerships were formed by a general partner, who accepted complete
liability, and a series of sleeping partners whose risk was limited only to
their capital investment—but only if they took no part in the running of the
business. These were known as Société en commandité (SNC) in France; as
Società in accomandita (SIA) In Italy; and as Kommanditgesellschaft (KG) in
Germany.
True limited-liability operations in Britain are distinguished by LTD or
CO. LTD , though public companies have been identified as ‘plc’ (‘public limited
company’) since 1977. Similar businesses operating in the Netherlands are
TABLE SEVEN: ACCENTS AND DIACRITICAL MARKS

Source: The Oxford Dictionary for Writers and Editors, 1981, p. 4.
Majuscule characters are identical with minuscule unless noted otherwise.
Czech: á č ď (majuscule Ď) é ě í ň ó ř š ť (majuscule Ť) ú ů ý ž
Danish: å æ ø
Finnish: ä å ö
French: à â ç è é ê ë î ï ô œ ù û ü
German: ä ö ü ß
Hungarian: á é í ó ö ő ú ü ű
Norwegian: å æ ø
Polish: ą ć ę ł ń ó ś ź ż
Portuguese: à á â ã ç è é ê ì í ò ó ô õ ù ú
Romanian: à â ă è ì î ş ţ ù
Spanish: á é í ñ ó ú ü
Swedish: ä å ö
Turkish: â ç ğ ı (majuscule İ) î ö ş ü û
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naamloze vennootschap (NV), and are Aktiebolag (AB) in Sweden; Danish
and Norwegian equivalents are usually identified as AS or A/S.
Private trading companies formed in accord with national rules, include
Société à responsabilité limitée (SARL, S.A.R.L.) in France, Gesellschaft mit
beschränkter Haftung (GMBH) in Germany, and Società a responsabilità
limitata (SRL, S.R.L.) in Italy. Any French company described as Société Mixte
(SM) is a partnership of private individuals and government agencies.
Most public companies registered in France and Belgium are classed as
Société anonyme (SA), the latter often gaining the additional qualification
‘Belge’ (SAB); comparable terms include Società per azioni (SPA) in Italy and
Aktiengesellschaft (AG) in Germany.
Additional snippets of information may appear as ‘Brothers’ (or ‘Bros’)
or equivalent terms such as Fratelli (‘F.lli’, Italy, Italian Switzerland), Frères
(France, Belgium and the Francophone parts of Switzerland) and Gebrüder
(Austria[–Hungary], Germany, and German-speaking parts of Switzerland).
Among the variants of ‘Son’ are Sohn (plural ‘Söhne’, German), Zoon (plural
‘Zonen’, Dutch), fils (French or Belgian), Figle (plural ‘Figli’, Italian), and Hijo
(plural ‘Hijos’, Spanish). Abbreviated forms of ‘Proprietor’, often marked
simply as PRP. or PROP., include Inhaber (‘owner’, German: Inhaberin if
female); Witwe (German) and Veuve (French) both indicate a widow.
The Francophone countries, France, Belgium and the French-speaking
cantons of Switzerland, marked patented items with BREVET (patent) or
BREVETÉ (patented), often accompanied by S.G.D.G. for Sans Garantie du
Gouvernement (‘without governmental [statutory] guarantee). Marks of
this type may also be accompanied by DEPOSE or DEPOSÉ, indicating that
the marks had been deposited or registered with the authorities. However,
‘Depose’ alone does not necessarily indicate a patent; it could refer as easily
to a registered design or a trademark.
Marks BREVETTO and BREVETTATO are Italian; DRP, D.R.P. and D.R.PA. are
German—Deutsches Reichs-Patente—representing the highest category of
protection a design could receive. However, care is needed to distinguish
D.R.P A. and D.R.P.A., as the latter, more commonly D.R.P. ANG. or D.R.P. ANGEM.,
signifies Deutsches Reichs-Patent Angemeldet (sought but not yet granted);
D.R.P. ANG. marks were customarily used only for a short time before being
replaced with D.R.P., and can provide a useful dating aid.
Individual identifiers reflecting the heritage of medieval guildsmen may
be encountered in a variety of forms. Those that were effectively a surname
(with or without initials) are easy to decipher if suitable directories are
available, but those that comprise initials, symbols or cyphers present far
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This interesting plate has a considerable tale to tell. Found on a single-cylinder Corliss
horizontal engine once installed in Hôpital Emile Roux, Paris, it contains surprising detail.
The manufacturer’s name at the time the plate was made was Crepelle & Garand of Lille,
in north-eastern France, successors to V. Brasseur. Brasseur (a maker of American-style
engines with Corliss and Wheelock valves) had succeeded the ‘former operations’ (anciens
Ateliers) of Le Gavrian. A check of the catalogues of the 1889 Exposition Universelle reveals
that the Grand Prix had been awarded to Brasseur. This in turn shows not only that the
hospital engine post-dates the change in company structure, but also that this change
dates later than 1889. Courtesy of the British Engineerium, Hove, England.

more interesting problems. Marks of this type can be found on a vast number
of artefacts, especially those where space is at a premium: small articles of
jewellery, the silver mounts of firearms, or the smallest parts of a steam
engine. But they can also be found in much more impressive applications—
such as marks applied to the fabric of cathedrals by master masons.
Silversmiths, cutlers and gunmakers (to name but three crafts) have a
long tradition of regulation, and documentary evidence of their marks can
be easily found. Their wares can also be identified by the hallmarks (page
137 onward), though a mark of this type found on a gun will usually only
indicate the maker of the decorative mounts.
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Previous page. Unlike the previous illustration, this advertising leaflet holds very few
clues. There are no printers’ marks; the traditional style of the cutlery is no real help; nor
do the design and content of the lettering refine the dating process—other than to show
that it is later than 1821, and emanates from a German-speaking country! The only real
clues lie in the use of the word ROSTFREI (‘rust free’, stainless steel), which suggests the
1920s or later, and in the printing technique, offset lithography, which usually indicates a
post-1960 product. The leaflet actually dates c. 1971, Kropp’s 150th anniversary.

National identifiers
The application of markings of this type has been influenced by perpetual
redrawings of the world map, with the creation of new states by the
fragmentation of superstates or through the influence of local ethnic and
linguistic differences.
Supra-national groupings—nothing new—have included the Deutscher
Bund or German Confederation, created in 1815 to supersede the Holy
Roman Empire of the German Nation that had been torn apart by Napoleon
in 1806. The uneasy confederation of Austria, Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony,
Württemberg, Baden, Hessen, more than twenty lesser states and the four
Freistädte or Free Towns (Bremen, Frankfurt, Hamburg and Lübeck) was
dissolved after the troubles of 1848, then reconstituted in 1850 only to fall
apart when rivalry between Austria and Prussia led in 1866 to the Seven
Weeks War. The northern German states took refuge in the Norddeutscher
Bund, or North German Confederation (1867–71), effectively a federal state
dominated by Prussia, which in turn lasted until the Deutsches Reich or
German Empire was formed during the Franco–Prussian War of 1870–1.
The confederation of Canada, in accordance with the British North
America Act, took effect when the provinces of Ontario and Quebec were
joined by Nova Scotia and New Brunswick on 1st July 1867. However, the
country owes its present form to the incorporation of other provinces:
Manitoba in 1870, British Columbia in 1871, Saskatchewan and Alberta in
1905. Newfoundland was not officially admitted until March 1949.
The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act, which duly received
the assent of Queen Victoria in July 1900, grouped the previouslyindependent territories of New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia,
Tasmania, Victoria and Western Australia with effect from the first day of
1901. With a few border adjustments and the admission of the Northern
Territories in 1911, the arrangement has lasted to the present time.
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The end of the First World War that had seen the collapse of tsarist Russia
also brought the imperial dynasties in Germany and Austria-Hungary to a
close. This created a patch-work Europe: Finland, Poland and the Baltic
States (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania) seized their independence from Russia;
Austria and Hungary broke apart, freeing Czechoslovakia; and the Kingdom
of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (Yugoslavia after 1929) broke away from the
shackles of the Habsburg empire.
The pattern was repeated after the Second World War, with the partition
of India and Pakistan (1947) and the fragmentation of British and French
Africa into the 1950s and 1960s. The more recent fall of Soviet communism
has conferred independence on states such as the Ukraine, Belarus and
Uzbekistan. The Czech Republic has parted from Slovakia, and it is probable
that other changes will come—even in Belgium, where a move to split the
French-speaking districts from those that are culturally Flemish is still
widely promoted.
Some manufacturers had always been keen to promote the geographical
origins of their wares, especially if the location was deemed to have prestige:
England or Great Britain, for example, especially during their Victorian
industrial heyday. It is often claimed that marks such as ENGLAND, BAVARIA
and MADE IN GERMANY will prove to have been applied in accordance with
restrictive legislation adopted in the U.S.A., but many owe their origins to the
Merchandise Marks Act passed in Britain in 1887, which forced distributors
of goods originating outside the British Isles to mark them clearly: e.g.,
MADE IN GERMANY. The aim was largely to discourage imports by associating
them with inferior ‘foreign’ manufacture in an era when the British prided
themselves greatly (but often mistakenly) on the high standards of their
craftsmanship.
Implementation of the British mark was controversial and antagonistic,
but the long-term effects were unexpected. Concerned that restrictions were
being placed on trade by British protectionism, the German parliament, the
Reichstag, appointed an investigating commission. In their report, made
in 1894, the commissioners concluded that loss of trade had not only been
small, but had also been confined to the few years immediately after 1887.
Many German manufacturers reported that MADE IN GERMANY, far from
being a drawback, was serving to highlight the good quality of many German
products; many individual traders were happily applying it voluntarily to
goods being marketed throughout the world.
The mark is still in use, proscribed by many landmark court judgments.
In 1974, the Bundesgerichthof (the Federal court of justice) ruled that the
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mark was not sufficiently specific, promoting the use of MADE IN WEST
GERMANY and MADE IN G.D.R. (German Democratic Republic, ‘East Germany’).
These distinctions lasted until the re-unification of Germany in 1990.
The bill approved by the U.S. Congress on 1st October 1890 (Ch. 1244, Sec.
24, 26 Stat. 617) forced imports entering the U.S.A. from 1st January 1891 to
be marked with the country of origin in English. Now universally known as
the McKinley Tariff Act after its principal proposer, Congressman William
McKinley (later President), this act increased duty on imports by an average
of nearly fifty per cent.
McKinley sought not only to improve sales of American-made goods
but also to explore foreign markets, hoping to negotiate reciprocal trade
agreements (using the Tariff Act as a bargaining tool) and assure American
manufacturers of supplies of cheap raw material. However, the results were
catastrophic—particularly in agriculture, where ever-increasing costs of
equipment and labour could not be recouped by raising prices in a market
where the underlying trend was already downward.
Yet the McKinley Act had a long-standing effect on markings, and the
U.S. Revenue Act of 23rd November 1921 (Ch. 136, 42 Stat. 227) amended the
rules to ensure that the prefix MADE IN… was added to the country of origin
from 1st January 1922. These requirements are still enforced.
National marks are usually self-explanatory, even though NIPPON was
sometimes used instead of ‘Japan’ (particularly prior to 1920) and BAVARIA
was sometimes preferred to ‘Germany’ on goods sold into English-speaking
markets prior to 1914. Uruguay was once known as Republíca Oriental and
the quirky ‘North Britain’ was widely applied to goods made in Scotland in
the nineteenth century, lingering until the First World War began and even,
in a few instances, into the 1920s.
Marks MADE IN CHINA and MADE IN P.R.C. refer to the People’s Republic
of China, whereas MADE IN R.O.C (Republic of China) specifically identifies
Taiwan. Goods emanating from the provinces of Macau and Hong Kong,
parts of the People’s Republic, may display their own names. Occasional
marks include the town instead of the country—e.g., MADE IN BIRMINGHAM—
but usually indicate sale within a national market. An export-mark of this
type would not be acceptable in the U.S.A. (cf., Birmingham, Alabama).[9]
Some products sold in Britain after the 1887 Merchandise Marks Act,
including firearms, have been seen marked MADE IN GOTHA to disguise their
German origins. Gotha was an old city-state in Saxony, part of the Deutsches
Reich after 1871, but also a component of the pre-1915 family name of the
British monarchy: ‘Saxe-Coburg–Gotha’.
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Identification and dating may also be assisted by components of national
Arms, which can include shields, crests and mottoes. This subject will be
explored in detail in Marks of the Herald (devoted to personal, civic and
corporate heraldry), but the Arms of Brazil provide a good example of how
subtleties can be used productively.
The Brazilian crest, customarily accompanied prior to 1968 by ESTADOS
UNIDOS DO BRASIL (or sometimes simply, E.U. DO BRASIL ) comprises a large
five‑point prismatic star impaled on a sword with its point uppermost,
often within a wreath of laurel and coffee leaves superimposed on a stylised
sunburst. A constellation of five stars, known as the Southern Cross, lies
within a circlet of small stars on the centre of the prismatic star. If any
detail can be seen on the circlet, dating may be helped in an unexpected way.
There were originally twenty stars, one for each of the founding provinces
of Brazil. However, incorporation of new territory and subsequent civil
reorganisation has increased the total to 21 in 1960; 22 in 1962; 23 in 1977; 24
in 1981 and to the still-current 27 in 1989.
The number of stars included in the canton of the national flag of the
U.S.A. can also be used to assist dating. A design incorporating fifteen stars
and fifteen bars was approved in 1795, then came four stars and four bars
to raise the total of each to nineteen. The ever-increasing complexity of the
flag (especially the proliferation of stripes) was addressed in April 1818 by
reducing the stripes to represent the thirteen original founders and adding
a star for each new state. Consequently, the star-rows have changed from
the five rows of three of 1795 to the fifty (five rows of six, four rows of five)
used since the admission of Hawaii to the Union.
The twentieth star was added in 1818; the 21st in 1819; the 22nd and 23rd
in 1820; the 24th in 1822; the 25th in 1836; the 26th in 1837; the 27th in 1845;
the 28th in 1846; and the 29th in 1847. The thirtieth star appeared in 1848;
the 31st in 1851; the 32nd in 1858; the 33rd in 1859; the 34th in 1861; the 35th
in 1863; the 36th in 1865; the 37th in 1867; and the 38th in 1877. Five more
states were admitted to the Union in 1890 to raise the total to 43. Then came
the 44th (1891), the 45th (1896), the 46th (1908), the 47th and 48th (1912), the
49th (1959) and, finally, the 50th in 1960.
Economic union forms another type of grouping which can help with
the identification and dating of individual items. As early as 1818, Prussia
had abolished the internal tariffs and local taxes that had hindered trade,
and sufficient states had joined the Prussian scheme by 1834 to form the
Deutscher Zollverein (German Customs Union). Wrecked in 1866 by the
brief but unexpectedly conclusive Seven Weeks War, the union re-formed
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in 1867 and continued to expand: Elass-Löthringen (‘Alsace-Lorraine’) was
admitted in 1871, and the Hansa towns of Bremen and Hamburg joined as
late as 1888. The customs union lasted until the end of the First World War,
and in it and similar schemes (such as a trade agreement between Belgium
and Luxemburg in 1921) can be seen the genesis of the organisations that
dominate today’s trade.
The first steps towards European unity were taken before the Second
World War had ended, when representatives of the governments-in-exile
of Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg proposed the Benelux
Customs Union as a way of repairing their shattered wartime economies.
Implemented in 1948 and replaced in 1960 by the Benelux Economic Union
(which had been ratified in February 1958), the organisation still represents
the interests of its founders and BENELUX marks will still be encountered.
A rival grouping, the European Coal and Steel Community, was formed
in 1951, largely as an experiment, by France, West Germany, the Benelux
countries and Italy. These participants then devised the European Economic
Community (EEC, known in Britain for many years as the Common Market),
which was ratified by the Treaty of Rome in March 1957 and subsumed into
the European Community or European Union by the Treaty of Maastricht
(1992). However, suspicious of the federalist nature of EEC proposals, a
group of seven—Britain, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Austria, Switzerland,
Portugal—formed the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) in May 1960.
The membership of these organisations has changed over the years; only
four members of EFTA remain, most of the others opting to join the EEC, and
the change from EEC to EC has been accompanied by wholesale recruitment
of member states.[10] Use of European Union EU identification marks is still
voluntary, and though the first moves have been taken towards harmonising
markings throughout the many constituent states, commercial authorities
in many countries have voiced particular concerns. The probable departure
of Britain after the anti-EU referendum vote of 2016 will undoubtedly delay
(if not entirely prevent) consensus being reached.

Abbreviations and acronyms

Abbreviated marks have also been applied by railway companies from
the 1870s onwards, customarily in the form of initials on the tender sheets
though other locations could be favoured: cab sheets, buffer beams, the back
of the tender body or—particularly in the U.S.A.—on the sides of the sand
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domes above the boiler. Abbreviations were also to be found on maker’s
plates and on the surrounds of cast-brass number plates; however, these
can only usually be distinguished at close range.
British examples are usually straightforward, and are often very well
known: they have included G.C.R. for the Great Central Railway; G.W.R. for
the Great Western Railway; H.R. for the Highland Railway; L.B.S.C.R. for the
London, Brighton & South Coast Railway; L.M.S. for the London, Midland &
Scottish Railway; L.N.E.R. for the London & North Eastern Railway; L.S.W.R. for
the London & South Western Railway; M.R. for the Midland Railway; N.E.R.
for the North Eastern Railway; S.E.C.R. for the South Eastern & Chatham
Railway; and S.R. for the Southern Railway.
In Europe, D.B. signifies the Deutsches Bundesbahn (post-1945 German
state railways); Ö.B.B. is the Österreichische Bundebahn (Austrian state
railway); and P.L.M. was the Paris–Lyon–Mediterranée railway, incorporated
for many years in the Société des Chemins de Fer Français (S.N.C.F.). In North
America, B. & O. was the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad; C.N.R. was the Canadian
National Railway; C.P.R. was the Canadian Pacific Railway; and P.R.R. was the
Pennsylvania Railroad, habitually known as the ‘Pennsy’.
German aircraft of the Third Reich era (1933–45) could be identified by
the codes allocated to the manufacturers, though these were rarely to be seen
on aircraft. Most were simply two-letter contractions of company names,
almost always the first letters if the designator was a single word—e.g., Ar.,
Arado; Do., Dornier; He., Heinkel; and Ju., Junkers. Two-word designators
were represented by their initials (Fw. for Focke-Wulf or Bv. for Blohm &
Voss). Anomalies included the use of Hs. by Henschel, He. being allocated to
Heinkel, and the identification of Messerschmitt designs by Bf. instead of the
more obvious Me.; aircraft developed by Willi Messerschmitt were actually
made by Bayerische Flugzeugwerke AG of Regensburg. Aero engines were
designated similarly, displaying BM for Bayerische Motoren-Werke (BMW),
DB for Daimler-Benz or Ju. for Junkers Motorenwerke (‘Jumo’).
Another class of alphabetical mark, usually confined to wartime, was
designed specifically to hide dispersion of war-matériel production from
the enemy, preventing disruption caused by carpet-bombing campaigns.
Dispersal of this type had been undertaken on a large scale during the First
World War (1914–18), but the threat from the air was minimal and disguise
was largely unnecessary. The Second World War was to be very different,
however, as the fear engendered by the bombing of Guernica in 1937, during
the Spanish Civil War, had made governments nervous of attacks from the
air. The Germans had started rearming secretly in the 1920s, long before
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Typical U.S. ‘Car Heralds’, showing how identification with individual railroads is not
always obvious. Vertically in rows. First row: Long Island; Bessemer & Lake Erie; Père
Marquette. Second row: Belt Railway Co.; Missouri, Kansas & Texas. Third row: Manitou &
Pike’s Peak; New York, Chicago & St Louis; Kansas City Southern. Fourth row: New York &
Western Ontario; Minneapolis, St Paul & Sault Ste Marie. Fifth row: St Louis Southwestern;
Louisville & Nashville; Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fé.

the 1919 Treaty of Versailles had been openly repudiated, and had begun
to use number groups and coded dates to hide these transgressions.[11] A
progression was then made to a simple alphabetic sequence, to hide the
manufacture of key components (the marks ran simply from ‘a’ to ‘z’), and
then to a much more complex system based first on two-letter groups and
then on groups of three.
Consequently, many German-made items of the 1940–5 period will be
found with marks such as jwh and 42 (for 1942), which, as the codes are
known, can easily be interpreted.[12] This particular mark identified an
item which had been made in the French government ordnance factory in
Châtellerault.
The British system was designed more to ease administrative problems
than to promote secrecy, though use of number-groups was undoubtedly a
useful cloak-and-dagger tool. The prefixes gave a clue to geography: M for
Midlands, N for North and S for South, but an identifying number or detail
hid the precise location; M131 signified Silas Hyde Ltd of Birmingham, N5
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was used by the Automatic Telephone & Electrical Company of Liverpool,
and S72 cloaked the identity of MacMillan Foundries of Cassiobury Mills,
Watford. A few businesses rashly added commercial trade-marks—or even
their names!—but aids to identification of this type are comparatively rare.
Staggeringly large use of sub-contractors was practised in the U.S.A.
during the Second World War, where the wholesale enlargement of the war
industries led to the production not only of billions of rounds of ammunition
and millions of small-arms, but also to the construction of hundreds of
thousands of aircraft, tens of thousands of tanks, and more than 2700 prefabricated Liberty Ships. Coded marks were usually confined only to small
items such as electrical fuzes or rifle barrels, and much remains to be done
before a register of individual participants can be compiled.

Names and numbers

The ability to date the manufacturers’ markings (and, indeed, sales
literature) by changes in company name or trading style is exceptionally
important in the identification of artefacts. Individual businesses could
be extended by taking partners, particularly children, or by becoming a
company and then limiting potential liabilities. (The trading style ‘Ltd’ can
only date later than implementation of the Limited Liabilities Act of 1861;
the substitution of ‘plc’, for ‘public limited company’, dates from c. 1975.)
In addition, individual names have been applied to industrial products
ranging from traction engines and railway locomotives to ships and aircraft.
Though a tendency to favour commemorative, geographical, historical or
mythological names has often ensured that the same name has been used
many times, an appreciation of what to seek is still very useful.
Unfortunately, any generalised classification can be compromised by
the retention of names that have become traditional, and also by historically
or otherwise significant events. Popularity ensures not only the duplication
or triplication of a favoured name, but also possibly more than a dozen
applications over a hundred years or more. The name Active, for example,
has been carried by 25 Royal Navy warships since 1758, Adventure by twenty
since 1594, and Alert by 26 since 1793. At the other end of the alphabet,
Vigilant has been favoured nineteen times (1745–1942), and, by the time an
appropriately named destroyer was launched in 1897, Wolf had been used
twenty times since the renaming of the Spanish prize Nostra Señora del
Socorro in 1656.[13] Diversity of this type may hinder precise dating.
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Style may provide an unexpected source of information. Names such as
Achilles (found on at least twelve British railway locomotives, 1839–1968)
and Albion (ten, 1845–1966) have always been acceptable, but the inspiration
for individual applications may vary: the naming of at least one Achilles
honoured not the mythological hero directly, but the Royal Navy cruiser
of the same name. And though most Wellingtons derived their names from
Arthur Wellesley, Duke of Wellington, inspiration could also come from the
New Zealand city or the Vickers-Armstrongs bomber.
World wars and great social events have often generated short-lived
enthusiasm for particular names. Most British towns have districts, built at
the end of the nineteenth century, that reflect interest taken by the public
in the South African War (1899–1902). The origins of Ladysmith, Mafeking
Natal, Pretoria and even Kitchener are obvious, but other names are less
transparent; Redvers was a forename of General Buller, Kekewich was an
army officer, and Terrible (in one particular case) honoured one of the two
Royal Navy armoured cruisers that had landed guns to help the war effort.

The British first-class protected cruiser HMS Argonaut, pictured shortly before the First
World War. Note the identification bands painted around the second and third funnels.
The ship was completed in 1900 by the Fairfield Ship-Building & Engineering Co. Ltd of
Govan, and went for scrap in 1920. She was only the second of the name—the first being a
prize taken in 1782—but has since been succeeded by two others.
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Notepaper from the early 1950s. The designs were often much more complicated than
today’s equivalents, but may confirm trademarks and product details—in addition to
factory addresses and the lists of directors that can provide a guide to date.

Factory names
Engineering businesses often gave their factories names, perpetuating prepostal traditions by linking names and features to identify locality: Jacob’s
Farm, White House Mill. Consequently, particularly if the factory-name
was effectively a brand name or trademark, knowledge of how, where and
when names were used can aid identification. This can be very helpful if the
factory name bore no relationship to the trading style of its proprietor, or
where, by an amalgamation or by sale, the proprietors had become remote
geographically from factories under their control.
The Newcastle-upon-Tyne factory of Robert Stephenson & Company
was known as Forth Bank Works; Scotswood Works were operated by Sir
W.G. Armstrong, Whitworth & Co. Ltd; Acton Hill Works were owned by the
New Engine Co. Ltd; Salford Ironworks were home to Mather & Platt Ltd;
and the Glasgow Rolling Stock & Plant Works operated in Motherwell under
control of Hurst, Nelson & Co. Ltd.
There are literally thousands of names of this type, but no central
repository through which they can be easily traced. Sometimes, however,
such specialised knowledge can resolve problems created by businesses
such as Andrew Barclay, Sons & Company and Barclays & Company of
Kilmarnock, which were related by family ties and are thus habitually
confused. However, occupation of Caledonia Works and River Bank Engine
Works respectively sometimes identifies which of the Barclay businesses is
being sought.
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Telegraphic names
Another untapped source of information, these may be useful more often
in connection with ephemera such as bill-heads and catalogues than the
artefacts themselves. However, telegraphic code names have been adapted
as trademarks, and there are instances where trademarks inspired the
adoption of telegraphic code names. For example, the German arms and
ammunition maker, Deutsche Waffen- & Munitionsfabriken (often known
simply as ‘DWM’) adopted as its company motto the Latin phrase Si vis pacem
para bellum—‘if peace you seek, prepare for war’—which was subsequently
adapted to serve as a telegraphic name and a trademark, PARABELLUM being
registered in Germany on 21st April 1900 (no. 43353).
Though many telegraphic code names are easily linked with their owners,
being essentially contractions of names, others were far more abstract and
often much more interesting. Little, Gilbert & Co. Ltd of Horton Works,
Bradford, used LABORLESS, BRADFORD; Marple & Gillott Ltd of Attercliffe Road,
Sheffield, used FERRIC, SHEFFIELD; the Unbreakable Pulley & Mill Gearing Co.
Ltd of Cannon Street, London EC, once relied on HORSEPOWER, LONDON; and,
intriguingly, the use of KAHNCRETE, LONDON by the Trussed Concrete Steel
Co. Ltd of Caxton House, Westminster, may hold a clue to the identity of an
owner or a patentee. The address KLETTILLO, LONDON, signifying the British
headquarters of Maschinenfabrik Augsburg-Nürnberg (now better known
This manufacturer’s mark is cast into the bed of a sliding gap-bed lathe of c. 1900, from the
Pictou shipyard in Nova Scotia. Museum of Making collection.
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The Great Western Railway 4–6–0 no. 2922 Saint Gabriel, built in 1907, poses ‘on shed’.
Note the cast-brass nameplate above the centre driving-wheel splasher, which can serve
to identify the locomotive (one of a class of 190) if the comparatively small number plate
on the cab sheet is hidden or indistinct. Author’s collection.

as MAN) incorporates a reference to August Klett, the founder of one of
MAN’s antecedents; and the association of UNWAVERING, LONDON with the
Hulburd Engineering Co. Ltd of Leadenhall Street, London EC, allowed an
unattributed trademark to be identified.

Names and letters
Steamships and railway locomotives are among the industrial creations to
be made in classes of identical units, and so the number of letters in a visible
name can sometimes be enough to identify a particular unit—even though
the name itself cannot be read.
Shipping lines and individual railways often relied on names that fell
into particular groups or patterns, and can be readily identified. Steamship
names were usually painted onto their hulls, though the use of separate
letters is known. These could be castings or simply cut from plate and
welded in place. Maritime name-marks include ‘Cape’ or its equivalents
Cabo (Spanish), Cap (French or German) or Capo (Italian).
The Lyle Shipping Co. Ltd of Glasgow named its vessels Cape…, the
Sun Shipping Co. Ltd of London used Cape St…, Ybarra y Cia of Seville used
Cabo San…, and both Chargeurs Réunis SA, Paris, and the Hamburg SudAmerikanische Linie used Cap… The Houlder Line Ltd of London preferred
two-word names ending in Grange, the West Hartlepool Steam Navigation
Co. Ltd relied on …Hall, and Haldin & Philipps used …Court—all classes of
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name that were shared with railway locomotives. The prefixes Cor-, Jalaand Um- were used by Cory Colliers Ltd of London and the Donaldson South
American Line of Glasgow (‘Cor-’); the Scindia Steam Navigation Co. Ltd of
Bombay (‘Jala-’); and Bullard, King & Company of London (‘Um-’).
The Hansa Linie used -fels suffixes, and -ia was shared by the Cunard
White Star Line of Liverpool, the Donaldson Line of Glasgow, and Svenska
Lloyd Rederi of Goteborg. The tankers of Imperial Oil—all of which were
registered in Toronto, Canada—bore names ending -lite, and the tramps of
Sir R. Ropner & Co. Ltd of West Hartlepool were customarily distinguished
by the suffix -pool.
Manufacturing or production numbers
Omission or erasure of manufacturers’ names and indications of origin,
whether deliberately or by damaging corrosion, may mean that subsidiary
marks are the primary aid to identification. Makers’ plates may also record
details of patents (see next section), to assure purchasers of merchantable
quality, and this can often ease not only the task of dating but also of deciding
nationality. The plates can list not just when, where and by whom the item had
been made, but also give dates of exhibition awards and designations. They
may also give the dimensions of engine cylinders or the rating of an electric
The British steamship City of York, built in 1904, served the Ellerman Lines for many years.
The colours of the hull and, particularly, those of the funnel were additional distinctions.
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Next page. Taken from a Sentinel Steam Waggon made in 1928, this plate offers a range
of detail: the name and location of the manufacturer, confirmation of the trademark and
brand name, and information about 24 British Patents—from no. 17972 of 1912, granted on
31st July 1913 to Stephen Evans Alley and George Woodvine of Sentinel Works, Polmadie,
Glasgow, to protect ‘Improvements in Steam Boilers’, to no. 180248, granted on 25th May
1922 to Stephen Alley to protect ‘A Mechanical Stoker for Steam-waggon and like Boilers’.

motor; the build or re-build dates; and a variety of other numerically-based
details. The key to success, therefore, lies in acquiring the interpretative
skill that allows patent references to be distinguished from serial numbers,
or dates of origin to be separated from dates of reconstruction.
Makers of items ranging from planimeters and theodolites to tractionengines and steamships habitually numbered their products cumulatively,
and, on occasion, knowledge of the ways in which the sequences run
can allow a date of manufacture to be retrieved or suggest the date of
manufacture in the absence of any other details. Works Numbers can often
be used to support dating on the basis of number/year graphs, as long as
pitfalls are considered—not all manufacturers began at ‘1’ (starting at 1000
gave the impression that sales were better than they were), some skipped
number-blocks for essentially similar reasons, and others numbered their
differing products in small individual series instead of a single large one.
The Sentinel Waggon Works numbered its products sequentially, and
the correlation between number and date is easy to establish. The plate
shows that the steam wagon must have been made after 1921, owing to the
last of the patent marks, and the actual date can be deduced from the serial
number. The Super Sentinel was introduced in April 1923, surviving wagon
no. 6979 was made in June 1927, and surviving tractor no. 7527 Little Hercules
followed in August 1928; no. 7334, therefore, must have been completed
in the Spring of 1928. This example, however, presents few interpretative
problems; Problems are more likely to occur if identical products are subcontracted to several manufacturers, or if individual manufacturers number
each product in its own sequence.
The use of prefix and suffix letters, or the inclusion of dates (which
may even be randomly coded), can also complicate identification. Japanese
military rifles form just one of many artefact-groups that can be dated by
pattern, but this gives only a rough guide. Initial inspection suggests their
numbers to be sequential, but qualified by katakana or individual-character
prefixes dividing production into blocks. The sequence of the prefixes is
actually defined by a most unlikely source—a traditional poem, Irōha,
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which contains all 46 katakana ideographs in the commonly-accepted order
of progression.
Many pre-1945 German military firearms were numbered in blocks of
ten thousand, with additional suffix-letters where appropriate. The first ten
thousand bore unadorned numbers, the next block was given an ‘a’ suffix, ‘b’
followed, and so the process continued to ‘z’. The letter i was never used—it
was exchangeable in German with j—and so the series could accommodate
260,000 items. When 10000z had been reached (never with the pistols but
occasionally with infantry rifles), a reversion to 01aa was made and work
began again; this series would then theoretically have advanced to 10000zz
if the opportunity had ever arisen, and could have started again at 01aaa.
Numbers of this magnitude were prevented partly by ensuring that
individual contractors used separate numbers, and by re-setting the system
at the beginning of each year. Consequently, hundreds of Parabellum pistols
are listed only as number 1234, failing to recognise not only by whom they
had been made but also the significance of serial-number suffix letters! An
acceptably accurate catalogue entry should read ‘German Army 1908-pattern
Parabellum (Luger) pistol, no. 1234a, made in 1915 by the Deutsche Waffen& Munitionsfabriken (DWM) factory in Berlin-Charlottenburg’.
Marks on this German Maschinenpistole show that it was made in 1943 (‘43’) as no.
1353b: the 21353rd of its type, as the ‘b’-suffix would have been preceded by ten thousand
no-suffix and ten thousand ‘a’-suffix guns. The tiny ‘awt’ is the code-group used by the
manufacturer, Württembergische Metallwarenfabrik AG of Geislingen-Stiege. Courtesy of
James D. Julia, Inc., auctioneers, Fairport, Maine, U.S.A. (www. jamesdjulia.com).
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CHAPTER NOTES
1.

This often occurred with a change of company ownership, when the new regime, seeking
to save money, altered the original printing blocks to show another name. The changes
are usually easy to detect.
2. The eleven locomotives of the Star class that followed North Star in 1839–41 differed in
detail. However, all of them seem to have borne rectangular maker’s plates instead of the
original oval pattern.
3. See Daniel Kinnear Clark, Railway Machinery… (1855), Plate XXI.
4 . See Daniel Kinnear Clark and Zerah Colburn, Recent Practice in the Locomotive Engine…
(1870 edition), plate XLVII.
5. Marks of this class did not always extend protection to Britain, France or the U.S.A., and it
could sometimes be necessary also to seek additional protection in specific countries. As
this involved fees, many smaller manufacturers never bothered to do so.
6. The process of printing on tin, patented in 1875 by Robert Barclay, was first applied to
containers for Bryant & May matches.
7. There are exceptions. The Korean alphabet, known as Hangul, was effectively a spur-ofthe-moment creation by the king and bears no discernible relationship to Chinese or any
other oriental prototype.
8. Complexity continues to dog the Kanji alphabet, which was standardised at 1850
characters in 1946 and amended to 1945 in 1981; hiragana and katakana each have 46
symbols, plus two diacritical marks. And, in recent years, the Japanese have begun to
use Romaji—the classical roman or Latin alphabet—in addition to their own systems. It
seems likely that the need to trade internationally will force the Japanese ever farther
from their deep-rooted traditions.
9. The use of the Japanese of MADE IN USA (named after the city of Usa, on the southern
island of Kyūshū) is sometimes cited as an underhand way of exploiting the good
reputation of MADE IN U.S.A. There is little evidence to show that this ruse, if exploited at
all, lasted any significant time.
10. The changes in EFTA have been considerable. Iceland joined in 1971; Finland joined as an
associate member in 1961, becoming a full member in 1986; Liechtenstein joined in 1991.
However, the UK, Denmark and Norway joined the EEC in 1973, to be followed by Portugal
(1986) and then Austria, Sweden and Finland (all in 1995). Important changes will
undoubtedly be made to the European political landscape following the decision taken by
the British referendum to leave the EU and widespread discontent in Greece, Italy, Spain
and elsewhere. However, at the time of writing, the potential effects are still far from clear.
11. The date-code sequence was apparently to have run A Z M T R B E O N K G S J H (1925–38),
but was abandoned before the last few letters could be used.
12. The original code book, Liste der Fertigungskennzeichen für Waffen, Munition und Gerät
(“List of makers’ code marks for weapons, munitions and equipment”), was reprinted
in 1977 by Karl Pawlas of Nürnberg. However, the reprint was made from a 1944 edition,
lacking not only the codes allotted at the end of the war but also information where,
presumably, companies had ceased trading or been amalgamated with others. For a more
accessible guide, see John Walter: German military letter codes 1939–1945 (2005).
13. Capt. T.D. Manning & Cdr C.F. Walker, British Warship Names (1959).
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PART SEVEN

PATENTS & TRADEMARKS
The precise origins of Letters Patent are still often contested. In Britain,
they originally allowed a Monarch to confer the privileges on favourites that
were ‘patent’: open to public scrutiny, so that the honours or services due
to the beneficiary would be provided on request.[1] Gradually, however, the
system evolved more into a method of honouring merchants who introduced
new manufactories, techniques or inventions by granting them a period of
unchallengeable exploitation.
The first patent of this type to be granted, by Henry VI in 1449, allowed
stained-glass maker John of Utynam, a Fleming immigrant, a twenty-year
monopoly on a manufacturing process previously unknown in England.
Protection was then extended to the benefit of inventors, though grants
were erratic. Only about sixty monopolies had been the subject of Letters
Patent prior to the death in 1603 of Elizabeth I, and the inventor of the water
closet, Sir John Harrington, had been rebuffed: his invention, it was said,
offended propriety.
By 1610, the granting process was being regularly abused; some requests
were mistakenly rejected on the grounds that the trade was already being
pursued, and acceptance of others owed more to favouritism or to patronage
than merit. Public outcry and judicial criticism prevailed, however, and the
system of grants was radically overhauled.[2]
The new system was operated by the judiciary for more than two
hundred years without governmental interference, though a change made
c. 1713, in the reign of Queen Anne, established that a petitioner had ‘by an
instrument in writing [to] describe and ascertain the nature of the invention
and the manner in which it is to be performed’. The first application to be
accompanied by a written specification was made in 1718 by James Puckle,
to protect a primitive form of machine-gun, but the grants of protection
were still often contested.
A crucial patent granted to Richard Arkwright in 1775 to protect his
water-frame was voided after less than a decade on the grounds that the
specification had been inadequate, and the wrangling over James Watt’s
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The Puckle Gun, an embryonic machine-gun, was patented in England in 1719.

engines eventually established that patents could be sought not only to
protect ideas and principles,[3] but also for improvements to existing designs.
Changes have been made over the years to national and international
patent law, and the original English intention of petitioning the monarch by
way of Lords Chancellor had soon given way to applications made directly
to officials appointed by the Crown to assess and then grant protection. But
the growth of industry in the early nineteenth century brought problems
of its own. Grants of patents depended on the advice given to the Crown
by lawyers with little knowledge of science or engineering, and there were
clashes between inventors who felt they had been treated harshly and
entrepreneurs who had been given rights to ideas claimed by others.
Difficulties even arose from the absence of an acceptable vocabulary.
The steam engine patent granted in 1698 to Thomas Savery, for example,
prevented the exploitation of the Newcomen atmospheric engine until
an agreement had been reached with its proprietor; and the separatecondenser patent granted to James Watt in 1769, then prolonged until 1800,
set the development of motive power back by at least ten years.[4]
There were many other cases where grants inhibited progress, even
when the patent ran only for its full term. For example, U.S. Patent 9430X,
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granted to Samuel Colt on 25th February 1836 and reissued on 24th October
1848 (no. 124), prevented any revolver being made with a mechanicallyrotated cylinder until the mid 1850s; and the patent granted in the 1850s
to Rollin White, better known as the designer of the White Steam Car, then
allowed the little-known partnership of Horace Smith and Daniel Wesson to
bar manufacture of any revolver with chambers bored through its cylinder.
A major change was made to the British patent system shortly after
the Great Exhibition had been opened in London in 1851. Prior to the last
day of September 1852, English, Scottish and Irish patents were numbered
in separate series.[5] With effect from 1st October 1852, however, the
implementation of the Patent Law Amendment Act[6] abandoned disparate
series; numbers were reduced to 1 and a simple progression occurred until,
on 1st January 1853, the series re-started at 1 (thereafter requiring a date
qualification to distinguish otherwise identically-numbered grants).
A new Patent Office was created in a Master of Chancery’s office in
Southampton Buildings, London WC, where, much extended, it remains to
this day. A trademark registry was created in 1875, applying marks from 1st
January 1877 onward; and the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Act of 1883
not only transferred responsibility from the Commissioner of Patents to a
Comptroller General of Patents appointed by the Board of Trade, but also
appointed the first Examiners.
An Act of Parliament passed in 1902 ensured that investigation, albeit
limited, was made into claims of novelty before patents were granted; by 1907,
all British patents had been abridged and assessed in 146 classes occupying
more than a thousand volumes—wonderful sources of information, but
now rarely seen in their entirety.
The 1852-type granting system continued until 30th December 1915;
from 1st January 1916, however, a new series began at 100001 to run on,
supposedly sequentially, without regard to calendar years. The Patent Act
1977 then made an important change, as applications made after 1st July 1978
were numbered from 2000000 upward. However, processing claims made
on or prior to 30th June 1978, often slowed by investigation (and litigation),
ensured that the old numbering system survived into the present century.
Numbers that had stood at about 1525000 on 1st July 1978 were approaching
1610000 by 1st September 2000. A mark PATENT 12345 on an artefact of British
origin, therefore, can have several interpretations:
¶ Registry in England prior to 30th September 1852, the last remnant of
a cumulative non-specific system begun in the eighteenth century. (Note:
numbers were applied retrospectively.)
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This Richards engine indicator, assumed to have been made by Hannan & Buchanan of
Glasgow in the 1890s, is marked RICHARDS PATENT NO. 10411: if this was an Elliott Brothers
instrument, it would have been the 10411th made under the terms of the original licence.
However, this number is more probably linked to a Hannan & Buchanan order book.

¶ Registry in Britain in any of the years between 1853 and 1915 in which
more than 12,345 patents had been granted. In this case, but not infallibly,
the marks will be found as PATENT 12345/67—the 12,345th of 1867—and the
year date should be included (e.g., as 12345/67 or 12345/1867) in cataloguing
information. Few years prior to 1915 saw more than thirty thousand grants.
¶ An agreement by which a particular patent (which may or may not be
accompanied by its annual identifier) has been licensed to a manufacturer
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or distributor, common in cases where the inventor lacked suitable finance
or production facilities. Thus the mark PATENT 12345 would be the 12,345th
item to have been made in accordance with the licensing agreement, and,
therefore, would not refer directly to the protecting legislation.
Our ‘Patent 12345’ cannot have been obtained after 1st January 1916, as
the new series began at 100001. Ironically, the first of these grants was made
on 13th April 1916 to the ‘Firm of Adolph Saurer, Manufacturers, of Arbon,
Switzerland’, which had applied on 3rd January to protect ‘Locking Device
for Change Speed Gears with a Rocking and Lateally Movable Gear Lever’.
The Patent Office even recognised that Saurer had made a prior application
in Germany in January 1915, even though British and Germany were at that
time at war!
Progress was initially slow, as only 2812 specifications were accepted
in 1916 when ten times this number could have been expected. This was
probably due to the First World War, which slowed inventive zeal in all
areas excepting weaponry, and to a wholesale reduction in communicated
(overseas) claims.

Patents abroad

The British system was well-organised, but this was not always true of other
countries. Spain, for example, had a more flexible patent system which,
often misleadingly, could incorporate the registry of trademarks. Practically
all other European countries with the exception of Austria–Hungary, where
Privilegia numbered in annual-cycle sequences were issued, relied on
simple cumulative numbering from which the earliest date of an item may
be deduced with comparatively little difficulty.
Finally, even the Austro–Hungarians admitted defeat. Their Privilegium
system commenced in 1850—which became year one for patent purposes—
but continued only until the end of the century. The identifiers typically
took the form 27/1836 or 41/3639, which were the 1836th patent issued in
1877 (year 27 in Privilegium terms) and the 3639th of 1891 (year 41).
In 1900, however, the imperial authorities reverted to a much simpler
cumulative series, which was easier to apply even though—to a researcher’s
dismay—the date of grant was no longer obvious. The national patent office
continued to use the Habsburg numbering sequence even after the fall of
the imperial dynasty in 1918 and the eventual formation of the Republic of
Austria in 1919.[7]
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Knowledge of the progression of patents in consecutively numbered
sequences is an extremely useful tool, as it can often allow a ‘not before’
date to be fixed. Information may be obtained from patent offices or the
internet, but it is sometimes easier to make a date/number graph for each
of the major patent authorities: Britain (post 1916), the U.S.A. and Germany.
The French and Belgians often neglected to include patent numbers, relying
simply on BREVET, BREVETÉ and DEPOSÉ.
The U.S. patent system owed its inception to an Act, signed on 1st April
1790, which recognised the rights of men to profit from their inventions.
A board comprising the Secretary of State, the Secretary of War and the
Attorney General (or their nominees) was empowered to issue patents
to endure no more than fourteen years on presentation of specifications,
drawings and models.[8] In 1793, however, the Patent Board was abolished in
favour of a fee-based registration system operating not on novelty or utility,
but instead to raise revenue.
Finally, on Independence Day 1836, a new Patent Act repaired much
of the damage that had been done by the ineffectual grant system, and
a system of investigating claims against ‘prior art’ appeared. On 15th
December 1836, unfortunately, fire destroyed not only the Patent Office, by
then lodged in Blodgett’s Hotel, Washington DC, but also more than seven
thousand irreplaceable patent models, nine thousand drawings, and the
entire application/grant records.
The continuous nature of U.S. patents, even though they began again at
‘1’ after the implementation of the new Patent Act on 13th July 1836,[9] ensured
that numbers had reached 6981 by 1st January 1850; 640167 by 1st January
1900; 2492944 by 1st January 1950; and 6009555 by 1st January 2000. One
potentially helpful feature of these marks, which have highlighted patent
numbers only comparatively recently, is the legal requirement to state the
day, month and year of grant. This is so unlike regulations governing the
exploitation of protection in other countries that it gives an immediate clue
to nationality.
The U.S. Patent Office has also sparingly re-issued patents, identifying
them separately from 1838. Numbers from this sequence will occasionally
be found, and, unless accompanied by additional identification, can often be
perplexing: they can seem out of context, or suggest apparently misleading
dates. The inclusion of REISSUE or simply RE D in these marks can be helpful.
Reissue numbers stood at merely 158 on 1st January 1850; had reached 11798
on 1st January 1900; were at 23186 on 1st January 1950; and had advanced to
36479 on the first day of 2000.
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The German system implemented in 1877, six years after the foundation
of the German Empire, also runs sequentially. Patents granted by the
German Federal Republic (1945–91) follow on from those granted during
the Kaiserzeit (1871–1918), the Weimar Republic (1919–33) and the Third
Reich (1933–45). The sequence has been continued since the reunification
of Germany in 1990.
Patentschrift Nr. 1 was granted on 2nd July 1877 to Joh. Zeltner of ‘Firma
Nürnberger Ultramarin-Fabrik’ to protect Verfahren zur Herstellung einer
Rothen Ultramarinfarb (‘Process for producing a red ultramarine colour’).
German patent numbers had progressed to 1192 by 7th August 1877; 28109 by
4th November 1883; 65225 by 16th February 1892; 105620 by 20th December
1898; 256606 by 22nd November 1911; 578765 by 7th November 1930; 824160
by 4th July 1950; and 1553964 by July 1966.
One of the greatest advances of the electronic revolution concerns the
ease with which information can be retrieved. This is undeniably true of
patent specifications, though coverage is still patchy. The websites of the
official U.S. and German government patent offices (http://www.uspto.gov
and http://www.dpma.de) both allow access to every patent granted since
1836 and 1877 respectively, but there are caveats.
Patents granted in the U.S.A. are easiest to trace by number, but the
markings found on pre-1945 artefacts usually give only the date of grant.
German patents obtained prior to 1920 can be found by number, but only
if the researcher knows the number in advance (though it is sometimes
possible to search by patent class or sub-class, creating a list of traceable
patents running back from 1920).
A range of patents can be located through the current Espacenet website
(https://worldwide.espacenet.com), created by the European Patent Office
(http://www.epo.org), though British patents granted from 1853 until the
early 1890s are not yet on-line; they can be accessed through the British
Library and other educational establishments, but only with difficulty. Pre1852 English patents, conversely, are obtainable through the British Library
website as long as the number is known.
French patents, from the commencement in January 1791 of the postRevolutionary system until 1855 (images) and 1871 (specifications), can be
obtained on-line through l’Institut national de la propriété industrielle—the
government intellectual-propery and patent office, https://www.inpi.fr—
but only those granted after 1902 are currently available through this and
Espacenet. Though slowly closing as old records are digitised, the thirtyyear gap in coverage can still be frustrating!
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Above: the title page of a typical U.S. Patent 3956967, granted to protect an adaptation
of the German Parabellum (Luger) pistol. Patents will confirm the date of the application, the
name of the patentee, and often the class and sub-class in which the grant was made.
Courtesy of John V. Martz.
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Prior to the emergence of the internet, which even today does not always
answer questions concerning patents or registered designs, the reliability of
established sources was uncontested. However, it is now obvious that even
sources that were once cited regularly in support of historical narrative are
seriously flawed. Among the most obvious indications is transposition of
digits in strings which may contain seven numbers.
Numerical errors of this type are far more difficult to spot at editing
or proofreading stages than misspelling, and so have sometimes misled
enthusiasts for decades. It is easy to confuse 1 with 7, especially if the former
is written with a beak and the latter lacks the cross-bar that characterises
European handwriting; 3 and 8 provide another potentially troublesome
pair, as can 5 and 9 if written sufficiently badly.
The effects of such confusion can be dramatic. For example, U.S. Patent
263843 of 5th September 1882 protects a Crosby-made engine indicator, but
263343 was granted on 29th August 1882 to James Lee Jr. of Stonersville,
Pennsylvania, to protect ‘Tread for Horse-Powers’ (caterpillar-like tracks
for horse-powered treadmills); and 263483 was granted on the same day
to Lorenzo Chesney of Mount Vernon, Maine, to protect a ‘Shearing and
Punching Machine’.
Even if details prove to be elusive, patent-data systems can usually be
searched in several ways. For example, the dates taken from U.S. patent
markings can be entered in the hope of tracing the number of an individual
specification. However, it pays to remember that huge numbers of patents
were granted daily, even in 1900, and time must be spent checking each
entry on the grant-list.
A better method can be to search by the Class of Invention, although,
especially prior to attempts to standardise patents as a way of guarding
intellectual property internationally, each issuing authority has had its
own quirks: in Britain, for example, even though the precise address of the
applicant (and often also profession) will be listed, the class is not noted on
the printed specifications. In this case, it is necessary to search the class
index before proceeding.
Nor is the classification of U.S. patents obvious. Fortunately, a detailed
breakdown of each class can be downloaded and the appropriate numbergroup can be inserted in the quick-search field (‘current U.S. classification’).
Corners can sometimes be cut by searching a known patent number of an
essentially similar item to reveal a precise class/sub-class, which, when
entered, will generate a list of all the patents granted since 1790 in what will
have become a comparatively narrow band. This method can reduce tens of
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thousands of results to a few hundred, especially if the date of an item can
be estimated to—for example—a particular decade.
Pre-1920 German patents, which currently cannot be searched by name,
can sometimes be found by entering an appropriate term in the patent-title
or key-word boxes. This will also often generate a list of relevant patents
dating back to 1877. It may be necessary to try several different words, but
an idea of the potential title-structure and content will become apparent.
It pays to remember, too, that nineteenth- and even twentieth-century
spellings can differ from current usage. In Germany, for example, c gave
way to k after the First World War; certain Cyrillic letters disappeared from
Old Russian and Bulgarian in the wake of educational reforms or territorial
integration; and in English, the differing derivations of words ending ‘-ise’
and ‘-ize’ are largely ignored. Anglo-Americans have habitually overloo0ked
accented characters, and the transliteration of umläute by adding ‘e’ has
caused no end of confusion: e.g., König, ‘king’ in German, can be listed in
English as konig or koenig, sufficiently far apart to occupy different places in
an index. German, and some other languages, may elide adjectival forms of
place-names when Holsteinisches will be rendered as Holstein’sches.
And, of course, there are national variations of personal and place-names
to consider: Florence for Firenze, Vienna for Wien, Joseph for Giuseppe,
Austria for Österreich. These can hinder the identification of applicants and
inventors, though changes of name can sometimes hold a key to dating. The
loss of German territory to Poland after the First World War, for example,
had an important effect on place-names. In Russia, St Petersburg became
Petrograd in 1914 and Leningrad in 1924 before reverting to its original name
in 1991; Tsaritsyn became Stalingrad in 1925 and Volgograd in 1961. These
factors must be considered during the research process.
Individual artefacts will sometimes yield helpful links to patents and
registered designs. For example, a British-made King Dick wrench marked
RD. NO. 765509 would indicate on the basis of the design-registry number
that it dates no earlier than 1931.
A roundel moulded into the synthetic grip of a British Viceroy-brand
mechanical razor, made by Rolls Razor Ltd of Cricklewood, London, reveals
appropriate protection as British Patents 501965 (accepted on 6th March
1939), 502081 (6th March 1939), 513153 (5th October 1939) and 522426 (18th
June 1940). But it also highlights British Registered Design no. 828796, and
U.S. Patents 2104929 of 11th January 1938, 2290689 of 6th March 1939 and
2311552 of 21st July 1942, in addition to U.S. Design no. 118240 (granted on
26th December 1939).
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The 1938 U.S. Patent names the inventor as William J. Kendall of Lansing,
Ontario, Canada; the others credit no-one but the manufacturer, Rolls Razor
Ltd, and English engineer Edgar Harold Law who had simply improved the
basic Kendall design.
The duration of patents, customarily enshrined in law, can also be useful
indicators. The English patents granted prior to 30th September 1852, with
a few significant exceptions, ran for fourteen years from the application of
the seal of the Lord Chancellor’s office; the subsequent enactment of the
Patent Amendment Act, retaining the fourteen-year maximum, backdated
protection to the date-of-application to ensure that infringement could
not occur between the first submission and the final grant. Additional
provisions included fee-supported renewal of patents after three and then
seven years, and the submission of a Provisional Specification with the
patent application.
Items made in the few months—or sometimes years, especially if the
claims were contested—between initial submissions and the final grant will
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Above left: the British-made Viceroy
mechanical razor, and, above, drawings
taken from the relevant U.S. Patent.
Courtesy of the U.S. Government
Patent Office, Washington DC.
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Facing page. The marks on this external-spring Crosby indicator acknowledge patents from
2nd July 1879 to 18th November 1902. Unfortunately, patent numbers were not included
in marks applied in this period in the U.S.A.; consequently, it is necessary to search the
Crosby name on international databases to correlate dates and numbers.

display marks such as P. P., P. PT., P. PAT. or PROV. PAT. For example, a tubecutter made (or perhaps simply sold) by Buck & Hickman of London in the
days immediately before the First World War is marked PRO.-PAT. 20142-13.
Comparable German goods can be marked D.R.P. ANGEM. or D.R.P.A.

Patents: misleading information

The patents listed on industrial items often prove to have been granted to
someone other than the manufacturer. This became increasingly common
in the era of mass-production, where fewer inventors had the opportunity
to produce and then market their ideas.
Many patentable items were licensed to well-established manufacturers,
obscuring the origins of specific items, and others were developed by men
employed by large and well-established businesses which viewed them as
corporate intellectual property.
An idea of this loss of identity is provided by the steam-engine valve gear
first used in 1842,[10] the work of Robert Stephenson’s employees William
Howe and William Williams. Stephenson habitually acknowledged this fact,
but common usage (and Stephenson’s death in 1859) blurred the distinction
until Stephenson’s Valve Gear resulted. And Walschaerts’ gear is known
in German-speaking areas as Heusinger Gear, owing to near-simultaneous
development by inventors operating independently.
Waffenfabrik Mauser & Co., a world-renowned supplier of military
rifles by 1914, secured the reputation of Paul Mauser, its surviving foundingfather, by filing many patents in his name. It is very doubtful if Mauser
personally undertook much design work after about 1890, leaving detailed
development to engineers in his employ, but involvement of others (with a
single well-documented exception) is all but impossible to prove.[11]
Another problem can be provided by the ‘Communicated [from abroad]’
British patents, which often bear the name of an agent working on behalf of
an applicant domiciled overseas. Prior to 1859, the identity of the inventor
was seldom revealed; it then became a statutory requirement. Yet spelling
mistakes were periodically made in British records thereafter—particularly
foreign names—and there have been some startling lapses of geography.[12]
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Previous page. The inclusion of a Copydex leaflet with this U.S.-made Swingline stapler
confirmed the date of sale to be 1981. However, the acknowledgement of two U.S. Patents
indicate dates of 1960 and 1965. The later date is, therefore, the earliest the tool could
have been made. The markings on the sole-plate confirm the actual manufacturer’s name;
Copydex merely sold the staplers in the UK. John Walter collection; patent by courtesy of
the U.S. Government Patent Office, Washington DC.

Difficulties may arise from the transfer of patented designs by assignment
or licence, which often allowed differing manufacturers to make the same
items at much the same time. Notes such as ‘the proprietor of British Patent
12345/06, for improvements in the manufacture of the Oscillating Widget,
seeks interest from promoters wishing to benefit from his invention…’ were
regularly published in specialist periodicals such as American Machinist,
Cassier’s Magazine, The Engineer or Engineering.
A major flaw in the use of patent information to date items is provided
by the retention of marks, often for historical reasons, long after patents had
lapsed. The Crosby external-spring indicator shown on page 132 was made
c. 1910. In addition to the name of the Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company
and the shield-like trademark, markings on the body also allude to six U.S.
Patents: two granted in 1879, two in 1882, one in 1895 and one in 1902.
Obtained by George Hannibal Crosby (1836–1902) of East Somerville,
Massachusetts, U.S. Patent 219149 of 2nd September 1879 protected the first
Crosby indicator, an unusual instrument which was not notably successful
commercially. A modification credited to Gilman Weld Brown (1857–1942,
subsequently President of Crosby) was granted protection on 5th September
1882 (U.S. Patent 263843), but was almost immediately replaced by a better
design protected by U.S. Patent 256295 of 11th April 1882. This was the
original form of the well-known Crosby internal-spring design.
Patent 538515, granted on 30th February 1895 to Albert Francis Hall
(1845–1907), protected the strengthened form of the amplifying mechanism
identified by a straight rear link—the 1882 form had been noticeably
curved—and U.S. Patent 713611 was granted on 18th November 1902 to
Theodore Davidson (1846–c. 1928) to protect the basic construction of the
external-spring indicator.
Gilman Brown, Albert Hall and Theodore Davidson were all listed in
the patent specifications as assignors to the Crosby Steam Gage & Valve
Company of Boston, Massachusetts, and it is clear that the ‘Crosby’ indicator
owed only part of its parentage to George Crosby himself. And this is by no
means an isolated case.
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Registry marks
Registering a basic design conferred less protection than a patent, but
weaker criteria ensured that it was easier to obtain and hence appreciably
cheaper. The first British marks were applied in 1839 under the provisions
of the Registry of Designs Act,[13] which required the name and address of
the claimant to be displayed on items in addition to the date of registration.
However, this system lasted only until 1842, when coded markings were
introduced; these in turn lasted until the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks
Act of 1883 introduced a cumulative numbering system.
The system used in 1842–83 consisted of a diamond-like mark containing
‘RD’ bounded by convex fences to form a separate compartment in each
apex, with an encircled class mark—in roman numerals—surmounting
the diamond. Thirteen class marks were used, III signifying glass and IV
containing ceramics.
Prior to 1868, the compartments contained, clockwise from the top: a
year-date code, the day of the month of registry, a ‘parcel number’ (a batchreference referring to the day of registration), and the coded month of
registry. The identification sequence of post-1868 marks became the day of
the month of registry at the top, beneath the class identifier, followed by the
year, the month and the parcel number.
The month-codes are believed to have been C (sometimes read or
possibly even applied as O) for January; G for February; W for March; H for
April; E for May; M for June; I for July; R for August; D for September; B for
October; K for November; and A for December.[14]
The year-codes began in 1842 at X, then ran H C A I F U S V P D Y J E L K B M Z
R O G N W Q T, to recommence in 1868 at X. An identical sequence continued
until K was reached in 1883,[15] but the system was then abandoned in favour
of numerical progression. Marks granted after 1883 can include REGISTERED
DESIGN , REGD. DES., REG D, or even R.D., and may (but rarely) be accompanied
by a number from which a date may be deduced. The marks applied since
1955 have usually been distinguished with ®.
Similar systems were used elsewhere. The official registry in the U.S.A.
began to issue protection for Designs in 1842, at number 1, and had reached
no. 258 by 1st January 1850. By 1st January 1900, the numerical series had
advanced to 32055; it had reached 156686 by the first day of 1950; and stood
at 418273 on 1st January 2000.
The German patent office began the issue of DRGM or D.R.G.M. (Deutsches
Reichs Gebrauchs Muster, German Empire Utility Design) in 1891, numbering
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grants in a single series until the end of the Second World War. The mark
was changed to DBGM in 1952, substituting Bund (Confederation) for Reich
(Empire) and is still used.

Quality assurance markings

This category contains, among other things, marks applied to raw material
and finished goods by assayers, gold- and silversmiths, pewterers, cutlers,
metal-casters, proof houses and many other agencies. Most of them simply
confirm that prescribed standards of workmanship, purity or strength have
been reached.
Individual marks were registered by many medieval guildsmen, and
the basic method was perpetuated until the livelihood of their descendants
was threatened by nineteenth-century industrialisation. Gunsmiths, silver
smiths, iron-founders and many others have left identifiable marks to help
researchers. However, though some areas have been subjected to minute
scrutiny (and many sources of additional information are listed in the
Bibliography), others are still largely untouched.
The best known are the hallmarks applied to precious metals, which can
reveal the date and place of assay, and the identity of the manufacturer. Most
British marks consist of four elements: a national mark, the mark of the
assay office, a letter representing the year-date, and a maker’s mark. Many
books provide a guide to identification (particularly valuable owing to the
use of differing letter styles), and only a guide will be given here.
A study of hallmarks may seem anachronistic, and of little real use to
the industrial archaeologist and historian owing to its connotations with
‘craft’ instead of ‘industry’ (terms with definitions which are very blurred).
However, the facility with which many nineteenth-century manufacturers
produced goods such as clocks, watches and jewellery means that even gold
has been used surprisingly widely in the last two hundred years.
Hallmarks—and, indeed, many other proof marks—are complex blends
of heraldry, letters, numbers and pictorial representations. This makes
them difficult to consider under a single heading, though the primary tasks
of dating the piece and identifying the maker are usually undertaken on the
basis of the date letter.
British assay-office marks include the lion’s head affronté signifying
London (originally the mark of the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths),
which first appeared on gold ware at the beginning of the fourteenth
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Hallmarks are customarily associated with craft items, such as this silver-gilt tray made
during the reign of George IV (1820–30), but will also be found on items—clocks and
watches, for example—which were made in quantity. By courtesy of Christie’s, London.

century. The lion’s head was surmounted by a crown until 1822. Chester
assay office used a sword between three garbs (sheaves of corn) until this
gave way to three lions dimidiated with the garbs, a mark that survived
until the facilities were closed in 1962.[16] Active until 1856, York assay office
originally used a lion’s head affronté dimidiated with a fleur de lys, but this
gave way first to a seeded rose and secondly, in 1701, to the original city Arms
of five lions passant on a cross.
Norwich briefly used a castle above a lion passant (the city Arms
recorded in a Visitation of 1562) prior to c. 1620, then changed first to a
seeded rose, and then to a rose ‘leafed and slipped’—with a short stem.
Glasgow perpetuated its Arms, matriculated in 1866 (though derived from
a seal of 1684), until assaying finished in 1964. The design included a tree,
a bird, a fish and a ring. Elsewhere in Scotland, Arbroath had a portcullis,
Banff had the Virgin and Child, Dundee had a pot of lilies, Elgin had a bishopand-crozier, Montrose had a rose, and Perth had the Holy Lamb bearing
the Banner of St Andrew (all from the shields of Arms); Inverness had a
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dromedary, a supporter of the Arms; and St Andrews had a saltire or St
Andrew’s Cross.[17] Greenock had the Green Oak, a punning mark unrelated
to Arms. Pictorial symbols included the anchor used by Birmingham and
the crown used by Sheffield from 1773 onward, neither deriving from Arms.
The proliferation of assay offices prior to the eighteenth century, when
they stretched in Britain from Truro to Inverness, created identification
problems. For example, three triple-towered castles have featured in marks
applied by Aberdeen and Newcastle, matriculated in 1674 and ‘recorded
and confirmed’ in 1575 respectively. Single triple-towered castles appear in
the marks of Edinburgh from 1759 onward; Exeter, in 1701–1882, replacing a
crowned punning X; and possibly also Ayr.[18]
The 1904 Hallmarking (Imported Plate) Act not only refined the marking
of caratage on goldware but also introduced new British assay-office marks
destined solely for Plate emanating outside Britain. These included a faced
sunburst for London, a triangle for Birmingham, an acorn and oakleaves for
Chester, a shamrock for Dublin, a sheath of eight arrows in saltire (points
downward) for Sheffield, and a simple St Andrew’s Cross for Edinburgh.
Not all of these proved to be satisfactory, and so, in 1906, London’s
mark became a horseshoe on a cross on a circle; Dublin adopted a water
bourget; and Sheffield assumed the Greek letter omega (Ω) above a bar. The
cartouche-shape indicated the material: a square with chamfered corners
for silver; an oval for gold; and a cross between a pentagon and a square
for platinum. After the implementation of the 1973 Hallmarking Act on 1st
January 1975, only four assay offices remained: London, retaining the lion’s
head affronté; Edinburgh, with the castle; Birmingham, using an anchor
(vertically on silver but horizontally on gold or platinum); and Sheffield,
marking all precious metals with a seeded York Rose.[19]
Assay marks were customarily a small lion passant in a cartouche which
was approximately rectangular, though the corners were chamfered and
the lower edge could be decoratively scalloped. A mark of this type was
introduced by the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths in 1478, and then
adopted in 1544 to signify silver of Sterling quality. A short-term change was
made on the introduction of Britannia Silver (0·958 pure) in 1696, the rise in
standard from Sterling (0·925) made to combat the widespread conversion
of silver coinage to Plate that was passing undetected. The new or post-1697
marks, a lion’s head erased and Britannia, were used exclusively until the
re-introduction of Sterling standard by an Act of Parliament 1719. However,
Britannia Standard remained optional and limited use of special marks
persisted for many years.
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Right: this pocket-watch is accompanied by a certificate of authenticity, made to look older
than it really is by traditional design. The incorporation of prize medals in ephemera gives
a clue to the earliest-possible date of printing. By courtesy of Sotheby’s, London.

Though the lion passant was adopted for all English assay offices by the
1719 Act, a thistle served Edinburgh from the demise in 1759 of the Deacon
or Assay-Master cyphers until the implementation of the 1973 Hallmarking
Act, and a lion rampant was used by the Glasgow office from its foundation
in 1819 until closure in 1964. Dublin has relied on a crowned harp since the
seventeenth century, the figure of Hibernia being added in 1731. Goldware
made after 1784 also bore a fleur-de-lys (20ct) or a unicorn (18ct) in addition
to the standard marks, though the harp was habitually omitted from
jewellery and significations of a purity of 15ct or less.
The style of the date-letter and the shape of its cartouche are significant,
but can be difficult to determine if the mark is worn or badly struck. Yet the
options can be reduced to a handful if the interpretative key is known. After
1916, the order of the marks, which had occasionally varied from office to
office, was stabilised: the sponsor’s or “maker’s” mark and the assay mark
came first, followed by the assay-office mark and the date letter. The assay
mark for silver was either Britannia or the lion passant (lion rampant for
Edinburgh only), depending on the purity; gold was signified by a crown,
and platinum by an orb.
The use of abbreviated manufacturers’ marks first appeared on English
goldware in 1363, and the use of letters to camouflage the date has also been
a long-term feature of British hallmarks—though the sequences may be
difficult to identify. Marks applied by the London assay office are usually the
easiest to interpret. Beginning in 1478, they ran in twenty-year alphabetic
progressions (A–I, K–U) until the introduction of Britannia Standard in 1696.
Consequently, one sequence ends with two years of V—which was actually
u in its traditional form—before the next commences.
The dates of sequences can be assessed first by the design of the lettering
and secondarily by the shape of the enveloping cartouche. Outside London,
dating could be erratic and less than certain. The length of individual cycles
varied according to assay office, sometimes extending to 25 years (usually
A–Z excluding J), and individual series may even be random instead of
sequential. The cycle begun in Sheffield in 1799 typifies this problem: E N H
M F G B A S P K L C D R W O T X I V Q Y Z U. Elsewhere, if production was erratic,
some letters in the sequence were never used; Newcastle-upon-Tyne, for
example, does not seem to have assayed goods in 1709–11, 1713 and 1715–16,
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and changed the style of the lettering (as well as the shape of the cartouche)
part-way through the series that began in 1759. Date letters of the remaining
British assay offices were altered to run from 1st January under the terms of
the 1973 Hallmarking Act, commencing in 1975.
Sheffield Plate, or Old Sheffield Plate, was made in quantity from the
1750s until the 1860s. Its popularity then gave way to electro-plated ware,
which was often identified by EP, EPNS or EPBM (electro-plated, electroplated nickel silver and electro-plated Britannia metal respectively).
Misleading marks were used on Sheffield Plate in an attempt to delude
buyers that they were buying silverware, until action was taken to restrict
them. This was also once true of electro-plated goods, which could display
symbols such as a bell, a hand, crossed arrows (from the Arms of Sheffield),
a pineapple, or keys in saltire; however, use of a crown in any form was
finally prohibited in 1896.
The purity of precious metal has been marked numerically in Britain
since 1854, when the 9-carat, 12-carat and 15-carat standards were introduced.
The purity of gold had originally been set at 191/5 carats c. 1300, the first
maker’s marks appeared in 1363, and the standard was revised to 18-carat
in 1477. A coded date letter was added in 1478, a separate lion-passant assay
mark was introduced in 1544, and a rise in purity to 22-carat occurred in
1575. Finally, a change in 1798 saw the approval of two standards of purity,
18-carat and 22-carat, the former being signified by a crown replacing the
lion passant and the latter by a crown in addition to the lion passant.
Another change, in 1854, saw the abolition of the separate marks on
22-carat and 18-carat gold, and the introduction of three lesser purities:
15-, 12- and 9-carat. These were marked as ‘18’ in a square cartouche, with
chamfered corners, until the 12-carat and 15-carat grades were replaced
in 1932 by a single 14-carat standard. At this time, the purities of the two
poorest standards were additionally signified by decimal equivalents—0·375
and 0·585 for 9- and 14-carat gold respectively.
Exceptions were made in 1904, when marks specifically intended for
Foreign Plate appeared. These took unusual form; the caratage value, in a
cartouche shaped according to purity, was set at right angles to an oblong
cartouche containing the purity expressed as a decimal. The surrounds of
the 22-carat (0·916), 20-carat (0·837, Dublin only, 1904–32) and 18-carat (0·756)
were rectangular; the 15-carat (0·626) surround was oval; and 12-carat (0·5 or
0·500) and 9-carat (0·375) marks lay within diamonds. The 15- and 12-carat
categories were then replaced by a single 14-carat standard in 1932, the new
mark (or 0·585) lying within an oval cartouche. The 1973 Hallmarking Act
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affirmed the use of millesimal purity instead of caratage: 916 (22-carat), 750
(18-carat), 585 (14-carat) and 375 (9-carat).
Proof marks have been applied to firearms of all types, civil and military,
for years. The principal proof houses in Britain, in London and Birmingham,
first enacted proof in accordance with a law passed in 1813. Since amended
several times to account for changes in procedure, the introduction of
new forms of propellant and the importation of firearms from abroad, the
system of crowned abbreviations gives clues to date, as well as some of
the details of the proving process. Typical of the commercial marks is a
crowned BNP, Birmingham Nitro Proof, but military weapons were marked
very differently and individual marks can be much harder to identify.
A form of guarantee or proof mark, often of dubious standing, may be
found in the form of WARRANTED CAST STEEL or a similar qualification. Few of
these have any significance in law—indeed, many are misleading—but they
sometimes give a clue to date or origin.

Trademarks and brand names

These can appear on a broad range of interrelated items: not only on the
artefacts themselves, but also on supporting literature, advertising material
and operations manuals. Some marks are easy to identify, particularly if
they are either universally known or effectively the same as the name of
the user; others can be identified by association with the company name,
perhaps elsewhere on the name plate or cast into a component. But there
are many instances when the appropriate records are difficult to access—
which is particularly true of marks granted before the Second World War if
no other information is to hand.
Identifying trademarks is often more difficult than brand names. With
a few important exceptions, words are easy to define, categorise and index;
the interpretation of pictorial marks and monograms can be much more
subjective. It may not be easy to determine what the originator had in mind,
especially if the illustrations depict something which is abstract or enjoyed
only a short period in vogue. And cursive letters are often intertwined to the
point where clarity is lost.
An idea of the problems can be gained from names applied to trademarks
and brand names associated with inexpensive Spanish pistols made prior to
1914: the TITANIC was named to mark the commissioning in 1912 of the White
Star Line steamship, the largest passenger liner of its day, not the tragic
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sinking only a few months later; the STOSEL or STOSSEL honoured General
Anatoly Mikhailovich Stössel, the Russian defender of Port Arthur during
the war with Japan (1904–5); the TERRIBLE was named after the British firstclass protected cruiser that had become famous during the South African
War (1899–1902); and the PERAL, often identified as a misspelling of ‘Pearl’,
commemorated a naval engineer, Isaac Peral y Caballero, who had designed
Spain’s first successful submarine.
The widespread introduction of brand names could often encourage
manufacturers to hide behind them. A good example of this may be seen in
German goods exported to English-speaking markets which usually favoured
the products of Sheffield or Birmingham. Robert Hartkopf of Solingen traded
from the HUDSON CUTLERY WORKS and C.F. Ern masqueraded as the CROWN
AND SWORD RAZOR WORKS. Solingen smiths rarely copied specific marks
associated with their rivals in Sheffield, such as George Wolstenholm’s IXL
(‘I excel’), although Nathan Kastor registered XLNT (‘excellent’). This was
largely due to the registry of many original British marks in Germany.
Left: a French-language leaflet published by Schaeffer & Budenberg of Magdeburg in the
1890s. Ephemera often confirm the address of an agent, a subsidiary, a depot or a branch
office, and the breadth of a company’s product-range. Courtesy of Dr Bruce Babcock.
Below: the dial of this pressure-test gauge by the Crosby Steam Gage & Valve Company of
Boston clearly shows the shield-like trademark. Canadian Museum of Making collection.
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Taken from a register of trademarks and brand names granted to makers of cutlery and
metalware, published in Germany in 1924, these entries not only illustrate the registered
mark, but also gives its number and the class of goods to which it was applied. The
weakness of coverage is simply that no dates are given, and the index of the six-volume set
is needed to check if the word-marks were used by more than one agency.

Yet the predilection for English-sounding brand names continued until the
First World War began in 1914: FLYING SCOTCHMAN was registered in 1902 by
Böntgen & Sabin of Solingen; LORD KITCHENER by Robert Melcher (1904); LORD
ROBERTS by Henry B. Simms of Hamburg (1901); and KNIGHT COMMANDER OF
THE BATH by C. Friedr. Ern (1904). North American sales were aided by the
brand name UNCLE SAM, registered in 1907 by Robert Klaas of Solingen; and
by BUFFALO BILL, registered in 1905/6 and again in 1923 by Robert Middeldorf.
John S. Holler & Company of New York, clearly with family ties in Germany,
registered THE TOWER BRAND on a flag-topped tower in 1899.
The destination of many knives and bladed tools may be evident in the
brand names and trademarks that appear on them, as it was by no means
unusual for individual cutlers or distributors to export to specific markets.
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Consequently, Spanish-language brand names indicate sales in Spain, or,
more commonly, in central and southern America. Berg & Company of
Solingen registered EL PEINE (the comb), LA VELA (the candle), LAS ROCAS
(the rocks) and EL LOBO (the wolf). Marks in Cyrillic usually indicate sales
in Russia: ТОЛСТОИ or ‘Tolstoy’ was registered in 1900 by Köller & Co. of
Solingen, and СИНГЕРЪ, ‘Singer’, was registered by Weissweiler & Co. of Köln
(1904). Others could be destined for the French market, such as TOUJOURS
EN AVANT (always ahead) granted in 1901 to Carl Spitzer of Solingen. Other
marks were in Greek, and a few may even be found in Dutch or Hungarian.
Chinese characters were used by Georg Richter (1895), Corn. Cremer &
Co. (1895) and Fertsch & Laeisz (1899), all of Hamburg; a Japanese mon by
German-owned merchants Carl Rohde & Co. of Yokohama (1896); and a
ying/yang mark by Taumeyer & Company of Shanghai (1896).
Attempts can be made to search trademark journals and registers,
particularly through national patent offices, but the results can be patchy
unless visits can be made to the offices themselves or to central libraries.
Though the Internet has allowed great strides to be taken, published
Two advertisements from the May 1900 issue of the periodical Engineering. This material
was printed in such a way that it could be discarded before binding, and so rarely survives.
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A selection of marks found on pre-1920 kitchen knives, showing a range of maker’s marks
and trademarks. The marks of Wheatley and Rodgers were protected by appropriate
registries not only in Britain, but also worldwide. Photograph by John Walter, 2012.
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information is still often sketchy; the ease of identification of trademarks
is greatest with large-scale items such as railway locomotives, motor
vehicles or aeroplanes, and most problematical with the many small massmanufacture items that bear nothing but the marks themselves—knives,
cigar cutters, razor blades, locks, buttons or small storage tins.
Small portions of the immense historical-industrial output have been
studied in extreme detail, yet there are still huge gaps. The collector of
pottery and porcelain is far better served than the bladed-tool collector.
And although many impressive lists of manufacturers and distributors—
for example, German toolmakers, English shipbuilders and North American
stationary steam-engine makers—may be found in literature or on websites,
only rarely do they attempt to match names with precise details of the
registries of brand names and trademarks. This is a problem which clearly
needs to be addressed before progress can be made.
Published in the August 1894 U.S. edition of Cassier’s Magazine, this advertisement extols
the virtues of a small steam engine/boiler combination. Self-contained units of this type
were promoted as alternatives to the hot-air engine (which offered much less power) and
the earliest oil- and gas engines, which were scarcely out of the experimental stage.
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Letters Patent were first used in Britain by Richard II, c. 1386, to grant peerages.
Section 6 of the Statute of Monopolies of 1624 (21 James I, c. 3) declared monopolies illegal
excepting those ‘for the term of fourteen years or under hereafter to be made of the sole
working or making of any manner of new manufactures…to the true and first inventor’.
Provided that they were ‘clothed in practical application’.
James Watt guarded his success by defending his patent against the Hornblowers and
Matthew Murray. The zeal with which Watt pursued litigation, and his own high standing,
allowed a terror of high-pressure steam to retard development until 1819.
When the patent system changed, 14,359 English patents had been enrolled. However,
none had been identified other than by name and date; numbers were added
retrospectively. Patent no. 1 was assumed to have been that granted in England in 1617 to
Rathburn and Brydges, protecting a method of ‘Engraving & Printing Maps & Plans &c’.
See 15 & 16 Victoria c. 83.
The Austrian Empire had been created in 1804, becoming Austria–Hungary in 1867. The
Republic of German Austria was proclaimed on 12th November 1918, after the abdication of
the Kaiser, but fell foul of Allied determination to keep German-speaking nationals apart.
Republik Oesterreich was the eventual solution.
If appropriate to the claims, models were expected to be submitted until the Patent Act
of 1870 made them essential only if the Commissioner of Patents requested them. This
system was abolished in 1880, use of models becoming the exception instead of the rule.
Numbers had reached 9957 under the provisions of the Patent Act of 1790. No. 1 of the new
series was granted on 13th July 1836 to John Ruggles of Thomaston, Maine, to protect a
‘Locomotive Steam Engine for Rail and Other Roads’.
Known originally as ‘Williams & Howe Gear’, it was fitted for the first time to North
Midland Railway 2–4–0 locomotive no. 71, ‘rolled out’ of the Newcastle upon Tyne factory
on 15th October 1842. The patent was granted to Robert Stephenson & Company.
The Mauser broomhandle pistol, introduced in 1896, was originated c. 1894 by the three
Feederle brothers. Fidel Feederle managed the Mauser factory in Oberndorf at this time.
In one case, for example, Zella St Blasii, in the Thuringian forest (Thüringerwald) district
of Saxony, then part of the German Empire, was placed in Austria-Hungary.
See 2 & 3 Victoria, cap. 17. This superseded an 1814 amendment to the Sculpture Copyright
Act of 1797, which had allowed protection if items bore ‘Published by’, the modeller’s name
and address, and the registration date.
According to Geoffrey Godden, New Handbook of British Pottery & Porcelain Marks, K was
used for August and September in 1860, and R from 1st August 1857 until 19th September.
W was applied for the first week of March 1878, but the year-code then reverted to D.
The dimidiated Arms were confirmed in 1580, the sword, scabbard and belt being removed
to the crest. The simple Arms were re-granted to Cheshire County Council in 1938.
Most derived from seventeenth-century Arms, though grants to Arbroath (1900), Inverness
(1900) and St Andrews (1912) were much later. However, the Arms of Perth and Dundee
were in use by 1378 and 1416; and the others derived from seals pre-dating 1439.
Edinburgh’s Arms were matriculated in 1722, but were in use by the end of the fifteenth
century; Exeter’s, with its representation of Rougemont Castle, was granted in 1564; Ayr’s,
based in a thirteenth-century seal, was matriculated in 1673. Marks of this type are often
so small that, particularly when worn, they can appear as three letters X.
The crown had been the Sheffield silver mark, which meant that the ‘York Rose’ had
appeared on all caratage of gold from 1904 onward, accompanied by the crown on 18ct and
22ct items only.
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Fowler A4-class 6nhp compound
General Purpose Engine, works no.
7453, named Albert, dates from
1895. It is shown here in the 1970s
in the derelict Goldstone Pumping
Station, Hove, prior to restoration
to working order. Note the maker’s
mark on the smokebox door.
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INDEX
Note: entries ending in
‘p’indicate an illustration, ‘ff’
refers to ‘following pages’, and
‘fn’ refers to a footnote. All
places are assumed to be in
Britain unless obviously abroad
or otherwise stated.
Abbreviations and acronyms:
107ff. German aviation
industry: 108. Obscuration
codes, British and German:
108. Railways/railroads: 107,
108, 109p.
Aberdeen assay office: 139.
Achilles, warship: 110.
Acme Automatic Engine: 149p.
Acton Hill Works: 112.
Admiral Graf Spee, warship: 32.
Advertising material: see
‘Ephemera’.
Ajax Metal: 79.
Albany Dental Plate Co., Albany,
New York: 82.
Alexanderwerk, Remscheid:
59p.
[Stephen E.] Alley: 116.
Alloys and alloying: 75, 78ff.
Alma Tube Works, Walsall: 54p.
Alpaca/Alpaka: 85fn.
Aluminium: 75.
[Jacob] Amsler: 19p.
Antifriction metal: 78.
Arado Flugzeugwerke: 108.
Arbroath assay office: 138.
Argent de Ruolz: 79.
Argonaut, warship: 111p.
Argus, locomotive: 89.
[Richard] Arkwright, spinning
and water frames: 21, 120.
[Sir W.G.] Armstrong,
Whitworth & Co. Ltd,
Wallsend on Tyne: 112.
Art and design, effects
on cataloguing: 21. Art
Nouveau: 91.
Artificial Horn: 82.
[Elias] Ashmole, and the
Ashmolean Museum: 18, 25fn.
Assay marks: 139–40. See also
‘Quality assurance marks’.
Atlas Works, Glasgow: 15fn.
Atomic Diesel: see ‘Petters Ltd’.

Automatic Telephone &
Electrical Co., Liverpool: 110.
Ayr assay office: 139.

[Isaac] Babbitt and Babbitt’s
Metal; 79, 85fn.
[Leo] Baekeland: 82.
Bahnmetall: 79.
Bakelite; 82, 84p.
Baldwin Locomotive Works,
Philadelphia: 90.
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad: 108.
Bamfords Ltd: 95.
Banff assay office: 138.
[Andrew] Barclay, Sons & Co.:
Kilmarnock: 112.
[Robert] Barclay: 119fn.
Barclay, Curle & Company,
Glasgow; 45p.
Barclays & Co., Kilmarnock: 112.
‘Battle of the River Plate’ film,
1957: 32.
Bayerische Flugzeugwerke AG
(Messerschmitt): 108.
[William] Beardmore & Sons
Ltd, Dalmuir: 12.
Bede, ‘The Venerable’: 22fn.
Bell & Macfarquhar, Scottish
printers; 25fn.
Benelux Economic Union: 107.
Berg & Co., Solingen: 147.
Berliner Maschinenbau AG: 12.
Berndorffer MetallwarenFabrik: 85fn.
[John] Bertram & Sons, Dundas,
Ontario: 113p.
Bible [The]: 16.
Bilbie, Hobson & Co., London:
11p.
Birmingham assay office: 139.
Black cottonwood: 68.
Blackstone oil engine: 95.
Blodgett’s Hotel, Washington
DC: 125.
Blohm & Voss Flugzeugwerke:
108.
[Ernest-Sylvain] Bollée and
the Éolienne Bollée: 49, 50p,
62fn.
Böntgten & Sabin, Solingen: 146.
Boonton Rubber Company,
Yonkers: 82.
[Robert] Bosch KG, Stuttgart: 15.
[Thomas] Boulsover: 80.
[Matthew] Boulton: 21.
Boulton & Worthington, Stoke

on Trent: 74.
Brand names: 143ff, 145p, 146p,
147p, 148p.
Brass: 75.
[V.] Brasseur, Lille: 101p.
Brazing brass: 75.
Bricks: 72.
Britannia Metal: 80, 81.
British Aerospace: 15.
British Piston Ring Co. Ltd,
Coventry: 15.
Bronze: 75–7.
Brooks Locomotive Works,
Dunkirk, NY: 90.
Broughton Copper Co. Ltd,
Manchester: 147p.
[Gilman W.] Brown: 135.
[Luigi] Brugnatelli: 83fn, 85fn.
Bryant & May: 119fn.
Buck & Hickman Ltd, London:
130.
Budenberg Gauge Co.,
Manchester: 88p.
Bullard, King & Co., London: 115.
Burgdorffer Silberwarenfabrik:
102p.
Burnham, Parry, Williams & Co.,
Philadelphia: 90.
Burr ash, Burr walnut: 69p.
[Edward] Bury: 86.

Caledonia Works: 112.
Camphor: 82.
Canadian National and
Canadian Pacific Railways:
108.
[J. & C.] Carmichael, Dundee: 87.
Casein: 82.
Cataloguing, origins: 16, 18.
Techniques: 18ff, 28.
[Robert] Cawdrey: 25fn.
[William] Caxton: 41p.
Celluloid and cellulose: 81, 82.
Censuses, national: 16, 18.
Centaur, locomotive: 89.
Ceramics: 71–2. See also
‘Materials’.
Chace Water engine: 30p.
Chargeurs Réunis SA, Paris: 114.
[Manufacture d’Armes de]
Châtellerault: 109.
Chester assay office: 138.
Chinese bronze, Shakudō: 77.
Chinese pear: 71.
Clayton & Shuttleworth Ltd,
Lincoln: 56p, 56–7.
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Close Plate: 80, 85fn.
Collins & Reynolds: 74.
Colour as an identifier: 94, 95.
Colour blindness: 35fn.
[Samuel] Colt: 122.
Common brass: 75.
Confederations and trading
groups: 103–7.
Conservatoire des arts et
métiers, Paris: 26p.
[Worshipful Company of]
Coopers, London: 41p.
Copper: 75.
Corliss engine: 101p.
Cornish bronze: 77.
Cory Colliers Ltd, London: 115.
Cottonwood: 68.
[Thomas R.] Crampton: 89.
[Corn.] Cremer & Co., Hamburg:
147.
Crepelle & Garand, Lille: 101p.
[George H.] Crosby: 135. Crosby
Steam Gage & Valve Co.,
Boston, Mass.: 132p, 135, 145p.
Crossley Brothers Ltd,
Manchester: 95.
‘Crown & Sword Razor Works’:
145.
[William] Cubbitt: 41p.
Cucumber tree: 71.
Cunard White Star Line,
Liverpool: 115.
Cycolac: 83.

Daimler-Benz Motorenwerke:
108.
Database, construction and
content: 58–9.
Date letters: 140, 142.
[Theodore] Davidson: 135.
[The] Delta Metal Co. Ltd,
London: 147p.
Deutsche Bundesbahn: 108.
Deutsche Waffen- und
Munitionsfabriken (DWM),
Berlin: 113.
Deutsches Reichs Gebrauchs
Muster (DRGM): 95, 136–7.
[John] Dewrance and
Dewrance’s Metal: 79, 85fn.
Dialects, effects on language: 37.
Diamond bronze: 77.
Dictionaries, earliest: 18.
[Denis] Diderot and his
Encylopédie: 18, 25fn.
‘Dixtrudo’ mark: 147p.
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Dobbie-McInnes Ltd, Glasgow:
84p.
Domesday Book: 16, 18.
Donaldson Line and Donaldson
South Anerica Line, Glasgow:
115.
Dornier Flugzeugwerke: 108.
Dresden, warship: 33p.
Dublin assay office: 139.
[Henry] Dübs & Co., Glasgow:
12.
Dundee assay office: 138.
Dundee & Newtyle Railway: 87.
[E.I.] Du Pont de Nemours: 83.

Earl of Airlie, locomotive: 87.
Earthenware: 71. See also
‘Materials’.
Eastman Kodak Company: 82.
[Georg] Egestorff: see
“Hannover’sches
Maschinenbau AG”.
Easton, Anderson & Goolden
Ltd, Erith: 92.
Edinburgh assay office: 139.
[Herbert] Edlin: 68.
‘Egyptian Revival’ movement in
art and design: 34.
Electromotor & Dynamo Co.
[The], London: 95.
Electroplating: 80–1.
Electropolis [Musée EDF],
Mulhouse: 36p.
Elgin assay office: 138.
[George & Henry] Elkington: 80,
81, 85fn.
Elm: 69p.
‘El Lobo’ and ‘El Peine’ marks:
147.
Emden, warship: 33p.
Emerald bronze: 77.
Encyclopaedia Britannica: 25fn.
Engineering: 22.
EP, ‘Electro-Plated’: 81, 142.
EPBM, ‘Electro-Plated Britannia
Metal’: 81, 142.
Ephemera and advertising
material: 11p, 55ff.
[C. Friedr.] Ern, Solingen: 145,
146.
EPNS, ‘Electro-Plated Nickel
Silver’: 81, 142.
European Coal & Steel
Community, European
Economic Community (EEC),
European Free Trade Area

(EFTA) and the European
Union (EU): 107.
European oak: 69p.
European pear: 71.
Exeter assay office: 139. Exeter,
warship: 32.

Fahun Brilliant: 79.
Fairfield Ship-Building &
Engineering Co. Ltd, Govan:
111p.
[John] Farey: 21, 25fn, 30p.
[Fidel] Feederle, Feederle
brothers: 150fn.
Fenton, Murray & Jackson,
Leeds: 86, 89.
‘Ferric, Sheffield’: 113.
Fertsch & Laeisz, Hamburg: 147.
[Henry A.] Fletcher: 22, 25fn.
Field dependency/
independency in the
perceptive process: 31.
Firefly class locomotives: 86.
Fire Gilding: 81.
Flyball governor: 23p.
‘Flying Scotchman’ mark: 146.
Focke-Wulf Flugzeugwerke: 108.
Forth Bank Works: 112.
[Émile] Gallé: 75.
[Wm.] Gardener & Sons,
Gloucester: 11p.
[Ateliers le] Gavran: 101p.
[Ernst-August] Geitner: 85fn.
General Motors Company,
Detroit: 15.
Geopolitical evolution and
effects on trade: 103–5.
German Silver: 79, 80.
Gestalt Theory: 28.
[Eleanor J.] Gibson: 35fn.
[W.] Gilman Ltd, Smethwick:
55p.
Glasgow assay office: 138.
Glasgow Locomotive Works:
see ‘Dübs’.
Glasgow Rolling Stock & Plant
Works: 112.
Glossary, strengths and
weaknesses: 47–52.
Gneisenau, warship: 33, 35fn.
Gold: 75, 78, 81.
[The Worshipful Company of]
Goldsmiths of London: 137–8.
Goldstone Pumping Station:
frontispiece.
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Great Central Railway: 108.
Great Exhibition of All
Nations [The], London, 1851:
21, 122. Great International
Exhibition [The], London,
1862: 81. Great Western
Railway: 33, 86, 89, 108.
Greenock assay office: 139.
Gresham & Craven Ltd: 15.
Gunmetal: 77.

Haldin & Phillips: 114.
[Albert F.] Hall: 135.
Hallmarks: 138ff. See also
‘Assay marks’.
Hamburg–Südamerikanische
Linie, Hamburg: 114.
Hamilton & Parker and
Hamilton’s Metal: 79.
Hannan & Buchanan, Glasgow:
123p.
Hannover’sches Maschinenbau
AG: 12.
Hansa Linie, Hamburg: 115.
[Sir John] Harrington and his
water closet: 120.
[Robert] Hartkopf, Solingen:
145.
Hedjaz Railway: 10.
Heinkel Flugzeugwerke: 108.
[Gebr.] Henningen: 85fn.
[Adam] Heslop and Heslops,
Johnson, Millward & Co.,
Whitehaven: 22, 25fn.
Heusinger valve gear: 133.
Highland Railway: 108.
Holland No. 1, submarine: 94p.
[John S.] Holler & Co., New
York: 146.
Homburg’s Alloy; 79.
[Timothy] Hornblower and
the Hornblower compound
steam engine: 21, 150fn.
Hornsby-Stockport engine: 11p.
‘Horsepower, London’: 113.
Hot Dipping: 81.
Houlder Line Ltd, London: 114.
[James] Howden & Co. Ltd: 62.
[William] Howe: 133, 150fn.
‘Hudson Cutlery Works’: 145.
Hurst, Neilson & Co. Ltd: 112.
[Isiah S. and John W.] Hyatt: 81,
82, 85fn.
[Silas] Hyde Ltd, Birmingham:
109. Hyde Park Works,
Glasgow: 15fn.

Illinois Central Railroad: 90.
Imperial Oil Co., Toronto: 115.
Indian cottonwood: 71.
Injection moulding: see
‘Plastics’.
Inverness assay office: 138–9.
Iron: 75.
Iron Bridge, Shropshire: 53p.
Ivoride Works, Homerton: 81.
See also ‘[Daniel] Spills’.
‘IXL’ mark: 145.

[Moritz-Hermann] Jacobi:
83fn.
Jamaica, British warship: 32.
[William] James: 35.
John of Utynam: 120.
[Dr Samuel] Johnson: 18.
[Samuel Waite] Johnson: 22,
25fn, 91.
Jones, Turner & Evans, Newtonle-Willows: 86.
Junkers Flugzeug- und
Motorenwerke: 108.

‘Kahncrete, London’: 113.
[Nathan] Kastor, Solingen: 145.
Kell’s Pit: 23fn.
[Emil] Kessler, Esslingen: 91.
[Gregory] King: 16, 18, 22fn.
‘King Dick’ wrench: 129.
[Friedrich] Kipping: 82.
Kitson, Thompson & Hewitson,
Leeds: 89.
[Robert] Klass, Solingen: 146.
‘Klettillo, London’: 113.
KLG spark plugs: 15.
‘Knight Commander of the Bath’
mark: 146.
Knowledge, spread of: 18.
Kolbenschmidt: 15.
Köller & Co., Solingen: 147.
[Otto] Kropp: 102p.
‘Laborless, Bradford’: 113.
[Réné-Jules] Lalique: 75.
Language and literacy: 37ff,
96ff. Accents and diacritics:
97, 98, Table Seven.
Alphabets: 96. Brand names:
147. Corporate identifiers:
98–100. Dialect, effects of:
37, Table Two. Evolution:
38. Patent and registereddesign identifiers: 100. Slang
and short-lived terms: 38.

Trademarks: 147. Vocabulary,
changes in: 38. See also
‘Terminology’.
‘Las Rocas’ and ‘La Vela’: 147.
[Edgar Harold] Law: 130p, 131.
Lawrence of Arabia: 10.
Lead: 75, 78.
Leeds & Thirsk Railway: 89.
Leopard, locomotive: 89.
Letterforms as an aid to
identification: 41–2. Black
Letter: 41p. Deutsche Schrift
[‘Fraktur’]: 41. Evolution: 52.
Secretary’s Hand: 41.
Leyland Titan omnibus: 53p.
Ley metal [pewter]: 80.
[Carl] von Linnhe, ‘Carolus
Linnaeus’: 85fn.
[R.A.] Lister & Co. Ltd, Dursley:
95.
Lithium: 75.
Little, Gilbert & Co. Ltd,
Bradford: 113.
Little Hercules, steam wagon:
116.
Liverpool & Manchester
Railway: 86.
Lives of the Engineers: 25fn.
Loch Torridon: 45p.
London assay office: 139.
London & Birmingham
Railway: 86. London,
Brighton & South Coast
Railway: 108. London,
Midland & Scottish Railway:
54p, 108. London & North
Eastern Railway: 108.
London & South Western
Railway: 108.
[R.B.] Longridge, Bedlington
Ironworks: 86.
‘Lord Kitchener’ and ‘Lord
Roberts’ marks: 146.
Lowca Iron Works, Whitehaven:
25fn, 89.
[Joseph] Lucas & Co. Ltd,
Birmingham: 15.
Lyle Shipping Co. Ltd, Glasgow:
114.
[William] McKinley and the
McKinley Tariff Act: 105.
MacMillan Foundries, Watford:
110.
Macromolecule: 82, 83.
Magicienne, warship: 23p.
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Magnesium: 75.
Magnolia Antifriction Metal Co.
and Magnolia Metal: 77p.
Mahogany: 71.
Manoir de la Touche: 50p.
Manston, RAF station: 35fn.
Marks, markings. Anglicisation:
145–6. Assay: 139–40. Brand
names: 143ff, 145p, 146p, 147p,
148p. Cast: 92. Cataloguing:
59ff, 86ff. Construction:
91–2. Craft: 101. Cyclical:
116, 118. Date: 140, 142.
Diversity of components:
61–2. Engraved: 91. Etched:
92, 94, 95. European: 90–1.
Hallmarks: 138ff. Heraldic:
106. Hidden origins: 60–1.
History: 86–7. Identification:
86. Individual owners’: 15,
100–1. Manufacturers’: see
‘Names and numbers’ and
“Plates, manufacturers’…”
Misleading: 14, 15. National:
59–60, 89–90, 103ff.
Overview: 59. Proof
(firearms): 143. Purity
(precious metal) 142–3.
Quality assurance: 137ff.
Registry: 136ff. Rolled: 92.
Stamped: 92. Trademarks:
143ff, 145p, 146p, 147p, 148p.
Trade protection: 104, 105.
Trial analysis: 59. U.S.A.: 90.
See also ‘Abbreviations and
acronyms’, ‘Language and
literacy’.
Marple & Gillott Ltd, Sheffield:
113.
Maryport & Carlisle Railway:
89.
Maschinenfabrik Augsburg–
Nürnberg (‘MAN’), London:
113.
[William] Mason & Co.,
Taunton, Mass.: 90.
Materials, 63ff, 64d. Analytical
techniques: 63, 65. Ceramic:
71ff. Classification: 66.
Construction: 66. Glass:
74. Metals: 75ff, Table Six.
Natural: 67ff. Specific Gravity
determination: 65–6. Wood:
67ff. See also ‘Metals’, ‘Wood’.
Mathematical tiles: 72.
Mather & Platt: 112.
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[Henry] Maudslay: 22.
[Peter-Paul] Mauser and
Waffenfabrik Mauser AG,
Oberndorf: 133.
Maw & Co., Jackfield: 73p, 74.
Meissen porcelain: 72.
[Robert] Melcher, Solingen: 146.
Mercury: 81.
Messerschmitt: see ‘Bayerische
Flugzeugwerke’.
Metal plating: 80.
Metals, 75ff, 76p, 77p. Alloys and
alloying: 75, 78ff. Antifriction:
75p, 78. Background: 75.
Colour: 75. Identification:
75–9, Table Six. Specific
Gravity: 77.
Midland Railway: 91, 108.
Minargent: 79.
Monomer: 82.
Montrose assay office: 138.
Mountain magnolia: 71.
‘Murder on the Orient Express’
films: 33.
[Matthew] Murray: 150fn.
Museum of Monumental
Art, South Kensington: 21.
Museum of Practical Geology,
South Kensington: 21.
[A. von der] Nahmer: 58p.
Names and numbers, 110ff.
Cyclical: 116, 118. Factory: 112.
History: 110. Locomotives:
14. Recording: 118. Serial and
production: 115ff. Shipping:
114–15. Telegraphic: 113ff.
Warships: 110.
Nasmyth, Gaskell & Co.,
Manchester: 86, 89.
National identifiers: see ‘Marks,
markings’.
NBL: see ‘North British
Locomotive Co. Ltd’
Neilson, Reid & Co., Glasgow:
15fn.
Newcastle upon Tyne assay
office: 139.
[Thomas] Newcomen and the
Newcomen atmospheric
engine: 30p, 120. Newcomen
Society for the Study of
Engineering and Technology:
22.
New Engine Co. Ltd: 112. New
Orleans Railway: 89.

Newspapers, earliest: 18.
Nickel Silver: 79, 81.
Nigerian cottonwood: 71.
North British Locomotive Co.
Ltd [‘NBL’], Glasgow: 12, 15fn.
North Star, locomotive: 87,
119fn. North Eastern Railway:
108.
Norwich assay office: 138.
Nostra Señora del Socorro,
warship: 110.
Numbers, registration and/or
serial: 13ff. See also ‘Names
and numbers’.
Nürnberger Ultramarin-Fabrik:
126.
Nylon: 83.
Old Sheffield Plate: 80.
[Adam] Opel AG: 15.
Orenstein & Koppel: 12.
Osmium: 75.
Österreichische Bundesbahn:
108.
Otto Gas Engine Works [The],
Philadelphia: 94p.
Outwood Mill, Surrey: 42p.

Painted finish: 95.
Paktong: 85fn.
‘Parabellum’: 113, 118.
[Mathew] Paris: 22fn.
[Chemins de Fer] Paris–Lyon–
Mediterranée: 108.
[Alexander] Parkes, Parkesine,
and the Parkesine Company,
Hackney Wick: 81, 85fn.
Parsons turbines: 62.
Patents, 120ff. Abuse of process:
120. Amalgamation of
English, Irish and Scottish:
122–4. Assumed attribution:
133. Austro–Hungarian: 124.
Belgian: 125. British: 123, 124,
125. Communicated: 133–4.
Contested: 21. Duration: 130.
French: 125. German: 126.
History: 120, 121–2, 125. Legal
footing: 120. Marks: 130.
Misleading: 133ff. Pitfalls:
128, 129. Reissue (U.S.A.):
125. Spanish: 124. Tracing
specifications: 126, 128–9.
U.S.: 125, 127p.
‘Pearl Harbor’ film, 1999: 34.
Pearwood: 71.
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[John] Penn & Sons, London: 62.
Pennsylvania Railroad: 108.
[Isaac] Peral y Caballero and
the ‘Peral’ mark: 145.
Perception: 27ff. Definition:
27. Errors: 32–3. Field
dependency/independency:
31. Individual performance:
29. Literacy connexion:
31, 32. Methodology: 31–4.
Organising information: 31.
Performance limitations:
33–4. Physiology: 28. Points
of confusion: 32–3. Role in
cataloguing: 28.
Perceptive acuity: 34.
Perceptive process: 28.
Perth assay office: 138.
Petters Ltd, Yeovil: 24p.
Pewter: 79–80. Consituents: 79,
80. History: 79. [Worshipful
Company of] Pewterers,
London: 79.
Phantom, locomotive: 90.
Pique, warship: 23p.
Planimeter: 19p.
Plastics: 81ff. History: 81–2.
Moulding techniques and
manufacturing equipment:
82, 83. Testing by smell: 83.
Plates, manufacturers’:
11–13. Cast: 92. Engraved: 91.
Etched: 92, 94, 95. Plastic: 94.
Printed; 95. See also ‘Marks,
markings’.
Plating: see ‘Electroplating’ and
‘Metal plating’.
Plessey Dynamics, Swindon: 95.
Polypropylene, PT:
83. Polystyrene: 83.
Polytetrafluorethylene,
PTFE: 83. Polyvinylchloride,
PVC: 83.
Prägnanz Hypothesis: 28.
Privilegium: see ‘Patents,
Austro–Hungarian’.
Proofmarks, firearms: 143.
Proprietary metals: see ‘Alloys
and alloying’.
[James] Puckle: 120, 121p.
Puffing Billy: 21.
Purity, preciousd metal: 142–3.
Pyroxyline: 85fn.
Quality assurance marks:
137ff.

Ragosine Oil Co. Ltd: 112p.
Railway Boom: 21. Railway
Correspondence and Travel
Society [‘RCTS’]: 22.
Rainbow, warship: 23p.
Rainhill Trials, 1829: 21.
Rathburn & Brydges: 150fn.
Red Brass: 75.
[Johannes] Regiomontanus:
41p.
Registry and registered
designs: 136. History: 136.
Legality: 136.
Registration number: see
‘Number...’
G. & J. Rennie, Blackfriars.
Retribution, warship: 23p.
[Charles B.] Richards: 123p.
[Georg] Richter, Hamburg: 147.
[John] Rigby: 22, 25fn.
River Bank Works: 112.
[James L.] Robertson & Sons,
New York: 19p.
Robey & Co. Ltd, Lincoln: 14p.
Rochester Machine Tool Works,
Rochester, NY: 149p.
Rocket, locomotive: 21.
Rogers Locomotive & Machine
Works, Paterson, NJ: 90.
[Carl] Rohde & Co., Yokohama:
147.
Rolls Razor Ltd, Cricklewood:
131.
[L.T.C., ‘Tom’] Rolt: 22.
[Sir R.] Ropner & Co. Ltd, West
Hartlepool: 115.
Rosling, Appleby & Fynn,
Bradford: 92.
Rouen china: 72.
Ruolz’s Silver: 79.
Royal College of Art, London: 21.
Royal Worcester china: 74.
[John] Ruggles: 150fn.
St Andrews assay office: 139.
Salem, warship: 32.
Sadler & Green, Liverpool: 74.
Salford ironworks: 112.
Satco Metal: 79.
[Adolf] Saurer: 124.
[Thomas] Savery: 120.
Schaeffer & Budenberg,
Magdeburg, Manchester and
elsewhere: 15, 88p, 144p.
Scharnhorst, warship: 33, 35fn.
[Alfred] Schwankel: 68.

Scindia Steam Navigation Co.
Ltd, Bombay: 115.
[L.] Schwartzkopff: see
‘Berliner Maschinenbau AG’.
Science Library, South
Kensington: 21. Science
Museum [now the National
Museum of Science and
Industry, ‘NMSI’], South
Kensington: 22.
Scotswood Works: 112.
Scott’s Shipbuilding & IronWorking Co. Ltd, Glasgow: 62.
Seaton Iron Works,
Workington: 25fn.
Sentinel Steam Waggon: 116,
117p. Sentinel Waggon Works
Ltd, Shrewsbury: 117p.
Sentinel Works, Polmadie:
116.
Serial number: see ‘Names and
numbers’
Sèvres porcelain: 72.
Shakudō, Chinese bronze: 77.
Shand, Mason & Co.: 88p.
Sharp, Roberts & Co.,
Manchester: 86, 89. Sharp,
Stewart & Co., Glasgow: 15fn.
Sheffield assay office: 139.
Sheffield Plate: 142.
Siemens Brothers Dynamo
Works Ltd, London &
Stafford: 97p.
Silicone: 82.
Silver: 78.
[Henry B.] Simms, Hamburg:
146.
‘Singer’ mark: 147.
[John] Smeaton: 30p.
[Samuel] Smiles: 25fn.
[Horace] Smith: 122.
Société des Chemins de fer
Français: 108.
Soft bronze: 77.
Solex Ltd: 15.
South African hard pear: 71.
South Eastern & Chatham
Railway: 108.
[John] Southern: 25fn. Southern
Railway: 108.
Specific Gravity determination:
see ‘Materials’.
[Daniel] Spills: 81, 82, 85fn.
[Carl] Spitzer, Solingen: 147.
Spring Sails [Cubbitt’s]: 41p.
[Hermann] Staudinger: 82, 83.
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[Robert] Stephenson, Robert
Stephenson & Co., Robert
Stephenson & Hawthorns
Ltd, Darlington and
Newcastle upon Tyne: 12, 89,
112, 133, 150fn. Stephenson
Locomotive Society [‘SLS’]:
22. Stephenson’s Alloy: 79.
Stephenson’s valve gear: 133.
Steam metal: 75.
Steamships, effects of: 21.
Stockton & Darlington Railway:
86.
Stoneware: 72.
‘Stosel’, ‘Stossel’ marks: 145.
Stothert & Slaughter, Bristol:
86.
St Vincent, warship: 61p, 61–2.
Subcontracting, effects on
markings: 15.
Sulzer Frères, Winterthur: 36p.
Sun Shipping Co. Ltd, London:
114.
Svenska Lloyd Rederi AS,
Goteborg: 115.
Swamp cottonwood: 68.
Swingline stapler: 134p.
Tangye Ltd, Birmingham: 93p.
Tariffs and trade barriers: 105.
Tasmanian dogwood pear: 71.
Taumeyer & Co., Shanghai: 147.
[Charles] Tayleur & Co.,
Whitehaven: 89.
Telegraphc names: see ‘Names
and numbers’.
Terminology: 39–42. Problems
of: 40. Specialist vocabulary:
43–8, Table Three. See also
‘Glossary’, ‘Language and
literacy’.
‘Terrible’ mark: 145.
The Engineer: 22.
‘The Tower Brand’ mark: 146.
[Louis Comfort] Tiffany: 75.
Tiles: 72, 73p. See also
‘Ceramics’.
Tin: 75.
‘Titanic’ mark: 123.
‘Tolstoy’ mark: 147.
‘Toujours en Avant’ mark: 147.
Trademarks: 143ff, 145p, 146p,
147p, 148p.
[John] Tradescant: 25fn.
Transfers: 95.
Trifling metal [pewter]; 80.
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Trussed Concrete Steel Co. Ltd,
Westminster: 113.
Tulip poplar: 71.
Tulk & Ley, Whitehaven: 89.
Tungsten: 75.
Type and typestyle: see ‘Letter
forms’.

Unbrako Socket Screw Co.
Ltd, Coventry: 11p.
Unbreakable Pulley & MillGearing Co. Ltd, London: 113.
‘Uncle Sam’ mark: 146.

Vascaloid Company,
Leominster, Mass.: 82.
Vauxhall Motor Co. Ltd: 15.
Verner-Carron Frères, SaintEtienne: 59p.
‘Viceroy’ mechanical razor:
130p, 131, 131p.
Vickers, Sons & Maxim Ltd,
Erith: 94p.
Victoria and Albert Museum,
South Kensington: 22.
Vocabulary: see ‘Language and
literacy’ and ‘Terminology’.
Vulcan, locomotive: 89. Vulcan
Foundry, Newton-le-Willows:
89.
Vulcanite: 84p.
[Maximilien] Vox: 62fn.

Wakefield lubricators: 15.
[Robert] Warner & Co., Waltonon-the-Naze: 57–8, Table
Four.
Warrior, warship: 61–2.
[James] Watt, and James Watt
& Co., Birmingham: 20p, 21,
25fn, 87p, 120, 121, 150fn.
Weber carburettor: 15.
[Josiah] Wedgwood: 72–3.
G. & J. Weir: 62.
Weissweiler & Co., Köln: 147.
Wellington, aeroplane: 110.
Welshpool & Llanfair railway:
17p.
[Daniel B.] Wesson: 122.
West Australian pear: 71. West
Blatchington Windmill, Hove:
20p. West Hartlepool Steam
Navigation Co. Ltd: 114.
Westinghouse Brake Co. Ltd: 15.
Wetzlar, locomotive: 91.
Weyersberg, Kirschbaum & Co.

[‘WK&C’], Solingen: 13–14,
15fn.
Wheatstone telegraph: 21.
[Rollin] White and the White
steam car: 122. White metal:
78. White pear; 71.
[William] Williams: 133, 150fn.
Willis planimeter: 19p.
WKC, WK&C: see ‘Weyersberg,
Kirschbaum & Co.’
[Friedrich] Wohler: 75.
[George] Wolstenholm,
Sheffield: 145.
Wood: 67ff. Identification: 68,
71, Table Five. Physiology: 68.
Samples: 69p. Taxonomy: 68.
[Bennet] Woodcroft: 21, 25fn.
[George] Woodvine: 116.
Wreah Pit: 25fn.
Württembergische
Metallwarenfabrik AG,
Geislingen-Stiege: 118p.
Württemberg State
Railway: 91.
[John] Wright: 80, 85fn.
‘XLNT’ mark: 145.
Xylonite: 82.

Ybarra y Cia, Seville: 114.
York assay office: 138.

Joh. Zeltner, Nürnberg: 126.
Zinc: 75.

